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Gorbachev makes personal appeal for help at summit

INSIDE:
Murray State University announces the start
of the Galen Thurman
Scholarship for Murray
High and Calloway
County students.
Page 7A

SPORTS:
Murray State loses
another coach as Lady
Racer tennis coach
Sherryl Rouse resigns
to accept a similar position at Georgia State
University.
Page 2B

TODAY
Wednesday, July 17
WORLD
MOSCOW — Two Soviet soldiers killed 11 members of their
unit in a shooting spree, and one
of the attackers committed suicide rather than face arrest,
reports said today. Page 2A

SIATE
WASHINGTON — Three of the
nine members of Kentucky's
congressional delegation say it's
time to remove the ban on
women in combat but the others
are split on the issue. Page 3A

SPORTS
Pitching and defense were the
features of Tuesday night's
Murray-Marshall battle in the
Little League District Tournament, but Murray was able to do
both a little better. Page 28

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — Declining
energy costs offset a sharp rise
in fruit and vegetable prices in
June to produce a modest 0.2
percent increase in consumers'
cost of living, the government
said today. Page 2A

FORECAST
Mostly clear. Low around 70.
Light southeast wind. Thursday:
Partly sunny, hot and humid.
High in the lower 90s.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
358.4, -0.1; below 302.8, 0.0
BARKLEY LAKE
358.4, -0.2; below 303.0, +0.2

By TERENCE HUNT
AP White House Correspondent

LONDON — The heads of the
world's leading democracies today
heard Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev make an unprecedented
appeal for help to save his country
from economic collapse. Wrapping
up their summit, they offered
encouragement and technical assistance, but no cash bailout.
As Gorbachev headed into his
historic meeting with the leaders of
the seven richest democracies,

French President Francois Mitterrand said he and his allies had
agreed that "we must, really must,
reach out" to assure that the
Soviets accelerate their move away
from communism and toward a
market economy.
But first the Soviet president,
beaming, stood in the front row
between President Bush and British
Prime Minister John Major and
took his place in a "class picture"
in the sunshine outside Lancaster
House.
Meeting separately, Bush and

Gorbachev announced that they had
instructed their negotiators to complete an historic arms treaty. And
they agreed to meet in Moscow on
July 30 and 31 with the intention
of signing it there.
Gorbachev, standing beside a
pleased Bush, said his country was
"ready to give our hospitality to
the president of the United States
and to Mrs. Bush."
"We accept with pleasure,"
Bush said, at the conclusion of
their 80-minute session following
the wrapup of the summit of the

world's largest industrial democracies — a meeting shadowed by the
economic troubles of an old
adversary.
Following his meeting with
Bush, Gorbachev immediately
headed into a session with the U.S.
president and leaders of the other
Group of Seven nations.
Earlier, Mitterrand, talking to
reporters after his meeting with
Gorbachev, said, "We all agreed to
contribute to the recovery of the
Soviet economy, with important
structural reform." But the degree,

timing and scope of the help would
still have to be decided, he said.
In a dramatic finale to the 17th
annual economic summit of industrialized powers, a hopeful Gorbachev was appealing in person for
assistance from Bush and the leaders of Britain, France, Germany,
Italy, Canada and Japan.
A final communique approved
by the Group of Seven leaders
expressed concern about the deterioration of the Soviet economy.
saying that it creates severe hardship for all the countries of Central
and Eastern Europe..

Local program opens new
doors for home buyers
by CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

For everyone interested in having their part of the "American
dream," a new program in Murray
is just for them.
The program, titled "Yes You
Can..: -Own a Home,"- prepitts its
participants for all phases of the
homebuying cycle. Dees Bank of
Hazel and Peoples Bank of Murray
are the program's local sponsors.
There are three sessions in the
program, each stressing a different
phase in the home-buying process.
Representatives from local realtors,
banks and other individuals
involved in the process come to the
seminars and take participants
through the phases of homebuying.
After each session, a question and

answer session is held fo
participants.
"There are so many misconceptions about buying a home. If peo#
pie go through this, they learn
skills like budgeting and how to
find credit. It's a complete process," said John Williams, vicepresident of Peoples Bank.
The program came to Murray
after representatives of the Kentucky Housing Corporation came to
local officials and enlisted their
support. Steve Zea, executive
director of the Chamber of Commerce brought a representative_ of
the Corporation to bank officials.
Williams said.
Williams said two or three programs a year will probably be
Anna Requarth, owner of Robert's Realty in Murrav %as one of the featured speakers at
brought to the Murray area in the
the "Yes, You
Can...Own a Home" class held Tuesday night.
future.
Staff photo by Cyrus Alien

Gorbachev quest for aid from West
delivering a blow to Soviets' pride
MOSCOW (AP) — Soviet pride is taking a bruising over Mikhail S.
Gorbachev's mission to London in search of Western aid.
"To ask for handouts from everyone for our rich country is shameful," saleswoman Tanya Volkova, 40, said Tuesday as she wiped
homemade cottage cheese from her hands and pointed to the piles of
fruit and vegetables at a private market.
As a rule, well-dressed and college-educated Soviets are more disposed toward accepting Western aid.
"It's to speed up the transition to a civilized market economy —
what's shameful about that?" asked businessman Andrei Filorski, 44.
Historic Russian pride, reinforced by decades of propaganda about
socialist achievements in science and industry, has been bruised by
Gorbachev's quest for foreign help in transforming the economy.
As a result, the Soviet president was on the defensive as he prepared
for his London meeting today with leaders of the world's seven leading
industrialized nations.
"If any of you think that Gorbachev is going to get down on his
knees and beg ... this is not serious," Gorbachev told a Kremlin news
conference on Friday.
Although swift movement toward a market economy is popular,
public opinion polls show that aid from the West is not.
Nearly half the Soviets queried in one recent poll opposed Western
aid, and the opposition reached 75 percent among teachers and professional propagandists whose job is to instill national pride.
The poll found the greatest desire for Western aid among people
under the,age of 30, who were two-to-one in favor of it, according to
the weekly newspaper Arguments and Facts. No details of the polling
method or margin of error were given.
Hard-liners in the Supreme Soviet legislature have appealed to the
country's wounded dignity in attacks on Gorbachev.
"Why are we begging? Why arc we down on all fours begging with
our arms stretched out? That won't do, comrades!" Anatoly Kryshkin.
a member of the hard-line Soyuz group of legislators;
. said Monday.
Many ordinary Soviets interviewed Tuesday shared that opinion.
Gorbachev's invitation to meet with world leaders "is good. That
he's asking for help is bad," said Alexander Semyonov, 73, who wore
his World War H medals on a fraying plaid jacket.
"We should harvest ourselves what we plant ourselves," said
Semyonov, straightening his bent frame. "That's the honorable
course."

Parks Board to clear controversy
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Editor

The Murray-Calloway County
Parks Board will wait before
responding to recent allegations by
Calloway County Judge/Executive
George Weaks of possible mishandling of funds.
Weaks charged in a letter to the
editor July 8 that one third of the
money supplied by the Calloway
County Fiscal Court and Murray
City Council go toward "park
director's salary and fringe benefits
for him."
The parks board, faced with
financial difficulty, had earlier
asked both the city and county to
increase their yearly contribution to
the park to S55,000. The county,
which pays $40,500, refused.
Weaks has received recent criticism for not increasing the county's
supplement to the park. The county
currently contributes $40,500 year-

ly while the city donates S50,000.

Dr. Rob Williams.
The document
County money, however, should at next month's will be presented
board meeting.
only go toward the new city park.
The park. which received
not the city-owned "old park" off S75,000 in a
park land trade, will
Eighth Street, Weaks said.
use that money for capital improvements at the park and not for genParks Director Gary Hohman
eral
operating expenses, Williams
and the park board, which recently
adopted a 1992 budget some said.
In other business, the board disS218,000 less than last year, disagreed with Weaks' assessment of cussed the pool's policy of allowing breastfeeding at poolside folinflated salaries.
lowing recent incidents at the pool.
"Much of the increase in salaries
Williams stressed "discretion" to
has been because of the increase in one visitor at the board meeting. "It
the minimum wage," Holtman said. dbes not offend me but it may
The new budget includes' only a offend others at the pool." Wil$1,040 wage increase for him, con- liams said.
Williams said pool lifeguards
solidation of two park positions
and an average S1,000 hike for will be instructed to document all
future complaints and other action
other park managers.
may be taken at a later time.
The park board Tuesday agreed
The board also elected not to
to publish a document outlining refund season pool passes after the
salaries, park expenses, revenues pool was shut down for a few days
and planned capital expenditures to for repairs.
straighten out misconceptions conAny grievances can be addressed
cerning the parks' financial situa- on a one-on-one basis with the
tion, according to board chairman board, however.

State Republicans united after meeting
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associat•d Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky
Republicans haven't always been
known for their harmony, but these
days the cop nominees for statewide office are singing the same
tune.

The candidates emerged from a
meeting Tuesday with a chorus of
cooperation.
"I think we will go down this
political path united all the way,"
said Don Bell, a retired Secret Service agent from Henry County running for treasurer.
Gubernatorial nominee Larry

Man on the street

How do youfeel about Steve Newton leaving MSU?
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Hopkins and party officials promised the other seven nominees
financial, moral and technical
support.
The gathering of the eight nominees was the first since the May 28
primary and came in the wake of
questions by some in the party
about the level of support that will
be offered to those at the bottom of
the ticket.
According to the nominees themselves. those questions have been
resolved.

Pages
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9B, 10B
11B
11B
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2A
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"He's offered to help us raise
money. He's offered to go on the
campaign trail with us, do anything
that we ask him to do. I'm absolutely. totally satisfied. I feel like
all my running mates arc." said
Leonard "Buck" Beasley, the
nominee for agriculture committee.
The other nominees were equally
effusive about the help they will
get and their prospects against the
Democrats.

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.

"I'm tickled to death," said
Dexter Wright, a former legislator
from Louisville running for secretary of state.

Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

"1 feel good about the help that

were. going to get," said Betty
FRANK ENGLISH
I think Coach Newton was obviously an intelligent man and a good
coach, but he can be replaced.

KEVIN WRIGHT
I think he made a good choice.
He's going to a great conference.
He'll do a great job like he did at
Murray.

Holmes, a Louisville health care
executive running for auditor.
KENNY BOGARD
I told someone at the end of last
season that he (Newton) wouldn't
be here this year. We're gonna
miss him.

JAMES MAHAN
Well, it's a great loss for Murray, but he can be replaced just like
anyone else. We'll find somebody.

"I am very happy with what I
heard this morning," said Donna
Shedd, another Louisvillian running for superintendent of public
instruction.
v

. 4
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Consumer prices rose 0.2 percent in June
the-Labor
Department's Consumer
Price Index followed a 0.3 percent
increase in May and an 0.2 percent
rise in April.
For the first half of 1991, prices
increased at an annual rate of 2./
percent, well below the 6.1 percent
advance for all of 1990, the worst
in eight years.
The swing is largely attributable
to oil prices, which are falling

WASHINGTON (AP) — Declining energy costs offset a sharp rise
in fruit and vegetable prices in
June to produce a modest 0.2 percent increase in consumers' cost of
living, the government said today.
The report bolsters private analysts' view that inflation will not be
a problem as the nation pulls out of
a recession that began last July.
The seasonally adjusted gain in

steel* after skyrocketing following traq's invasion of Kuwait.
But, the Labor Department said
that food prices and so-called core
prices — excluding food and energy — were both advancing at a
slower rate this year than in 1990.
In a separate report on the
nation's economy today, the Commerce Department said housing
starts shot ahead 5.2 percent in

Summer SAM

All Side-By-Side Refrigerators

$999

or Less

Now Until July 31st

UNDERWOOD APPLIANCE
759-1505

Hwy. 641 N.

June, boosting the annual rate of
new construction over the 1 million
mark for the first time in seven
months. All regions of the country
posted strong gains except the
West, where the housing industry
has been weak in recent months.
The Commerce Department said
new construction of houses and
apartments totaled a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of 1.04 million
in June, up from a revised 989,000
in May.
In his semiannual report to Congress, Federal Reserve Board
Chairman Alan Greenspan on
Tuesday pointed to "promising
signs of a slowing in inflation"
and said monetary policy would be
aimed at building on the progress.
The various changes left the
Consumer Price Index, before
adjusting for seasonal variations, at
136.0 in June, compared with 129.9
a year ago. That means that a
marketbasket of goods and services
costing $136 last month would
have cost S129.90 in June 1990.

DAYS-VILY!

News of the world
U.S.S.R.
MOSCOW — Two Soviet soldiers killed
11 members of their unit in a shooting
spree, and one of the attackers committed suicide rather than face arrest,
reports said today The shooting broke
out Monday night at a base in Ulyanovsk.
400 miles southeast of Moscow, the military newspaper Krasnaya Zvezda
reported The report said 10 of the soldiers were killed outright and an 11th
died today The newspaper identified the
assailants only as Pvt V. Seminikhin and
Pvt B Muradov. The state news agency
Tass said the two fled and tried to elude
a military manhunt by hiding first in a
nearby forest and then in a quarry
"When they realized their situation was
hopeless, Pvt. V. Seminikhin turned himself in and Pvt S. Muradov committed
suicide," Tass said. The report did not
elaborate. It was the second report this
month of soldiers turning guns on members of their units_ On July 9, troops captured two deserters accused of killing
eight members of their unit and wounding
five others in an attack three days earlier,
Tass and Radio Russia reported

YUGOSLAVIA
LJUBLJANA — Slovenia said today it
had shut off electricity to five Yugoslav
military bases because federal authorities refused to reopen the breakaway
republic's airspace. "It looks like they will
only respond to strong-arm pressure,"
said Slovene Information Minister Jelko
Kacin. But the army charged that officials
of the westernmost republic were more
interested in provoking the military than
in securing peace. In another development, two more people were reported
killed in ethnic fighting between Croats
and Serbs in neighboring Croatia. The
chairman of Yugoslavia's eight-man presidency, Croatia's StOe Mesic, tried for
the second day to convene a meeting on
the Adriatic island Brioni of top officials
from all the nation's republics. It was on
Brioni on July 8 that Yugoslav officials
agreed to a peace plan brokered by the
European Community. Fighting broke out
between federal and republican troops in
Slovenia after that republic and Croatia
declared independence on June 25. A
tense cease-fire has held in Slovenia for
two weeks, and a monitoring team from
the European Community arrived in
Yugoslavia on Monday.

1:1WA, Cyprus — Whi1th United
—1-1
Nations works to deny Iraq the means to
develop a nuclear weapon, Iran is stepping up its drive to join the nuclear club
Tehran insists its objective is nuclear
energy, not weapons But its nuclear
ambitions as it seeks to assert its dominant position in the Persian Gulf in the
post-war era have raised more than a
few eyebrows. In recent weeks Germany
and France, despite their eagerness to
develop their economic links with oil-rich
Iran, have both rebutted requests for help
in reviving the country's dormant nuclear
program. It was launched in the 1960s by
the late Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi ,
who as overthrown in the 1979 Islamic
rev lion. His ambitious $30 billion plan
tsaged 20 nuclear power plants by
century's end.

Thursday, July 18th and
Friday, July 19th
Savings throughout the store!
WOMENS

IRAQ
BAGHDAD — In his first speech in four
months, President Saddam Hussein
called on his people today to forget internal differences and enter a new era of
promised greater political freedoms.
"Pluralism will be the main pillar in the
next new phase," Saddam said in a televised address on the 23rd anniversary of
the rise to power of his Arab Baath
Socialist Party. "I urge all nationalist Iraqis from all intellectual and political
trends who are concerned with Iraq's
sovereignty, unity and independence to
turn a new page and forget the differences and contradictions of the past
However, the liberalization Saddam is
promising is expected to be limited, with
competing parties barred from participa-
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MANILA — American and Philippine
negotiators announced today that
Washington will give up Clark Air Base
next year and that both sides have
agreed that the U.S Navy can remain at
Subic Bay for 10 more years "We have
reached agreement on all major issues,"
U S spokesman Stanley Schrager told
reporters In return for continued use of
the naval base, the Philippines will
receive $203 million a year The agreement must be ratified by two-thirds of the
Senate, where opposition to the bases is
strong Schrager said Clark, heavily
damaged by last month's eruptions of the
Mount Pinatubo volcano, would be turned
over to the Philippines "not later than
Sept. 16, 1992 '' The lease on both bases expires Sept 16 but the one-year
phaseout period for Clark was agreed
upon to allow time to repair the bases
and provide for an orderly withdrawal of
U S forces "Subic also sustained heavily
damaged in last month's eruptions

ISRAELILEBANON

RASHAYA — Israeli warplanes blasted
Shiite Muslim guerrilla strongholds in
southern Lebanon today after the guerrillas clashed with Israeli-backed forces,
police said The air strikes were Israel's
first in Lebanon since the Syrian-backed
army moved into the volatile south on
July 1 to restore state control and check
guerrilla activity, shutting down the PLO's
last bases near Israel There was no
immediate word on casualties in today's
raids, which followed six hours of clashes
in the area between Islamic resistance
fighters and the Israeli-backed South
Lebanon Army militia The SLA helps
patrol Israel's sell-designated border sec
urity zone Its radio station said an SLA
militiaman and two guerrillas were killed
in today's clashes An initial police report
also said five civilians were wounded In
Jerusalem, Israel's military command
identified the targets struck only as
launching pads for rocket attacks and
"terrorist activities" aimed against the
Israeli security strip.

CUBA
MEXICO CITY — Mario Chanes de
Armas, one of Cuba's longest-held politi
cal prisoners, was released Tuesday
after a 30-year prison sentence on
charges of plotting to kill Fidel Castro

United Way OKs
DES, Need Line
as new members
Two new local service organizations have joined membership
in Murray's United Way
chapter.
The United Way Board,
which met Friday, elected to
accept membership applications
from Need Line and the Disaster
and Emergency Services (DES)
for the 1991-92 fund-raising
campaign, according to United
Way president Chuck Williams.
The new agencies pull United
Way membership to 15 members including the American
Red Cross, Boy Scouts of
America, Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens, Family
YMCA, Kentuckianna Girl
Scouts, West Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation Center, ArthritiS Foundation, Calloway County 4-H
Council, C.H.A.M.P., Humane
Society of Calloway County,
National Kidney Foundation of
Kentucky, Spouse Abuse Hotline and Shelter and the Main
Street Youth Center.
Parents Anonymous did not
submit an application for membership, Williams said.
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lion in the military command and security
apparatus that Saddam has tihtly controlled Saddam made no mention in the
45 minute speech of a July 25 deadline
set by the U N Security Council for Iraq
to cooperate fully on disclosure of its
nuclear resources or face the threat of a
new allied attack
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Lawmakers split on women in military
WASHINGTON (AP) — Three
of the nine members of Kentucky's
congressional delegation say it's
time to remove the ban on women
in combat but the others are split
on the issue.
Several said women should be
restricted to flying combat missions
while others did not want women
to perform any fighting role
whatsoever.
Opposed to the ban are Sen.
Mitch McConnell, a Louisville
Republican, Rep. William Natcher,
a Democrat from Bowling Green,
and Rep. Carroll Hubbard, a Democrat from western Kentucky's 1st
District.
There are about 230,000 women
in active duty — 11 percent of the
military, according to Christopher
Jelp, an assistant secretary of
de
. In 1972, women made up
only 2 percent of the military.

In the recent Persian Gulf War,
35,000 women were involved —
6.6 percent of the overall gulf
force. Fifteen women were killed,
although none was officially
involved in combat.
"I sincerely believe that it's
alright to have women engaged in
combat and engaged in all of the
military services... I see no reason
why, with everything being equal,
that there should not be women in
combat," Natcher said Tuesday.
He said, however, that under certain circumstances such as war,

military leaders should decide to
what extent women will be
involved in fighting.
_ "But no rule should ever be
adopted" that would bar women
from fighting. Natcher said.
McConnell said, "What I favor
is giving women, based on their
own individual capabilities, the
opportunity to play whatever role
they are capable of performing."
Hubbard said that as more
women join the military, they
should have the same opportunities
as men to advance their careers.

SIZZLING SUMMER

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6
p.m.
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stomps & WIC Vouchers
Kurtz Fancy Tomato

Ketchup
32 oz

59'

Verdict shocks
prosecutor, family
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Jefferson Circuit Court jury has
convicted former soldier Bobby
Turner of manslaughter in his
estranged wife's death, shocking
the prosecution and outraging her
family.
The jury deliberated three hours
Monday before returning its verdict
in the Aug. 30 shooting of Andrea
Turner. She was shot five times in
the back, execution-style.
Throughout the weeklong trial,
prosecution wimesses described the
slaying as intentional, and Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney
Wes Faulkner asked the jury to
return a murder conviction.
—How can it -be manslaughter
when she didn't have a chance?'
asked Geneva Mostiller, the victim's mother, who said the verdict
"stinks." Shively Police Lt.
Andrew Hicks was also stunned.
"I'm devastated. I'm totally disappointed," he said. "It appears
the legal system failed .her — even
after her death."
Faulkner, who was visibly disturbed by the verdict, refused to
comment until after the jury
decides Bobby Turner's sentence.
It was scheduled to resume deliberations Tuesday on that phase of the
trial.
Turner, 28, a former corporal
and career military man who
received a bad-conduct discharge,
told the jury Friday that he didn't
mean to shoot his wife five times
in the back and that he acted
impulsively — not intentionally.
Had he been convicted of murder, the jury could have set a sentence of any number of years.
Because jurors chose first-degree
manslaughter, the stiffest sentence
Turner could get is 20 years.
Police and prosecution witpesses
testified last week that Turner, 28,
flew to Louisville a few days after
he was released from a military
prison at Fort Riley, Kan., bought a
gun and killed his 29-year-old wife
as she was leaving for work.
The commonwealth had contended that Turner killed his wife
because she prosecuted him for
assaulting and kidnapping her
while they lived on an Army base
in Germany.
Court-martialed for the crimes,
Turner was stripped of his rank.
Three prosecution witnesses testified that Turner told them he had
to kill his wife; two said he told
them he killed her because she
ruined his career.
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Jerry Graham Receives
Customer Satisfaction
Excellence Award
•

Jerry Graham, PARTS DEPARTMENT MANAGER At
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury, has received the 1990 Silver
Excellence Award presented by the Ford Motor Company.The
award is presented to those demonstrating excellence in parts
management and customer satisfaction.
Graham, born and raised in Murray, has been with Parker
Ford Lincoln-Mercury for 34 years. This is the only job he has
ever held since graduating from high school. Graham is
married to the former Jackie Hayden ofPaducah and has three
children: Kristi, a sophomore at MSU and employed in the
Athletic Department at the University and Cheri Theatres; La
Don, an employee of MSU News Center 11 and Tim,a resident
of Lexington, Ky.
The staff at Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury congratulates
Graham on this fine achievement. Excellence in customer
satisfaction has helped us win the 'Chariman's Award for
Customer Satisfaction, the highest honor a Ford Motor
Company dealership can receive - for the fifth consecutive
year.
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PERSPECTIVE
A letter to Heather, at 21

Miierray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON

My Dearest Heather —
I know that I promised you a few
years ago (I think it was when you
hit 17) that I would stop writing
these birthday letters to you.
Grandfathers ought to keep their
promises, but a 21st birthday is
something very special, and ii
doesn't seem right simply to send a
check inside a Snoopy card. Happy
Birthday, my love. Consider yourself emancipated.
Come to think of it, you have
been pretty well emancipated since
the day you were born. Independent, that's my Heather! At 21
you're legally free to do anything
permitted under the laws of Colorado, where you have become officially a citizen. Come 2004 you
Could run against Tim Wirth for the
U.S. Senate. There's a thought for
the day.
Once before I suggested to you a
way for measuring the depth of
love. It's not as accurate as measuring the depth of snow in Boulder, but it works. The depth of
love, in my theory, depends upon
the number of "remember whens."
More precisely, .it depends upon
the difference between the good
remember-whens and the bad
remember-whens. In a given relationship, if you have 50 goods and
only 10 bads, you have a lovely
thing going. Of course, the goods
and bads aren't of equal value; they
have to be weighed, but you get the
idea.

DANIEL T. PARKER
Managing Editor

TED DELANEY
General Manager
'Where thew is no vision. the people perish.'
\-

PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

Letters to the editor
'Just children who want to play ball'
Dear Editor:
A few years ago I clipped the poem below to keep in my son's scrapbook. Maybe a few other parents would also like a copy. With all-star
tournaments going on it's hard to remember they're just children who
want to play ball. The fairness of some of the calls in Benton were questioned and I hope as the tournaments continue we just keep in mind
they're little boys and deserve to be treated fairly.
Rhonda Darnell
Rt. 1, Farmington, KY 42040
• • • •
He stands alone at the plate / His heart pounding fast,
The bases are loaded / The die has been cast.
Mom & Dad cannot help him, / He stands all alone,
A hit at this moment / would send the team home.
A ball nears the plate, / He swings and he misses,
A groan from the crowd, / some boos and some hisses.
A thoughtless voice cries, / "strike out the bum,"
tears fill his eyes, / the game's no longer fun.
So here's to remind you, / In case you forget,
He's just a little boy — / He's not a man yet.
(Editor's note: Thank you for the poem, which has been a favorite of mine
since my days on the sports beat. While it is certainly appropriate now to
remind parents that the team their c-hildreft is competing -against tsmade
up of other people's children, it may also serve some good to point out
another related issue: Despite the "all-star" connotations and the
tournament-atmosphere competition, these games are, after all, only
games. The kids out on the field are not major-league players, and neither
are the umpires making the calls. Mistakes from players, coaches and
umpires should be expected — and forgiven — without letting our emotions rule our actions. Our children learn nothing from bad examples,
whether it is booing an opposing team's player or booing an umpire's
decision. We may not ever be able to teach a child how to turn a double
play like Ozzie Smith, but we can teach them how to field life's wins and
losses with grace, compassion and a sense of fair play.).
—Daniel T. Parker

,

Good old Sgt. Joe Friday. Now
there was a really decent cop. True,
he walked like he had a corncob
stuck in his back pocket, but he
was always polite, neatly dressed
in his crisp Robert Hall outfits and
he never violated anybody's legal
rights.
He hated the bad guys, but about
as mean as he got was when he
slapped on the cuffs and gave them
a look of disgust.
In his prime on network TV, Joe
Friday symbolized to much of the
nation what a clean, honest police
department was like.
He was totally unlike the Hollywood version of the Southern sheriff, who was always potbellied,
scowling, smirking, spitting, wearing dark glasses and picking on the
nearest "nigra."
Or Chicago cops, on .the take
from the Capone mob in the
movies. And in real-life, pounding
protesters on the head at the 1968
Democratic Convention. Or New
York cops — rude, crude and treating that decent Serpico like dirt.
Not Los Angeles, though.
Thanks to Sgt. Joe Friday and his
sidekick, Frank Smith, the nation
knew that the LAPD was different
than the rest: Honest, efficient,
good, fair and true.
But how times change, and how
quickly. Now we've had the famous L.A. videotape beating, plus

Like Banquo's ghost,
Gorbachev haunts summit
By MAUREEN JOHNSON
An Associated Press Analysis

—

the choir? It was all part of country
living. Remember the themes you
had to write at Rappahannock High
School? You never could spell
much better than your Uncle
Christopher, but there was a spark
there. And I remember the summer
you went down to the University of
Virginia for a couple of weeks at a
writer's workshop. You thought
about a career as a writer then. I
hope you still think about it.
Oh, my dear love, there are so
many good "remember whens!"
Remember when we went to Paris
and London in 1987? We did all
the tourist things. We took the boat
ride on the Seine. ("The river
stinks.") We climbed a part of the
Eiffel Tower. ("Neat.") Until a
reproachful guard stopped you in
the Louvre, you were doing the
museum barefoot.
In London we saw the crown
jewels, which did not greatly
impress. You were sufficiently
emancipated even then to go solo
to the Hard Rock Cafe, where you
bought a T-shirt. You went to
Stonehenge and stood in silence, a

In-LA• Sgt Friday's era is over and out

Washington Today

LONDON — Like Banquo's ghost in Shakespeare's "Macbeth," Mikhail Gorbachev haunted the G-7 summit: entering late, but always on the
minds of a wealthy, successful cast.
President Bush and his colleagues doggedly ranged over familiar terrain
— stumbling negotiations on trade liberalization, drugs, global warming,
inflation, arms control.
But always the conversation came back to what to do about their Soviet
guest, and the embarrassing subject of money.
If anyone wanted to forget, the Soviets made certain they didn't.
On Monday, hours before the summit opened, Gorbachev's adviser
Yevgeny Primakov was on BBC radio, warning in an interview that Gorbachev had put his job on the line by coming to London.
"Everything depends on the move from the opposite side," Primakov
said, turning up the heat on the West.
On Tuesday, Deputy Prime Minister Vladimir Shcherbakov appeared
on Independent Television, saying that S20 billion to $30 billion in aid
would be very useful.
Throughout their three-day summit, the leaders of the United States.
Canada. Japan, Britain, France, Germany and Italy insisted Gorbachev
was not a member of the club, just coming along for a talk after the
gathering was over.
"He hasn't been here," observed Canadian Finance Minister . Don
Mazankowski, fending off the umpteenth question about Gorbachev on
Tuesday night.
And then at dinner at Buckingham Palace, the massed bands played "If
I Were a Rich Man," and everyone thought of Gorbachev.
The London summit belonged to Gorbachev and his long letter to the
seven nations with its promises of economic reform, its mind-numbing
terms such as "destatization" and its heavy hints of impending disaster.
"We say we're analyzing the letter," a British -official remarked. "But
really we're just trying to make it out — the pages aren't even
numbered."
•
But they all got the message.
"What you hear in the corridorsand in the lunch meetings, and over
dinner, is that everyone is very much aware that the Soviet Union is going
through a very difficult period of transition," said Dutch Foreign Minister
Hans van den Broek.
"But there's a lot still unclear, and it's even unclear what we can do
with maximum effect to support political and economic reform over
there," van den Brock added.
His country was invited because it holds the rotating presidency of the
European Community.
The other new boy at the gathering, British Prime Minister John Major.
who succeeded Margaret Thatcher seven months ago, was doing his best
to show Gorbachev a good time and invited him to the opera on Thursday
night.
Even that was an awkward choice. They're playing Rossini's "Cinderella" at Covent Garden.
"As if," commented The Times of London, "it wasn't bad enough
coming to a party where you have to explain to the doorman that although
your name isn't on the official invitation list, you are sure the host would
let you in if he knew you were waiting outside."
And there was the final irony.
The Big Seven know well the delicate balance between public espousal
of tough economic decisions and private fears of the electoral cost. Postperestroika, Gorbachev has joined the club.
Hugo Young, columnist in London's liberal Guardian newspaper.
commented:
"That Mr. Gorbachev, of all of them, should be the most enfeebled by
an unmanageable popular Opinion is an irony which only a heart of stone
could fail to savor."
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE — Maureen Johnson, AP's diplomatic writer in
London, is covering her fourth 6-7 summit.)

Remember when you lived on
Hawthorn Farm, in Rappahannock
County, Virginia? That's where
you grew up as a country girl. You
developed a great affection for animals — even for rabbits and
groundhogs — and you learned that
black snakes are good snakes. You
were insatiably curious. You still
are, always asking why, and how
come, and what for.
We remember you as a little girl,
not much taller than our grand old
collie Lorenzo, romping with him
in the yard. I have a picture of you
at 7, not quite the blond Dresden
doll any more, putting on a few
freckles. I especially remember
when you were the pre-eminent
cookie seller for the Girl Scouts of
Rappahannock.
"How many boxes do you need
to sell?" I would ask.
"Twenty-five more."
What are grandfathers for? You
came in first every year. I will never again eat a mint chocolate cookie without remembering Heather.
Remember your teaching Sunday
School at Trinity? And singing in

novel experience for you.
For the rest of your life you will
remember the foreign-exchange
students who came to live for a
year in your house. There was
Bent from Denmark, and the next
year Daniel from Germany, and
then Bella from Brazil, and you
learned from them just as they
learned from you.
We remember your high school
graduation and seeing you off to
the University of Colorado, and we
remember how we reveled in your
letters from the Netherlands during
the year you lived with your
adopted family there. You came
back speaking fluent Dutch, and we
teased you: What in the world can
you do with fluent Dutch? Fly the
Dutch airline.
Now you're flying off in September for another year abroad,
this time as a student in Togo.
Togo! What in the world can you
do with a year in Togo? Polish
your French? You could polish
your French in France. But yes,
you've been to France, and you've
never been to Africa at all, and
why not spend a year where
nobody else spends a year? Togo it
shall be,. Pick up a little Bantu
while you're there.
And again, my love, we will
revel in your letters when you have
time to write us. The good
remember-whens keep piling up.
and the love gets deeper all the
time.
—Grandfather

more.

The latest disclosures are tran-

scripts of L.A. cops talking to each
other on the police radio about
their latest adventures, and offering
their social insights.
So maybe it is time for Hollywood to resurrect Sgt. Joe Friday
and bring him up to date. All
they'd have to do is weave in some
of the comments from the radio
transcripts and the show would be
a ratings smash.
"9:35 a.m. Received a call of a
woman whose home was burglarized. Hope she has huge set of
kazoopers.
"9:4.0 a.m. Drove down Slausen
toward home of complainant.
Monkeys in the trees, monkeys in
the trees, hi ho dario, monkeys in
the trees. Too bad we don't have
time for some monkey-slapping.
My partner says he wishes he could
drive down Slausen with a flame
thrower. We could have a
barbecue.
"9:45 a.m. Arrived at home of
complainant. Asked her, 'Ma'am,
did you see the perpetrators?' She
said she got a glimpse of two men
running through her back yard.

"12:30 p.m. Got call to do alley
sweep. Drove down alley. I love
alley sweeps, especiallly if they
don't want to move. Hammer time.
My partner told me he didn't want
to hit people. He said: 'I shoot
them. My shooting policy is based
on nationality and looks.'
"1 p.m. We got a little physical
with a suspect. Had to teach him- a
Asked her: 'Be's dey Naugahyde?' little respect
for the police. Ha, ha.
She said: 'What?' I said: 'You ha. We
had fun. No stick time,
know, be's dey Negrohide?' She though.
But I obviously didn't beat
asked if I meant African - this
guy enough. He got right back
Americans. I asked my partner if up
and was still being obnoxious. It
African-American meant the same was fun,
but no chance to bust
as monkeys. He said he believed heads.
Maybe next time.
so. I said: 'Yes, ma'am.' She said;
"2 p.m. Going to lunch. We's be
'No, they did not appear to be hungry.
African-Americans.' I said, too
"3 p.m. Pursuit of vehicle.
bad, I was in the mood for some
monkey-slapping. Could have gone Caught pursuit suspect. Hope he
out on a monkey hunt and ques- gets ugly, so I can vent my hate.
tioned a Buckwheat or a Willie Har, har. Capture him, beat him
Lunch Meat. But she described and treat him like dirt. Sounds like
them as being swarthy. That was a a job for the dynamic duo.
"4 p.m. Finished with suspect.
good clue. Meant that we might get
some Mexercise. Or maybe they He was crying like a baby. I shoutwere Indians, the towel-head kind, da shot him. I missed another
not the feather kind. Thanked her -chance. I'm getting soft. I almost
and left. No sense in staying. got me a Mexican last night. But
Didn't have a huge set of he dropped the damn gun. Too
quick.
kazoopers.
"11:15 a.m. Arrested an 85-year"5 p.m. End of shift. Signing off
old woman for being disorderly. with motto: 'They give me a stick,
Just slapped her around a bit.
they give me a gun, they pay me 50
"11:45 a.m. Responded to com- Gs, to have some fun.'
plaint of wife-beating. Best wife"And I'm Sgt. Joe Everyday.
beating I've ever seen. Looks like a Only the names have been changed
whipped slave.
to protect ourselves."

Capitol Ideas

Hopkins backers may be miscasting role
By MARK R. CHELLGREN

It is true that Wilkinson and Jones have gotten along "famously." In
fact, their relations put them on front pages throughout their term. Some
Jones action or inaction would infuriate Wilkinson, prompting the goverFRANKFORT, Ky. — Larry Hopkins' strategy for defeating Brereton
nor to say unkind words about his lieutenant governor.
Jones for governor in November parallels that used by almost all RepubliJones would mouth the words that he would never say anything bad
cans of late.
about the governor then would do just that.
Jones, in Hopkins' words, will become everyDemocrat, the source of
The fact is, Jones and Wilkinson were never married, never engaged,
the state's woes for decades and the reason Kentucky has bobbed in the
never dated and never even held hands.
backwaters of economic progress. •
"They were pregnant, let me put it that way," Hopkins protested.
In most respects that would make for a fairly predictable election
His somewhat lame attempt notwithstanding, Hopkins does not play the
except Jones has done all he can to portray himself a different Democrat.
role of a tough guy politician very well. The fact is he has gotten along
Thus, the campaign may become a traveling identity crisis. Here is
pretty well with most of his colleagues along the way and most of them
Hopkins, a Republican who once was a Democrat who says he represents
genuinely like Hopkins.
a break from the past. There is Jones, a Democrat who once was a RepuIf there is to be malevolence, it will have to be manufactured. Hopkins,
blican who says he represents a break from the past.
generally speaking, is a nice guy and that may be his greatest strength. It
The difference, according to Hopkins, is that he is a known quantity.
appears, though, that his handlers have decided to cast him in a different
"I hope I stand for something," Hopkins said during a recent interrole.
view. "I don't know what he stands for. I've got a record. Like it or not.
Nevertheless, Hopkins' good guy image does come through in
I've got a record."
conversation.
The record comes from thousands of votes cast during 13 years in Con"I want to bring something to this state," he said. "I want to bring a
gress and terms in the state House and Senate. Hopkins says Jones can
touch of class to this state that it hasn't had before."
point to no paper trail of his own.
Hopkins has friends, he says, friends who can help Kentucky.
And that may be an important topic to a voter who bothers to look
"I
have no selfish agenda whatsoever."
beyond the 30-second spot.
It
may
be that Hopkins' best chance will be to avoid party identificaExcept for two terms in the West Virginia House, Jones has no public
tion
altogether
and run as an individual.
service resume' to point to in government. And he has repudiated some of
his most closely held beliefs from his West Virginia days, such as opposi- (Mark R. Chellgren is the Frankfort correspondent for The Associated
Press.)
tion to the death penalty.
As any lieutenant governor, Jones cannot really say he has done anything in that job — largely because the job has nothing to do.
But Hopkins also says he will try to make the case that Jones represents
a continuation of the legacy left by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Readers and residents are welcomed and encouraged at all times to
Wilkinson's record — good or bad — notwithstanding that coupling.
express their opinions on our "Viewpoints" page by writing letters to
just doesn't stand scrutiny.
the editor. We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
"What traditionally happens is that governors and lieutenant governors
with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer,
marry during the campaign," said Hopkins. Following a honeymoon,
with the writer's address and telephone number included in case verifiaccording to Hopkins, there is a public separation that allows the new
cation is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The
lieutenant governor to forge an identity of his or her own and run for
Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any
governor without having to carry the baggage of the incumbent
letter.
administration.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, the Murray LedThere is only one problem with Hopkins' scenario. It is historically
ger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
inaccurate.
An Associated Press News Analysis
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BAKER'S STEW
By Trudy Baker

Our vacation had been the ultimate
in relaxation; beautiful days on a
white sand beach, delicious fresh
seafood galore, gorgeous sunsets, a
fabulous beach house, no worries or
hurrys.
Being obsessive beachcombers, alays in search of the perfect shell, we
signed on for a 4 hour shelling tour to
an uninhabitied island about 10 miles
offshore. Captain Carlos told us about
his small but seaworthy boat,equipted
with the latest in radios, navigational
guides and sally devices. Prepard for
the always possible motion sickness
(I'm a lifelong sufferer), we set off and
on the calm waters of the bay had a
pleasant trip to the island.
After an hour or so on the beach, we
climbed back on board and set off
around the island to photograph the
hi.ittirical lighthouse. This involved
going onto the Gulf itself. All was
well as we skimmed along, watching
for dolphins and other large fish. We
were thoroughly enjoying ourselves,
what a great vacation.., and then the
w ind picked up...and then picked up
again...and the sea went from a flat
calm to 6-8 foot swells.
Captain Carlos, the picture of calm,
merely stated "Yep,you're on the Gulf
of Mexico! Things can change pretty
quick down here."
Within minutes, I had completely
lost my tan and was just trying to hold
on and keep my lunch as we pitched
hack and forth, topping one wave to
slam to the bottom of another.
Captain Carlos frowned and tapped
the glass of a gadget on his steering
platform "H mm," he mumbled,
"Seems we've lost the radio ground
w ire." I could've cared less at that
moment, but he fiddled and fussed as I
concentrated on the horizon (a supposed remedy to seasickness).
Suddenly, dolphins lept through
the waves about 20 feet away, beautiful graceful slips of grey, darting
above the crashing waves. The
lighthouse was in sight and I thought
perhaps I'd make it... when the engine
died.
Just a splutter and a whoosh and
that was it. .The Captain tried to
nonchalantly shrug off the problem,
changed the battery, twisted some
wires, dug for pliers, and still not a
spark.. After 10 minutes or so of
mechanical repair attempts Captian
Carlos gave up and radioed for help..except, remember that ground
wire...the radio wouldn't work.
My husband, watching the dolphins, and taking photographs of the
lighthouse appeared unconcerned.
But for a cowardly, seasick, land
loving female, who has read too many
lost-at-sea adventures, there was only
one thing to do, panic.
Humming the theme from Gilligan's Island, while clutching my,
'emergency' seasick sack, I kept my
eyes on the island, gauging how
rapidly we were drifting out to sea.
The concerned look on the Captain's
face didn't go with his casually telling
us about the flares he could send
up...after dark. I asked if we had a
paddle, but no one paid any attention.
Finally, the engine sputtered back
to life and we were off, bouncing and
bobbing again (big sigh of relief),
only to splut to a stop soon afterwards.
This continued all afternoon, stop,
start,stop, start...and no radio. But we
did finally putter back onto the bay,
where the waters were calmer. It was
too late, of course, I was already green
and had gone,from trying not to be
sick, to hoping I would and just get it
over,(which I finally did..and somewhere in the Gulf floats a Piggly
Wiggly sack, that gives new meaning
to "Cheeseburger in Paradise.") After
6 hours, we finally limped back to the
dock to be met by the Captain's
worried family. He asked if we
wanted to go out- again'the next day,
maybe do some fishing: We graciously' declined...and ran as fast as
our wobbly legs would carry us.
Needless to say, my seafaring days
are over. I'll have a greater apprecia
tion, anytime I eat fresh seafood or
fish, for the person who braved the sea
to catch my dinner. We did have some
wonderful fish on our vacation, and
collected a few new recipes you might
want to try.

spoon sauce over fillets and bake at
450 degress for 8-10 mins. or until
fish flakes with a fork. Serve over hot
rice.
Bacon-Stuffed Flounder Rolls
3 slices bacon
butter or margarine, melted
1-6 oz. pkg. herb-seasoned stuffing
mix
1/4 c. finely chopped onion

Red Snapper Veracruz
1 med. onion, chopped
3 cloves garlic, minced
1/4 c. water
1-16 oz. can tomatoes, cut up
113 c. sliced green or ripe olives
I Tbls. lime juice (fresh is best)
1-2 teas. chopped jalapeno pepper
(or more to taste)
1 teas. sugar
1 lb. red snapper fillets
In saucepan, combine onion, garlic
and water, boil, reduce heat to medium and cook 2 mins. or til tender.
Stir in undrained tomatoes, olives,
lime juice, peppers and sugar. Return
to boil, reduce heat and simmer,
covered for 5 mins. Uncover and
simmer 10 mins. Stirring frequently.
Place fillets in 9x13 glass baking dish,

IMF

2 Tbls. snipped parsley
6-4 oz. flounder fillets
Cook bacon til crisp, drain, reserving the drippings. Crumble bacon,set
aside. Measure drippings and add
enough melted butter to equal 1/4 c.
Prepare stuffing mix according to
package directions, using the drippings instead of butter and adding the
onion. Stir in the bacon and parsley
and cool 10 mins. Cut wide fillets in
half, lenghwise. Lay 2 pieces end to
end, overlapping thin edges. Place 1/
3 c. stuffing onto one end of fish and
roll up. Secure with toothpicks.
Place rolls upright in 9x13 pan and
brush with melted butter. Bake at 375
for 20 mins. or til done. (Sprinkle tops
of rolls with paprika for a nice look)

Serve with a cheddar cheese sauce if
desired.

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

Lemony Almond Fillets
1 lb. flounder or sole fillets(orange
roughy . is good, too)
1/2 c. dry bread crumbs
2 Tbls. butter, melted
1 teas. finely shredded lemon peel
1/3 c. sliced almonds
Place fillets in single layer in a 9x 13
baking pan (thinner fillets can be
stacked double). In small bowl,
combine crumbs, butter and lemon
peel. Stir til well mixed. Sprinkle the
crumb mix over the top of fish, then
sprinkle with the almonds. Bake in a
450 oven til fish flakes with a fork and
crumbs are golden. Serve with lemon
wedges.
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MSU establishes Thurman scholarship

PETS OF THE WEEK — These three animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are,
from left, "Alex," a male neutered shorthaired cat; "Nehi," a female Cocker Spaniel; and "Halston,"
a
male Black Lab. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open
to the
public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society
is a
member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.

A scholarship in memory of
Galen M. Thurman Jr., longtime
Murray businessman and community leader who died Feb. 13, has
been established at Murray State
University.
Guidelines for the scholarship
created through the efforts of Thurman's friends and family specify
that recipients be graduates of Murray High School or Calloway
County High School and be entering freshmen in a field of business.
Financial need will be a consideration of the four-member selec-

tion committee to be made up of
representatives of the College of
Business and the MSU Foundation,
which is administering the scholarship fund. The first award will be
for the 1991-92 year.
Interest accrued from a permanent endowment will finance scholarships of at least $500 each, with
multiple awards to be made as
earnings become available. Growth
of the fund will be assured by reinvestment each year of at least 10
percent back into the principal.
Thurman, who established Thur-

GALEN It THURMAN JR.

Every Day
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PRICES GOOD WED., JULY 17TH
TH U TUES., JULY 23RD
Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. Daily

We Accept
Limit Rights
U.S. Gov't
Reserved
Food Stamps

111-0811

PAPER

man Furniture Co. in 1949, was a
native of Calloway County. He
attended Murray State and was one
of the leaders in the 1950s in organizing its athletic boosters into
what has become known as the
Racer Club.
He served as a member of the
Murray City Council and became
well-known for his work on behalf
of downtown business in Murray.
Thurman was also active in many
other civic and community projects
through the years.
He was a Marine veteran of
World War II.
Donations to the scholarship
fund may be made with a check
payable to the MSU Foundation
and designated for the Galen M.
Thurman Jr. Memorial Scholarship.
They should be sent to: MSU
Foundation, Sparks Hall, Murray
State University, Murray, KY
420-7-t
Anyone who would like more
information about the scholarship
may call the MSU Foundation
office at 762-3123.
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MSU chemistry
department wins
$20,000 grant

EL

ICED 6 CT.

CINNAMON ROLLS

CRIQUITA PREMIUM

• A S2,0.000 grant has been awarded
to the Department of Chemistry at
Murray State University by the
American Chemical Society's Petroleum Research Fund (PRF) for research in organic chemistry.
Dr. Oliver J. Muscio Jr., professor
of chemistry, will direct the two-year
project to study basic reaction processes involving compounds related to
certain herbicides and pharmaceutical
agents.
Undergraduate students will assist
Muscio with the study, which is titled
"Nucleophilic Substitution of 2-Haloand 2-Phenoxyil-methylpyridinium
Salts."
Muscio said the PRF program
funding the grant supports basic research in which undergraduate students are encouraged to participate.
He added that student involvement is
a primary objective of the Murray
State project.
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Good nutrition is especially important for infants. Breastfeeding is the
best start. The Purchase District
Health Department is implementing a
breastfeecling promotion program.
The goal of the program is to increase
the number of breastfeecling women,
by creating community awareness of
the benefits of breastfeeding and
resolving misconceptions by e general public about breastfe
Did You Know?
-Breast milk contains the nutrients the
baby needs in the right proportions.
-Breast milk produces antibodies that
help babies resist infections.
-Breastfecl babies are less likely to
have allergies.
-Breast milk is easily digested by
babies.
-Breastfeeding is more convenient
and easier.
-Breastfeeding may be less expensive
than formula feeding.
-Breastfeeding promotes bonding,
and feelings of physical well-being.
-Breastfeeding helps mother's uterus
return to normal.
-Breastfeeding makes it easier to lose
extra weight you gained during pregnancy.
The Purchase District Health Department has special materials and
information available to expectant
mothers at our local health centers.
After receiving information about
breastfeeding, the mother can make
an informed decision about Ow to
Iced her baby.
If you have questions or need more
information contact your local health
center at 701 Olive Street, P.O. Box
115, Murray, KY 42071, phone: 753331fl.
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Wednesday, July 17
Bethany Baptist Church Bible
School/1 p.m.
Hazel Baptist Church

Perry and Harper vows
are scheduled on Aug. 3

•

Bible
Get a free safety check for your boat. The Kentucky Lake Flotilla of
the Coast Guard Auxiliary will be conducting Courtesy Marine examinations on Saturday, July 20, from 4 to 6 p.m. at Cypress Springs Resort.
"We urge all boaters in the area to come by," said Evelyn Blivin, public
affairs officer of Flotilla S-5, United States Coast Guard Auxiliary. For
more information call Shirley at 436-2399, or Bill at 753-7679.

First Assembly of God Church
events include prayer meeting/7
p.m.

National Scouting Museum/open
WASHINGTON --A nutrition
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
organization was hopeful that
a nutritionally complete "hitech" food tablet would help
Cesarean Birth Class/7
erase world hunger problems,
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
until a study revealed that one
of the ingredients could cause
Hospital.
significant weight loss with.
out dieting.
Researchers in
Europe
Memorial Baptist Church events
found that an ingredient in the
include prayer meeting/7 p.m. and
aptly named product Food
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
Source One actually caused
people to lose weight, even
though specifically instructed
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
not to alter normal eating patterns, according to one study
include Mid-week Bible Study and
published in the prestigious
youth organizations/7 p.m.
British Journal of Nutrition;,
Researchers in an earlier
study had speculated that the
Teen Bible College and Library
weight loss was due to a deopen/6:30 p.m.: Business meeting/
crease in the intestinal ab6:45 p.m.
sorption of calories.
the development of
Food Source One, a project of
First United Methodist Church
National Dietary Research,
events include Covenant Prayer
would not be used to successfully fulfill its original goal.
Group/10 a.m.; Staff-Parish Comthe discovery has been a windmittee and Evangelism Work
fall for overweight people. A
Area/7 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
Daytona Beach, Florida woman fighting a weight battle
p.m.
for 12 years used the product
on the recommendation of her
Grace Baptist Church events
physician and lost 30 pounds.
She stated, "Not only have I
Youth
include
Choir
lost 30 pounds but my choles-Rehearsawls__pin.-; youth and
teroI has droppedfrom 232 to
Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.; Weekly
143. I have two closets full of
clothes which have not fit me
Workers' meeting/8 p.m.
in two years that I can now
wear." In a separate report, a
telephone interview revealed
Bible classes/7 p.m./University
that a Wilmington, North CarChurch of Christ.
olina pharmacist lost 14
pounds in 15 days on the product and was never hungry.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Food Source One is available
through physicians and pharRoad Church of Christ.
macies without a pregtription
because it is not a drug and
contains only natural ingre(Cont'd on page 9A)
dients already known to be
safe. Copies of the referenced
study are available free from
National Dietary Research,
Suite 553, 1377 K St., Washington, DC 20005, however please
include $2 postage & handling
for each request.
Weddings &'Things
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Homeless meeting Thursday
Ad Hoc Homeless Committee will meet Thursday, July 18, at 3 p.m. in the
Circuit Court Room in Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex, South Fourth and
Maple Streedts, Murray. Coordinators are District Judge Leslie Furches and
City Planner Don Elias. All interested persons are urged to attend, said Dr.
David Roos, committee member.

Civitans will meet Thursday
Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, July 18, at 7 p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant, Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. Steve Zea of Murray Calloway County Chamber of Commerce will discuss the theme of 'Our
Community." The Civitans also will finalize plans for Murray -Calloway Jaycee Fair, July 30 to Aug. 3.

Turner and Pittman Reunion planned
The Turner and Pittman family reunion will be Saturday, July 20. The
group will meet from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the courthouse pavilion in Murray Calloway County Park. All family members and friends are invited to attend.

Crouse family reunion Saturday
Miss Virginia Lu Perry of Murray and Stacey Shawn Harper of Rt. 1,
Hazel, will be married on Saturday, Aug. 3, at 4 p.m. at First Baptist
Church. All friends and relatives are invited to attend and to note the
date from the date previously announced. Miss Perry is the daughter
of Dallas and Nancy Perry of Louisa, Ky. She received her Bachelor's
degree in 1990 and plans to pursue her Master's degree in education
at Murray State University. She taught at Russellville High School
during the past school year. Mr. Harper is the son of Lynndale and
Dotty Harper of LaVergne, Tenn. He received his Master of Science
degree in agriculture in 1990 and is employed as Boar Test Station
Manager for Murray State University.

Murray club activities planned
Several special activities are planned at Murray Country Club.
Men's Stag Night will be Thursday, July 18. A golf scramble will start
at 5:30 p.m. followed by a dinner at 7:30 p.m.
Reservations should be made by today by calling 753-8116 or
753-6113. - -A special buffet featuring chicken almondine, fettucinne alfreclo, salad,
vegetables, rolls and dessert will be served Friday, July 19, from 7:30 to
8:30 p.m. at the club.
Reservations for this dinner for members and their out-of-town guests
should be made by Thursday at noon by calling one of the above listed
numbers.
Also on Friday evening, babysitting service will be offered. Persons
should call 753-6113 if this service is desired.
On Sunday, July 21, a buffet meal of smoked turkey, dressing, gravy,
mashed potatoes, corn, salad and fresh fruit will be served from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. at the club.
Reservations for the Sunday meal should be made by Saturday at noon
by calling 753-8116 or 753-6113.

Herndon awarded scholarship

ARLLNGTON HEIGHTS, Ill. —
Donna (Betsy) Herndon of Murray
has been awarded a one-year college
scholarship, renewable for up
Custom Framing - Vacuum Mounting - Shrink Wrapping
to three years, by The UNO-VEN
Company.
1409 Main Street 753-0017
Hendon is a graduate of Calloway
County High School and will
FRAMINGARTMATTINGFRAMINGARTMATTING
attend Auburn University in Alabama, where she will major in marine
biology.
Her father, Hugh D. Herndon, is
a principal of Gould Oil Co. Inc., a
marketer of 76 brand petroleum
products supplied by The UNOVEN Company. Her mother, Joyce,
is a private piano teacher.
UNO-VEN awards 15 college
scholarships each year to children
of employees and retirees of the
company and its marketers and
dealers.
Rules • T-Squares • Acrylics • Pastels
Oils • Water Colors • Canvas and much more!

The descendants of the late Henry Crouse and Elizabeth Long Crouse
will meet Saturday, July 20. This will be from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Park. A potluck meal will be served at 12 noon. All
family_ rr_i_bert _and_ friends are invited to attend.

Iris Association plans sale
The Ken-Ten Iris Association will have its rhizome plant sale on Saturday,
July 20. This will start at 10 a.m. at the Weakley County Courthouse at
Dresden, Tenn. The public is urged to attend and see the many plants on
sale, a group spokesperson said.

MHS Athletic Boosters to meet

James Hamilton at Paducah
James E. Hamilton of Murray is a patient in the Intensive Care Unit
of
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah, where he recently underwent
brain
surgery. His wife, Mary, was also hospitalized at the hospital following
his
surgery, but has been dismissed.
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Patients are dismissed
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Local persons recently dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah,
include the following: Clayton V. Fulton, James
P. Phillips and Terry F.
Byerly, all of Murray, Ruth E. Knight, Hazel, Harvey
Nance, both of Puryear, Tenn., and Billy Rodgers,L. Hector and William
Farmington.

Singles' meeting Thursday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Thursday, July 18, to attend
the production of 'Pink Thunderbirds' at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in the Park.
This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.
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WMU meeting planned at Zion's Cause
The Blood River Baptist Association WMU will have its quarterly meeting
on Monday, July 22, at 10 a.m. at Zion's Cause Baptist Church in Marshall
County. A potluck meal will be served with the host church furnishing bread,
meat and drinks. Each one should bring a dessert, salad or vegetable dish
to share. A social program will be presented. All WMU members of the
association and any other interested persons are invited to attend the quarterly meeting, a church spokesperson said

Newcomers' meeting Thursday

CABINET CRAFT ELITE

flower
candle
with s

Murray High School Athletic Boosters will meet Tuesday,
p.m. in the cafeteria of Murray High School, Doran Road July 23, at 7
Street. Richard Vanover, president, urges all persons interestedat Sycamore
in MHS athletics to attend.

The Red Cross Swimming Classes for the week of July 8-12, have been
rescheduled for Aug. 12-16. This is being changed because of the pool
being closed at the Murray-Calloway County Park. Classes will be from 11
a.m. to 12 noon and 7 to 8 p.m. each day. Also these times will be effective
for the classes for July 15-26. For more information call the Red Cross
office at 753-1421.

The program is independently
managed by Citizens' Scholarship
Foundation of America, Inc., a
national nonprofit student aid service organization.
The UNO-VEN Company operates a 153,000 barrel-per-day refinery near Lemont, Ill.
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Swimming classes changed

Donna (Betsy) Herndon
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Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will have its monthly newcomers'
meeting on Thursday, July 18, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library.
All interested persons are invited to attend. For information call 753-5278,
753-3841 or 753-0817.
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Broeringmeyer scholarship planned

Bethai
School

Family and friends of Dr. Richard Broeringmeyer announced that a Murray State University Endowed Scholarship has been established in honor
and in memory of Dr. Broeringmeyer. The scholarship will be used to annually assist a student in continuing education at MSU based on need and
ability. Friends and associates of Dr. Broeringmeyer are urged to make
memorial donations to MSU Foundation, 500 Sparks Hall, Murray, Ky.
42071. Donations should be designated 'Broeringmeyer Scholarship'

Jacqlyn Ellen Murdock born
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Murdock of Rt. 7, Box 470, Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Jacqlyn Ellen, weighing six pounds 15 ounces, measuring 20
inches, born on Tuesday, June 25, at 8:47 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Stacy Adams. They have two other
daughters, Tera Rica, 6, and Calla Grace, 4. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Cody Adams of Rt. 1, Farmington, and Dr. and Mrs. John T. Murdock of
Middleton, Wis.

Wesley Martin Potts born
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Gray Pens of Rt. 2, Box 307, Murray, are the parents
of a son, Wesley Martin, weighing eight pounds two ounces, measuring 21
inches, born on Tuesday, July 2, at 9:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Lori Ann Bailey. They have one daughter, Kala Ann Potts. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Martin Bailey, Rt. 2, Box
41, Murray. and Shelby and Barbara Potts, Rt. 1, Kirksey. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Louise Bailey of F-3
Coach Estates, Murray.
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Gargus and Rowhuff wedding vows are solemnized
Miss Melissa Amy Gargus of
Murray and Steven Robert
Rowhuff, formerly of Kansas, were
married Saturday, May 25, at 6
p.m. at University Church of
Christ, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Sherrill Gargus of
Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Rowhuff of Andover,
Kan.
Charley Bazzell, minister, performed the double ring ceremony.
MUsic was provided by Brett
Testerman of Newkirk, Okla., and
Charles Gardner of Andover, Kan.,
close friends of the groom.
The bride was given in marriage
by her father.
She wore a traditional gown of
candlelight slipper satin delicately
embellished with embroidered
beaded lace designs. The basque
bodice featured a sheer yoke of
English net and high banded collar
of pearled lace. The softly gathered
skirt and attached chapel length
train were accented by reembroidered sequined lace cutout
appliques and a deeply scalloped
hemline lace border.
To complete her ensemble, the
bride wore a Victorian wreath of
satin rosettes, pearl leaves and
crystal beads. Attached was a fingertip veil of silk illusion.
She carried a bouquet of candlelight roses, gardenias, stephanotis
and needlepoint ivy.
Serving as honor attendants were
Miss Julie Gargus and Mrs. Gina
Claiborne, sisters of the bride.
Bridesmaids were Miss Heath
Smith and Miss Wendy Parker.
The attendants wore identical tea
length gowns of midnight blue-taffeta enhanced by elongated bodies
of deep blue satin brocade.
They carried nosegay bouguets
of delicate pink roses, lavendar and
ivy backed by Chantilly candlelight
lace.
Miss Charlsie Young served as
flower girl. She wore a floor length
candlelight gown of satin adorned
with soft ruffles, sequin appliques

and a candy-box bow and sash. She
wore a wreath of baby's breath in
her hair.
Brett Testerman served as best
man. Groomsmen were Charles
Gardner, Dan Ashpole and Scott,
Rowhuff, brother of the groom.
Ushers were Danny Claiborne,
Hampton Brooks and Todd Brooks.
'Wesley Claiborne, nephew of the
bride, and Aaron Rowhuff, nephew
of the goom, served as ringbearers.
The men were all attired in
classic black tuxedoes.
Miss Shelly Hasty and Miss
Janie Martin presided at the guest
register.
A reception, hosted by the
bride's parents, followed the ceremony in the fellowship hall of the
church.
Serving were Ms. Jean Wiggins,
Mrs. Clark Hicks, Mrs. Sam Parker, Mrs. Charley Bazzell, Mrs.
Bobby Martin and Mrs. Clifton
Cochran.
Mrs. Hamp W. Brooks:served as
wedding coordinator.
Following a short wedding trip,
the new Mr. and Mrs. Rowhuff are
now residing in Murray.
Out-of-town guests attending
were Mr. and Mrs. Lee Coleman,
Emporia, Kan.; Dan Griest, Denver, Colo; Ms. Jean Wiggins, Versailles; Mrs. Clark Hicks, Boyd and
Corey Hicks, Cordele Ga.;. Mr. and
Mrs. Shannon Hicks, Mr. and Mrs.
Todd Lawson, Nashville, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Trevor Hicks, Hopkinsville; Mr. and Mrs. George
Schuette, St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs. Dan
Ashpole, Oklahoma City, Okla.;
Mrs. Leslie Bean and daughters,
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Greg Ballanon, Marion; Miss Jami Wimberly,
Mts.-Terfy WimberTy, Mrs. J.T.
Page,. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Scarbrough and Amy, Mr. and Mrs.
Keith Hatcher and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Miller and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Miner, Miss Melissa
Lancaster of Paris, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Skelton and Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Gibson of Andover,
Kan of Overland Park, Kan.
The rehearsal dinner, hosted by

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at WhItnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon -Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

LOSE 20-40-60-80-EVEN 100 Lbs.

Mr. and Mrs. Steven Robert Rowhuff
the groom's parents, was held at
A personal shower hosted by
Majestic Royale at Holiday Inn.
Mrs. Sam Parker and Miss Wendy
Bridal events included the
Parker;
following;
A surprise miscellaneous shower
A family kitchen and recipe
hosted by friends at the University
brunch;
elvistien—
A bridal tea shower at University
An informal dinner hosted by
Church of Christ given by Mrs..
Mrs. Dan Davis, Mrs. Keith Hays,
Sam Parker, Mrs. Bobby Martin,
Mrs. John Stewart, Miss KimberlyMrs. James Lawson, Mrs. Jimmy
Higgins and Miss Felisha Lamb;
Ford, Mrs. James Feltner, Mrs.
A couples pre-nuptial dinner
Robert Hendon, Mrs. Clifton
hosted by Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Cochran, Mrs. James LaWson, Mrs.
Ford and Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Jimmy Ford, Mrs. James Feltner.
Chope at the Ford home;
Mrs. Robert Hendon, Keith Hays,
Mrs. Jerry Stark, Mrs. Bill Boyd
A bridesmaids luncheon given
and Mrs. Kim Wallis.
by the bride and her mother.

CAL
ENDAR
(Cont'd from page 8,1)
Wednesday, July 17
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include
Church Directory Phot
Sessions/3:30-9:30 p.m.; Council
on Ministries/7 p.m.
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners at 5:15 p.m./regular
meeting at 5:30 p.m./Ellis Community Center.
Special video "Life 101 — Teen
Age Suicide"/5:30 p.m./St. John
Baptist Church.
Nutrition Seminar/6:30
p.m./Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church. Free.
Reservations for luncheon for Friday 11 a.m. Women of the Bible
Study at First United Methodist
Church should be made today.

Thursday, July 18
Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church. .
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

Thursday, July 18
church directory photo
sessions/3:30-9:30 p.m.

Thursday, July 18 Popularity Showboat/8 p.m./Lake
Barkley State Park.

First United Methodist Church
events include Exercise - Class/10
a.m.

"The Light and the Glory"/8
p.m./Kenlake State Resort Park.

Young N Hearts of Glendale Road
Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.
Teen Bible College of First Baptist
Church/6 p.m./home of Mr. and
Mrs. Don Herndon.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Carol Poe Group of First Baptist
Church Women/7 p.m./Rhonda
Roberts.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.
and Liturgy workshop/7:30 p.m.

Grace Baptist Church Outreach
Visitation/10 a.m. and 7 p.m.

South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will have

1959 Pink Thunderbird"/8
p.m./Playhouse in the Park.

Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m/Country Kitchen. Draffenville.
Murray Business and Professional Women/6:30 p.m./Louie's Steak
House.
Murray Women of the Moose/8
p.m. with officers/7 p.m.

MURRAY
TODAY

Popularity Showboat/8
p.m./Kenlake State Park.
Thursday, July 18
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

do'

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
LBL events include Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./GPVC: Deer Up
Close!/9:15 a.m., Birds of Prey/10
ay. and Hummingbird & Butterfly
Gardening/1 p.m./WNC.
Bethany Baptist Church Bible
Schoolf1 p.m.
Hazel Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.

Ladies
Spring and Summer
Merchandise

Coldwater Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.

Call today for a free consultation
MURRAY • 753-1044
I lost 27 lbs. In 0 short
Suite 3
weeks you can too!
204 S. 5'h St., Murray
Michell Rogers

Hi, I'm
Dr. Dennis L.
Heskett, D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In MOST
states, continuing educational seminars must be coMpleted for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C.in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award--of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University. And I have visited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism- I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, cant help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commo0 treated
by chiropractors are:
J Back Pain
J Headaches
O Painful Joints
J Neck Pain
J Arthritis
O Shoulder Pain
J Stiffness
O Bursitis
J Arm/Leg Pain
J Numbness
LI Hip Pain
J Cold Hands/Feet
To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test,
a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examinat
ion
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strength
ness test, and a private consultation to discuss the
results.

Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital/Piney
Campground/LBL/9-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-2:30 p.m.

JISCLAI MICR Our or%et panty neatens yam Tn. paaa.nt
and •rip °Ow pearl respannale ree payment
1.41411•1110110 MOM
la par carnal newsman ar b.re manned far payaion
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Refresher 11 Class/7
p.m./education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Infor762-1385.

72

759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett

Oaks Country Club events
include Junior Golf/4 p.m.
a

'YES-You can lose up to 5 lbs. per week.
'YES-You will get counseling by trained professionals.
'YES-You can even eat sweets and lose weight.
'YES-You can eat regular food.

Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
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Kirksey United Methodist Church closed its Vacation Bible School with a picnic on Thursday evening,
July 11. Classes had been held each evening from July 7-11. Pictured are some of the participants of the
school in the back yard of the church at the picnic. Margaret McCallon and Martha McCallon were in
charge of the Vacation Bible School. The Rev. Dan M. Leslie is pastor of the church.

-

11,

• Calloway County School Foodservice Personnel attended the Kentucky School Foodserv ice Conference in
Owensboro in June. The conference theme was "Commit to Children — Links to the Future." The group
is pictured above, not in order. Attending were Dorothy McClure, Becky Wojciechowski and Sherri Garland from Calloway County High School; Candy Jenkins from Calloway County Middle School; Barbara
Lov ins from East Elementary; Margie Woodall, Vickie Herndon, Delorise Boggess, Beverly McGehee and
Ernestine Hargis from North Elementary; Jean Barger, Patricia Sheridan and Verlene Joseph from Southwest Elementary; Joanna Adams and Janice McCuiston from the Central Office.

North Fork News

Many guests visit in area homes

Fain doing advertising internship

Sykes Saturday afternoon. July 6. and Mrs. Warren Sykes on ThursThey all later visited in the home day, July 4, were the Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and daughter, Tabitha,
of Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes.
J. Mitchell Fain, a native of
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and son,
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Kuykendoll
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Paschall and
Murray,
has been making the grand
Matthew,
of Fulton recently visited Mr. and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tony
children, Mark Austin and AmanMrs. Coy Kuykendoll, Mr. and
da, visited the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Sykes, Brian and Amanda, Mrs. tour of Landmark Community
Mrs. Glynn Orr and Mrs. Bertie
Lee on Saturday evening,-June 29. Jennie Sykes and Mrs. Jewel Key. Newspapers as an advertising
intern this summer. He is currently
Jenkins, all of Puryear, Tenn.
Tabitha Lee was at home the
The Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
Mr. and Mrs. Maybem Key visdaughter. Tabitha, were supper first of July for a week. Then on in Henry County, Ky., having completed a stint at The Oldham Era.
ited Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Jones
guests on July 5 of'Mr. and Mrs. July 8, she and several others from
He is scheduled to be in CarrollSunday afternoon.
New
Harmony left for two weeks
Larry Blakely.
ton,
Trimble and Shelby counties
The Rev. Glynn Orr of Murray
at
F.T.
Bluff
Camp.
They
Mrs. Estelle Morris and Mr. and
will be
as well. And, in the fall, Fain will
visited Mr. and Mrs. Glyno
Mrs: Ralph Galfirnore visited—Mrs. -back home July 22.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins of Puryear.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt of come back to Murray for one more
Bertie Jenkins and Mr. and Mrs.
Tenn., Sunday afternoon.
Glynn Orr on Sunday afternoon, Nashville, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. semester before graduation from
Murray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Robinson visGuy Wyatt and children. Ashley
July 7.
At Murray, Fain is a candidate
ited the Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Guests in the home of the Rev. and Leslie Ann, of Dalton, Ga., the
Rev. and Mrs. Glynn Orr of Mur- for the bachelor of science degree
with a major in advertising and a
ray, and Ricky Orr and Kristinanna
minor
in organization
Thompson of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
communicat
ion.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr of
In the summer of 1990, Fain was
Puryear on Saturday, July 13.
Afternoon visitors were the Rev. part of a college program at Walt
1Pti
Disney World in Orlando, Fla.,
11111111111111
and Mrs. Warren Sykes, Matthew
kr
e:Et
Sykes, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenk- where he gained experience
ins and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt. through seminars relating to studio
production, as well as formulating
The Wyatts visited in my home and
Auto - Home - Farm
that of Mrs. Bertie Jenkins SaturBusiness - Life - Health
day afternoon.
Compare Our Price & Coverage
Mrs. Debra Lusk, Laurie and
Cory, of Chattanooga, Tenn., and
6th & Main
753-0489
Mrs. Barbara Young of Covington,
Tenn., visited Mr. and Mrs. Maybern Key on July 8 and 9.
Matthew Sykes visited his grandparents, Warren and Dorothy Sykes
For l our Convenience Nov% Otters
on Monday.
One newborn admission and disMt. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher and missals at Murray-Calloway Counsons, Chris, Jeffery and Danny, ty Hospital for Monday, July 15,
visited Mrs. Bernice Fletcher on have been released as follows:
Daily Monday - Friday
Saturday.
Newborn admission
Alexander baby boy, parents, Jackie
Max Paschall visited Mrs. Reva
Ship Weekly & Save inone
and Gene, Rt. 3, Box 1105, Murray
Paschall Sunday afternoon.
Ups
Dismissals
M.F. 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5
Get well wishes to all the sick
p.m.
Jacob Claude Gooch, Rt. 4, Box
i-h” 641 N.
01mpit Plaza
shutins,•
and
and sympathy to the 104, Murray; Ralph West, Rt. 1, Box
753.2380
ones who have lost loved ,ones 173, Sedalia;
Miss Ophie Dean Chadwick, 1613
recently.
By MRS. R.D. KEY

Murray Ledger & Times Correspondent

Ross Insurance Agency

and presenting a television com- produced television and radio
commercial to promote the Disney Stumercials for WNBS Radio TV46 in
dios' "Let's Make a Deal."
Murray.
Fain designed and produced
Fain is a member of Alpha Tau
advertisements for local businesses Omega social fraternity. His
interthrough the Murray State Universi- ests include flying, golf and
tennis.
ty News. He was part of a presenThe son of Jimmy and Patsy
tation team that received a Best Fain of Murray, he is the grandson
Business Plan award at the Ameri- of Mr. and Mrs. James T.
Fain of
co Federation National Competi, _Lynn Grove, Mr. and Mrs.
T croii
tion in Ohio.
Riley of Murray, and the late Edgar
More recently, Fain wrote and Shirley.
q-•

MURRAY TODAY
Dr. Smith receives award

Baby, dismissals
listed by hospital
in Monday report

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
p
UPS Pick-Up

Robert M. Korolevich, M.D.
Family Practitioner
announces the opening
of his practice for
Family Practice.
"I look forward to practicing
medicine and meeting the
people in Murray and
Calloway County."
--Robert Korolevich„11
Family Practitioner

Suite 204E, Medical Arts Building
300 South 8th Street
Murray. Kentucky
Appointments will begin July 15.
Call (502) 759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122

Parklane Dr., Murray; Myron Ross
Smith, Rt. 1, Box 147, Murray;
Mrs Nellie Ridgway, 1297 Eastwood, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Margaret Ann Maxey and baby
girl, P.O. Box 42, Cadiz;
Mrs. Jennifer S. Mason and baby
boy, P.O. Box 117, Dexter.

.*

Karin Fandrich
tl
bride-elect of
\ Dean Shoemaker
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier is
Bridal Registry

orts

k,sacra.. qtnre

120513 Chestnut

%UAL dil.A44.4#444,./

753-1851

Dr. Brinda Smith of Boca Raton, Fla., formerly of Murray, recently
was the recipient of the Oppenheimer Funds Management, Inc. and
Oppenheimer Management Corporation of New York's LEADER
Award, given for "achieving the highest level of professional excellence, in providing sound financial advice in an ever changing economic environment." Smith is currently vice president and principal
broker with Primerica Financial Services, with offices in Palm Beach,
Broward and Dade County, Fla. She was recognized earlier this year,
by her company and First American National Securities, Inc., for
again being among their "Top-Twenty" licensed securities representatives, out of more than 30,000, throughout the United States, 1990-91.
Her most recent honor follows many others, as she has distinguished
herself in the investment community and financial services industry.
Smith received her B.S. degree in 1954 from Murray State University
and her M.S. degree from Louisiana State University. She holds a
Ed.D. from the University of Southern Mississippi, with post-graduate
work at Arizona State University. Smith was a member of Murray
State University's faculty from 1964-1980. The daughter of Denny P.
Smith and the late Mary Johnson Smith of Murray, she accepted and
dedicated her latest awards in memory of her mother. Her father
resides in both Murray and Boca Raton. She is also the niece of Mayrell Johnson and Mrs. Treva Johnson, both of Murray.
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Maudie Jane Crass
The funeral for Mrs. Maudie
Jane Crass will be Thursday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Jerry
Bradford will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mrs. Crass, 87, of 413 North

Marvin A. McCoy

Fourth St., Murray, died Monday at
9:05 a.m. at West View Nursing
Home, Murray. She was the widow
of Conley Crass.
She is survived by one daughter,
Ms. Maxine McLemore, 413 North
Fourth St., Murray; one son, Conley E. Crass, Morgantown, Pa.; one
sister, Mrs. Gladys Chapman, Paris, Tenn.; two grandchildren; four
great-grandchildren.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— A problem with an electronic
component in space shuttle Atlantis
was traced to a testing circuit,
allowing work to proceed toward
next week's launch, NASA said.
Tuesday's flight could be
delayed, however, by trouble with
another part. NASA spokesman
Dick Young said testing of the
electronic control assembly for the
solid rocket boosters resulted in a
"glitch" Tuesday.
Additional testing of the booster

Marvin A. McCoy, 69, Paducah,
died Tuesday at 11:10 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired welder in the machine
shop at Illinois Central Gulf Railroad, Paducah, he was a World
War II veteran having served in the
U.S. Army's 461st Anti-Aircraft
Artillery Automatic Weapon Battalion. He was a member of American Legion Post at Paducah.
His wife, Mrs. Lonnie Clay
McCoy, preceded, him in death. A
native of Barlow, he was the son of
the late Herman McCoy and Myrtle
home.
Logston McCoy. One sister and
Mr. Ratz, 82, died Monday at one brother also preceded him in
Over 50 rescue workers, deputies
12:30 p.m. at his home at New death.
and other individuals searched for
Concord. His wife, Mrs. Juanita
Survivors include one daughter,
Ratz, died July 23, 1985.
Mrs. Ediath Travis, Paducah; three
Survivors include one niece and sons, Michael McCoy, Hardin.
close friends, William and Sally Dennis McCoy, Kevil, and Mark
McCoy, Paducah; two sisters, Mrs.
Futrell of Dexter.
Martha Baggett, his twin, and Mrs.
Prices as of 9 a.m.
Dorothy Evans, both of Paducah;
eight grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.
(
Industrial Average
Survivors include her husband,
+5.81
The funeral will be Thursday at
Prev ious Close
Kermit Cromwell; one son, Buddy
66321.98u3n.9
c
2
p.m.
in
chapel
the
of Lindsey
Air Products
Riley, Fulton; one brother, Frank
(A.T.C-Class A
42B 42'/IA
Johnson, St. Louis, Mo.; one Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev.
AT&T
grandson, Tim Riley, Martin, Tenn. Leland Hayden will officiate.
Burial will follow in Wallace
Bank of Murray
38 1+8.141
The funeral will be Thursday at
Bell South
Cemetery.
471/4 unc
2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown FunBriggs & Stratton
341/2 - 'is
Friends may call at the funeral
eral Home, Clinton. The Rev. Glyn
Chrysler
141/4 + lis
home after 5 p.m. today
Tyler and the Rev. Tommy Grubbs
CSX Corp.
453/4 + Vi
(Wednesday).
will officiate.
Dean Foods.—...........471/4 + 11/s
Burial will follow in Spring Hill
Dollar Gen. Store...17'A 181/sA
Cemetery.
[Exxon
593/s +
Ford
Friends may call at the funeral
351/1 + 1/s
General Motors
home after 5 p.m. today
421/4 + 1/4
'Goodrich
42
(Wednesday).
Goodyear
The family requests that expressI.B.M.....—.............. 3
.-9631
6:ti+tnii-0
ions of sympathy take the form of
A Murray couple has been
Ingersoll Rand
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contributions to the American arrested and charged with traffickK Mart
49 - 1/1
Cancer Society.
ing in cocaine, according to a
Ky. Utilities
231/s + 3/11
report from the Murray Police
Kroger
20s/s + 3/s
L G & E Energies
Department.
403/4 + 1/s
, 51cDonalds ................. 333/4 + s/s
David Lee Caldwell, 27, and Sta483/s - 1/s
cy Jane Duncan, 23, both of , JCPenney
1 , Quaker Oats
643/1 - Vs
502-1/2 Vine, were arrested MonSears
36'/s + 1/s
day and charged with one count
U.N.-drafted peace plan.
Snap-On Tools
333/4 - 5/4
each,
police
said.
"We've got more than we
Texaco................—
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arrests
The
followed
investian
expected," Sihanouk said of
Time-Warner
873/4 + 1
gation by the Murray Police ( UST
remaining obstacles.
Wal:Mart
Cambodian Premier Hun Sen and Department's Drug Enforcement
471/s + 3/s
Woolworth ................
303/s unc
leaders of the rebel groups that Unit and indictments by the Callo5.28
have fought his rule agreed to ask way County grand jury, police said. ( C.E.F. Yield
Both suspects were lodged in the
the United Nations to send
Additional Information Available
observers to monitor a cease-fire Calloway County Jail and are being
Upon Request.
on
held
a
$10,000
cash
bond.
and a cutoff of foreign military aid,
•
•
" Sihanouk said.
If the request is approved, U.N.
rC/
414 Main St.
observers could arrive in Cambodia
s
Murray, Ky
next month, said a diplomat attend753-3366
ing the talks as an observer. The
Federal•Stale Market New. Sereke July 17, 19,
e01
diplomat spoke on condition of Kentucky Purchase Are. Bog
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Fast, Accurate Prescriptions
•15 Cash Discount
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HOLLAND DRUGS
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Health care giant dies

1.00 higher
5,53-50-54 00
550.50-53.00

division to bring more patients to
its hospitals.
Cherry was president and chief
operating officer of Humana until
March 7, when he was succeeded
by Carl F. Pollard. Cherry was
named vice chairman.
Besides becoming a self-made
millionaire, Cherry also developed
a reputation as a serious art
collector.
In 1989 Cherry sold "Yo Picasso" — a self-portrait of the artist
— for $47.85 million — the
second-highest price ever paid for a
painting at that time.
Cherry also was co-owner and
president of the Kentucky Colonels
of the now-defunct American
Basketball Association. He was
also the association's president.
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SERVICES COVERED BY DENIAL INSURANCE
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Today,some 70 million(3 out
of every 10 Americans) are covered by some form of dental
insurance and estimates are
that coverage could increase to
95 million within five years.
Individual companies and labor
unions are responsible for most
of this increase. If you have
dental insurance, you may wonder what dental services are
covered. Although all plans are
not the same, most cover a wide
range of services for both the
employee and his family.
These services generally include examinations, x-rays, professional cleaning, fillings,
crowns and other restorations,
root canal treatment, extrac-

Licensed Audiologist
Physician on premises
759 4815
300 South 8th Street • Suite 304
Medical Arts Building • Murray

SERVICES
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zo was born in Philadelphia. A
high school dropout, he served in
the Navy and worked at a steel
plant before joining the police
force at age 22.
He gained prominence in the
1960s when he led raids on gambling houses, after-hours clubs and
brothels. He became commissioner
in 1967.
Rizzo first was elected mayor in
1971 and was re-elected four years
later. Rizzo hosted a radio talk
show in recent years.
Survivors include his wife, Carmella, and two grown children,
Johanna and Frank Jr. Services
were scheduled for Thursday and
Friday.
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Rizzo dies during comback bid
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Frank
L. Rizzo, the cop-turned-mayor
who charmed and infuriated Philadelphians for two contentious
decades, died Tuesday of a heart
attack at age 70 during a City Hall
comeback bid.
The "Big Bambino" was stricken at his campaign headquarters
two months after winning the
Republican primary in his third
attempt to regain his old job.
Rizzo, also nicknamed the "Cisco Kid" as a police officer for
throwing his 6-foot-2, 250-pound
frame into a gang fight, served two
terms as a Democrat in the 1970s
before switching to the GOP.
The son of an Italian immigrant
who also was a police officer, Riz-

JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR
ORDERED

451/

'
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Wendell Cherry, who transformed
a single nursing home into a health
care and insurance giant as cofounder and longtime president of
Humana Inc., died Tuesday of
cancer. He was 55.
Cherry and business partner
David A. Jones, Humana's other
co-founder, took a single nursing
home in Louisville and built
Humana into one of the nation's
largest hospital chains.
Humana owns and operates 82
hospitals and is the only hospital
chain that includes a healthinsurance division. The company
currently insures 1.6 million people, and has become a pioneer in
the industry by using its insurance

Technical managers determined
that the problem was with a testing
circuit that is not needed during
flight, said NASA spokesman Dick
Young.
NASA's last shuttle launch was
delayed two weeks because of a
bad multiplexer demultiplexer, as
well as other last-minute equipment
trouble.
Atlantis is scheduled to lift off at
10:54 a.m. EDT Tuesday.
The ship's main cargo is a $120
million Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite. The satellite will be
released by the five crew members
shortly after liftoff, with a twostage engine boosting the spacecraft to its final position 22,300
miles above Earth.
The satellite will join three other
TDRS craft already stationed above
the equator. The network links
shuttles and other low-orbiting
spacecraft with the ground.

more than three hours for a hiding
stabbing victim before he turned
himself in to searchers Tuesda)
night, according to a report from
the Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad.
The search, conducted near
Norsworthy Road, began at 11:39
p.m. and ended around 2:30,
according to information officer
Mike Sykes.
No other details were available
from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
Twenty-four CCFR workers
responded and were assisted by
four deputies, seven DES workers
and 16 local residents, Sykes said.

Murray couple face
cocaine trafficking
charges Monday

Cambodia's resistance leader
resigns, will aid peace process
BEIJING (AP) — Prince Norodom Sihanouk, chosen to lead wartorn Cambodia to national reconciliation, said today he would resign
as resistance leader to assume a
neutral role in the peace process.
Sihanouk told reporters he was
unanimously elected president of
the Cambodian Supreme National
Council by the four warring factions that created the council in an
effort to end 12 years of civil war.
His selection came as representatives of the current Cambodian
government and three guerrilla factions met in Beijing to try to resolve disagreements over a

assembly was planned today.
Young said there was no connection between the two problems.
Workers discovered a power
supply problem with the data processor during routine work at the
launch pad Tuesday. The
361/2 -pound box, called a multiplexer demultiplexer, is located in
the aft compartment.
It is one of 23 such units that
link the shuttle's main computers
and major components, converting
and formatting computer signals.

Stabbing victim hides from search

Mrs. Margo Cromwell
Mrs. Margo Cromwell, 70, Rt. 2,
Clinton, died Monday at 12:08 p.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
She was active in all phases of
the work of the Order of the Eastern Star. She was recently
appointed Ambassador of Good
Will to the Eastern Star Home in
Kentucky.
Mrs. Cromwell was a member of
Springhill Baptist Church, and a
member, secretary and past matron
of Clinton Chapter No. 539, OES.
She had held the offices of Grand
Maartha,Grand Chaer Committee
member, Deputy GrandMatron of
District 22 and was a Grand
representative.
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NASA plagued with component problems

William Ratz
Services for William Ratz will
be today at 4 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
The Rev. Jerry Norsworthy will
officiate. Music will be by Martha
Norsworthy and Linda Lester.
Burial will follow in McCuiston
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
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Quality &
Service are #1

11

tions, other oral surgery, and
periodontal treatment (for diseases ofgums and bone supporting the teeth). Additionally,
some plans cover dentures,
fixed and removable bridges,
and orthodontic care.
Dental insurance programs
do not usually cover hospitalization costs involved in dental
treatment. However, hospital
care may be covered by your
medical insurance. Also, nearly
every program excludes the cost
of dental treatment provided for
purely
cosmetic
reasons.
Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
Prom the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.
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Kentticky shows increase in rapes, other major crimes last year
FRANKFORT — Kentucky had
department 102, city police, 112 ees and one female. The sheriff's cement officers; one female and cement agencies. The totals are
of citizen awareness and responsi
a five percent increase in major
and Murray State, 16.
department has nine employees: one female civilian employee.
influenced
different
by
also
levels
bility to report a crime.
crimes last year with the number of
The Murray Police Department five male law enforcement officers
A number of variables contribute
reported rapes increasing dramatihas 29 total employees; 23 male and two females and two female
to different annual crime figures
cally, according to a report released
law enforcement officers and one civilian employees. Murray State
including
reporting and tabulation
Read the want ads daily
by the Kentucky State Police
female; four male civilian employ- University has 12 total law enformethods used by various law enforRecords Section.
The 1990 ecRion of "Crime in
Kentucky" reports ,that 122,216
Hours:
Part I offenses, an increase of nearPrices Good
ly five percent, were reported last
July 17 thru
M-Th, 8 a.m.-1 p.m.
year. Part 1 offenses include murder, rape, robbery, aggravated
July 23
F. & Sat. 8 a.m.-8 p.m,
assault, burglary, laiteny and auto
theft.
The number of rapes reported
increased 43 percent from 829
1407 Main
cases in 1989 to 1,187 cases last
Phone
753-4682
year. Of those, 64 percent were
solved.
Murders were up with 261
We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
reports in 1990 compared with 249
in 1989 or an increase of nearly
five percent. More than 60 percent
were committed with firearms and
Jefferson County had 54 murders
U.S.D.A. Whole
— more than any other county in
1/4 Sliced
U.S. Choice Boneless
Seaboard Farms Frying Chicken
the commonwealth.
The reports of aggravated assault
increased more than 23 percent and
in excess of half of those were solved. Larceny rose nearly six percent from 1989 with 21 percent of
IJ S Choice
those cases solved.
Fields
Extra Lean
Boneless
Robbery reports declined 3.9
1 Ib
percent in 1990 from 2,706 to
Lb.
Lb.
Lb
2,600. There was a slight decrease
in burglary cases from 28,653 in
Sliced Free
1989 to 28,292 last year. 32 percent of all robbery cases and 16
Lb
percent of all burglary cases were
• Lb
cleared.
In the report's analysis of arson
cases, 1,024 — an increase of three
Country Style
Center Cut
U.S. Choice Boneless
Field 1 Lb. Vac Pack
from 1989 — were reported and 18
a
percent__ or 183 were solved._ The .
cost of structural damage resulting
from arson was $14,705,407 and
half was from damages to single
occupancy residences.
•No contributing agency in CalloOben Pit
way County, which includes the
Del Monte
Brawny
Hyde Park
state police, sheriff's department,
Sceezn 213 cz
Murray city police or Murray State
I Lb.
2
Lb
39
University Public Safety, reported
18 r-z
any murders.
PL
•Two rapes were reported, one by
the city police and the other by
Murray State.
@Five robberies were handled, two
by the state police and three by the
Murray Police Department.
•65 aggravated assaults were
Flav-O-Rich
reported. Five were handled by the
state police, five by the sheriff's
department, 47 by the city police
and eight by Murray State
University.
•189 cases of aggravated assault
were reported. The state police
Gal
2 Liter
handled 14, the sherriff's deparment. 45, Murray Police Department, 121 and Murray State University, nine.
•444 cases of larceny occurred.
The state police reported nine, the
White Cloud
sheriff's department, 297, Murray
Big Chief
Police Department, 269 and Murray State University, 69.
•32 vehicle thefts were reported.
Two were handled by the state
police, nine by the sheriff's department, 18 by the city police and
4 Roll Pkg.
three by Murray State.
18 oz.
I
•The total crimes reported in Calloway County was 737. The state
police investigated 32, the sheriff's
department 156. the city police 459
Empress
Joan of Ark Blackeye Peas c)r3/8
and Murray State, 90.
sin Part 1 crimes, which include
12 pk. cans
15 oz
murder and non-negligent manPrairie Farms
Bushs Bonus Pack
slaughter, forcible rape, robbery.
aggravated assault. burglary,
gal.
26
larceny-theft and auto theft, 144
12 pk.
adults and 20 juveniles were conGiant
Green
Hyde
Park
10 Lb.
Roddenbery
victed from the county. sin Part II crimes. 1.070 were con15 az
victed. These include manslaughter
16 oz
by negligence, other assaults,
Campbells Ramen
Hyde
Park
Joan of Ark
arson, forgery and counterfeiting,
fraud, embezzlement, buying.
3 oz
receiving and possession of stolen
Wesson Veg..or
property, vandalism, carrying and
Hyde Park 16 oz.
Creamettes Med. Shells or
possession of weapons and prostitution and commercialized vice.
20 ct
24 oz
Other Part II crimes are sex
offenses (except rape and prostitution), narcotic drug laws, gambling
offenses against family, driving
under the influence, liquor laws.
drunkenness, disorderly conduct.
all other offenses (except traffic).
Wilson Lite
Dole
Wilson Lite
curfew and loitering law violations
Owens
Best
large Head
Golden
Ripe
California
and runaways.
Roast Beef
054 drug arrests were made in CalRoast Pork
loway County. There were five
95% Fat Free
Corned Beef
arrests for opium or cocaine and
their derivatives, 31 for marijuana,
one for synthetic narcotics which
can cause drug addiction and 17 for
other dangerous non -narcotic
b
drugs.
b
*The total number of drug arrests
•
for the Purchase Area Development
District was,62-9; 119 for opium or
cocaine and their derivatives; mariOwens Best
Owens Best
Snow White
80 Ct. Idaho
juana, 339; synthetic narcotics
Owens Best
Seedless Red
Storemade
Pit Cooked
Baking
which can cause drug addiction,
nine; and other dangerous narcotic
drugs, 162.
8 oz
•309 arrests were made for DUI in
the county; 303 were adults and six4
juveniles. Of the total, 273 were
male and 36 female; 301 were
Lb.
white, eight black. The state police
•
made 79 arrests, the sheriff's

12011111I1E1%1'
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Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Ribeye
Chuck Roast
69
1 39

eg Quarters

Wieners

351

$3

$1 59
LID

Chuck Steak
1 59

Catsup

69

Shoulder
Steak
$179

Pork Loin
79
Ground
Chuck
$ 59

pare KIDS

Pork Chops

Bacon

Pudding
Cups

Paper
Towels

BBQ
Sauce

99'

69'

99'

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Dr. Pepper,
Diet Mt. Dew, Mt. Dew

2% Milk
$ 1 89

99
'

Bathroom Tissue

Peanut Butter

99

49

RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
Sundrop

$289

Baked Beans

Corn Oil

Jack Mackerel 15 oz 59'
$189
1% Milk

Pinto Beans

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

9'

$299

2/79' Sweet Relish
79'
5/$1 Butter Beans 155 oz 2/79' Mixed Veg. 16 oz 2/79'
89' Rotini
89' Cold Cups
16
en
PitOditee

Charcoal Briquets
Noodles

79

959

Boiled Ham

Kidney Beans

BBQ Beef
59

Bananas

Mushrooms

289

$53?
L

$3 3

BBQ Chicken
$239

Ham Salad
$ 99

Baked Beans
917

1

Cauliflower

Lemons

$1 29

10/99

Grapes

Potatoes

99° 99it) 39!
•
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Out at the old ballgame

Sights at the Murray-Calloway
Little League All-Stars first tournament game against Marshall
County Tuesday night: (clockwise, from left) umpire Greg Lassiter calls the balls and strikes;
Murray catcher Adam Meloan
celebrates after throwing out a runner to end an inning; the
Murray team greets Buzz Paul
during introductions; Paul and
Josh McKeel exchange hi-fives
after one of Murray's two runs;
and the Murray all-stars, with
Sean Stonecipher in the foreground, pause for the national
anthem before the game.

Dittir
759-1144

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

623 So th 4th

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Mon ,ay Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Shedds Spread Classic Country Crock

Margarine

1 Lb.
Stick
Surf

ScotTowels Laundry Detergent

57Jumbo

1

Roll

Open Pit
Barbecue Sauce

biro
Cans.

18 oz. Btl.

4

39 oz

Charles Chips

Potato Chip

7

Reg.
$1.49

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Yello

1917
1

Liter

A&W Rootbeer, M. M. Orange.
Lipton Tea or Welch Grape

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Yello

12 Pk. 12 oz Can...

12 Pk. 12 oz Can

Stokley

Chase & Sanborn

Catsup

Coffee

Bell Pei3pers

$1 17
111 2 oz.

4 For 97'

c
7

32 oz.
Jar

co
Xfpis

Bag

Vlasic Hamburger

Snuggle

Dill Pickles )4 Fabric Softener

,

67
64 oz.
Bottle

Tomatoes

Carrots

3

Lb.
For 97ciBag
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SPORTS

SW'

Sports Writer

Cards win wild affair as
Red problems get 'nasty'
CINCINNATI (AP) — The Cincinnati Reds' losing streak has become
perfectly nasty.
The Reds sent "Nasty Boy" Rob Dibble, their perfect reliever, out to
end their longest losing streak of the year Tuesday night. He hadn't blown
a save in 23 chances, and needed just three outs to end Cincinnati's
longest losing streak of the 'season.
•
But Dibble lost his nastiness at the wrong moment, giving up a two-run
single to Ozzie Smith in the top of the ninth. St. Louis held on for an 8-7
win that dropped the Reds to third place in the National League West with
their eighth straight loss.
This one hurt. The Reds blew leads of four and two runs before Hal
Morris' solo homer handed them yet another lead, 7-6, in the bottom of
the -eighth. They were stunned that Dibble gave it up.
"This is one game we shouldn't have lost," outfielder Eric Davis said.
"Teams are beating us. I went out there and I got beat," said Dibble
(0-1). "I stunk up the place."
It was the first time he'd done that all year.
Dibble came into without a blown save or a loss. He needed juskione
more to move ahead of John Franco for most consecutive games *ved
without fail in the last three years, when baseball has kept track of relievers' streaks.
This is how good he'd been: Dibble had allowed just six earned runs in
39 appearances.
Appearance No. 40 was his worst. Milt Thompson had a pinch-hit
infield single with one out, Bernard Gilkey singled him to third, and Gilkey then stole second base with Smith at bat to put the winning run in
scoring position.
It came down to Smith and Dibble, two NL All-Stars one week ago.
Dibble threw a tough slider to get two silikes on Smith, who knew he was
in trouble.
"Against Dibble, you go up there trying to get a good pitch to hit."
Smith said. "The second pitch he threw me was nasty — a slider down
and away. You say, 'I hope he doesn't give me another pitch like that.'"
He didn't. Dibble served up a sloppy 1-2 slider, high and over the plate.
Smith lined it to right-center to easily score both runs.
Dibble's streak was over. And after Lee Smith got the last three outs
for his NL-leading 25th save, the Reds' losing streak was still on.
The Reds and the first-place Los Angeles Dodgers are winless since the
All-Star break. Cincinnati remains stuck at five games back, and its skid
has allowed Atlanta to move a half-game ahead into second place.
"This team's got nothing to hold its heads down about," Dibble said.
"You score seven runs, you should win the game. This is a great team.
"Five games back, we're going to win this division. There's no doubt
in my mind."
There appeared to be little doubt they'd at least win a game Tuesday.
Instead, they blew three leads.
Chris Sabo hit a bases-loaded, three-run double in the first inning as the
Reds went up on Jose DeLeon 4-0. But two throwing errors and a passed
ball set up three unearned Cardinals runs as St. Louis tied it with two runs
in the second and two in the fourth.
Morris hit a sacrifice fly and Sabo a solo homer, his 13th, to put Cincinnati ahead 6-4. But Randy Myers, the other Nasty Boy reliever, continued to struggle.
Myers gave up a two-run homer in the eighth to Gerald Perry Tor a6-6
tie. The left-hander now has given up 10 earned runs in his last three
appearances, covering seven innings.
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Steve WILSTEIN
Associated Press

SOUTHPORT, England (AP)
— A word is worth a thousand
pictures, and several thousand
dollars, when it is spoken by
the guru of golf, David
Leadbetter.
Defending British Open
champion Nick Faldo listens. So
do Scott Simpson, David Frost,
Nick Price and a dozen others
IL"
who rendezvous with Leadbetter
at the finest courses and most
elegant clubs from Europe to
America to Asia.
"He can spot things that
other people have never seen
before, and he also knows how
to fix them," Faldo said after a
fine-tuning session with
Leadbetter on Tuesday. "I try
to see him somewhere in the
e
•
•
world every month. Lately, I've
probably seen him over half the
Murray-Calloway Country Club hosted the West Kentucky Junior Invitational on Monday and Tuesday,
time I've been on tour."
July 15-16 for boys and girls in six age groups. Winners in each age group were:(From left) Ryan Pickens
One discreetly dispensed tip
(10-11), Ryan Haverstock (12-13), Adam Grogan (14-15), Preston Futrell (15-16), Brittny Henson (12-13),
can make the difference between
Joy Roach (14-15).
winning a championship and
missing the cut. For the average
hacker, Leadbetter's approach
and a careful viewing of the
British Open starting Thursday
mance. McKeel chalked up a dou- for two of Murray's seven hits.
can make the difference between
Staff Report
ble and a single in the Murray win. Matt Keel also had a two-bagger in
a decent round and a half-dozen
Murray Ledger & Times
Sean StOnecipher added the other the Murray win.
lost balls.
Murray hit.
Pitching and defense were the
Here's a lesson free of
Thursday's game will start at 7
Lucas Miller, Matt Darnell, Ryan
features of Tuesday night's
charge, including a discourse on
p.m. If Murray loses to Marshall or Geib and Ryan Seay all had singles
Murray-Marshall battle in the Little
"two of the greatest myths in
League District Tournament, but Deer Creek, another game will be for the Murray All-Stars.
golf" — keeping the left arm
played on Friday. The doubleMurray's 10-year-old All-Stars
Murray was able to do both a little
straight and head still during
elimination tournament is being posted a 10-7 win over Mayfield in
better.
the swing. Remember it because
played at Murray-Calloway County Tuesday's night cap at MurrayMurray's Trent Wilson was near
a two-day "retreat" with LeadPark.
Calloway County Park. Details of
perfect Tuesday night, throwing a
better goes for $3,000 — and
the 10-year-old game were not
one-hitter to lead the Murray Little
• • • •
there's a four-month wait.
League All-Stars to a 2-0 win over
Begin with The Look. All the
If Tuesday's Little League game reported.
Marshall County.
top players have it. Comfortable,
was a showcase for good pitching
The win propelled Murray into
relaxed, yet ready to move into
and defense, the 9-year-olds pro••••
Thursday night's finals against the
action. The club seems molded
vided plenty of offense for the fans
In previously unreported play,
winner of tonight's Marshall-Deer
into their hands as they set up
of high-scoring baseball.
the
Murray-Calloway Pony League
Creek game.
to the ball.
Murray's 9-year-old All-Stars
stars defeated Marshall County 9-8.
Wilson struck out 13 Marshall
"In contrast, many amateurs
slugged their way to a 20-10 win Murray-Callowa
y banged
hitters on the way to the complete
appear awkward, fidgety and
over Mayfield_Tuesday night to set hits with Tim McDaniel ou nine
hitting a
game shutout. Marshall, on the
tense," Leadbctter notes. "The
up a Thursday night enounter with homer.
other hand, limited Murray to just
tutored eye can weigh up the
Marshall County at 6 p.m.
three hits.
At the plate, Murray took advanquality of a player just by
The Murray-Calloway stars play
Offensively, Murray was led by tage of limely hitting led
by Ful- Lyon County Thursday night in
observing their grip, posture and
Josh McKeel's two-hit perfor- ton Hart. Hart doubled and
singled Calvert City.
alignment ... If these three
ingredients are not assembled
correctly, you have virtually no
chance of having a repeating
golf swing.
Repetition
his key to success. Hands oF the club in the
same manner èich shot. The
body the same way each time,
State.
Staff Report
with knee flex arid proper bend
A two-time all-OVC selection in
Murray Ledger & Times Sports
from the hips to allow freedom
tennis, she also ran track at MSU
while working towards a bachelor's of movement during the swing.
After four years as the head
Align the club face to the
degree in business administration.
women's tennis coach at Murray
target
line, then line up the
In annoucing her selection, GSU
State University, Shen-y1 Rouse has
body
parallel
to the club face
athletic director Orby Moss said,
been named to the same position at
and
target
line.
"We
know Murray State hated to
Georgia State University.
The pros "work tirelessly on
lose such a fine coach and role
A Murray State graduate, where
these
aspects because, in reality,
model, but we had a program and
she starred on the varsity tennis
setting up is the only time they
team from 1979 through 1983, community that was very attractive
have total control, since the
to Ms. Rouse. Our women's tennis
including two Ohio Valley Conferclub is stationary,", Leadbetter
program just completed a fine seaence doubles championships in
says. "Try to copy somebody
son (13-6) and we look forward to
1980-81 and 1982-83, she comof your own build. The two
further development under Coach
piled a 58-26 coaching record at
lans, (5-foot-4) Woosnam and
Rouse's leadership."
Murray and had four straight win(6-4) Baker-Finch, would be
She replaces Carol Owen, who
ning seasons.
ideal models at either end of
now serves as academic coordinaIn 1989, her Lady Racers
Provided by the Murray Independent and Calloway
the spectrum. Picture their settor for Georgia State athletics folrecorded the best finish of her fourup and try to duplicate it. The
County School Systems In Cooperation With The
lowing four years with The Lady
year tenure, a 15-4 record and
best place to do this is in front
Panther tennis program.
second-place finish in the OVC.
Doctors Of The Calloway County Medical Society
of a mirror."
"We wish Sherry! the best, but
The 29-year-old Rouse is a graNext look at how the players
Who Are Donating Their Services.
duate of Owensboro High School, we really hate to see her leave," start the club
away from the
MSU athletic director Michael D. ball.
and taught tennis for the OwensArms and shoulders should
boro Parks and Recreation Depart- Strickland said. "We know she'll
move smoothly away together
have success at Georgia State."
ment before attending Murray
"with no snatch-away with the
hands as is commonplace among
amateurs."
"There is no finer model to
copy here than Nick Faldo, who
works extremely hard on the
All High School Level Male Football & Soccer Players.
proper move away to synchronize the whole swing,"
All Other High School Male Athletes.
Leadbetter says. "If you start
All Male Middle School Ahtletes.
Installation and Service
correctly you set the whole
chain reaction into motion."
All 4th Grade Football Players (Murray only).
The top of the backswing
position
varies among players,
All Female Athletes and Cheerleaders.
from the slightly longer than
512 South 12th (641 South)
753-4563
parallel swing of U.S. Open
champion Payne Stewart to the
LOCATION FOR ALL PHYSICALS:
three-quarter position of Paul
Azinger.
This Week's Special: \
The common factor is that
Lg. Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink
they are fully wound-up and
coiled, like a loaded spring.
Special Good thru July 20
ready to unleash the clubhead
into the back of the ball,"
Leadbetter says. In all cases,
the top of the back should be
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Athletic Competition Health Screening Form must be completed &
facing the target, left shoulder
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
under the chin and the majority
signed prior to the examination dates.
Food Bar, Salad Bar
of
the weight on the right side
Dassert Bar, Includes Drink $695
for right-handers.
-'
Forms available at the respective School or Board Office.
Now for the myth of the
straight left arm and still head.
In most cases among the pros.
For More Information Call
he says, the left arm is slightly
The Principal or Central Office of Respective School
bent and the head rotates to the
Chestnut (-)1
Murray
753-0035
right as the spine rotates.
g

Little Leaguers advance to finals

Rouse takes job at GSU

SPORTS
PHYSICALS

For Murray and Calloway County
School Athletes

9 a.m.-Noon
1 p.m.-3 p.m.

July 13 July 20 -
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Actions& Reactions
SWIMMING

FOOTBALL

Despite a strong challenge from Harrisburg, IN., the Murray Swim Team scored
a 350-339 victory last Saturday A host of
Murray wimmers scored first-place
finishes in highly-competitive races They
included David Moore. Brandon Kolbe,
Emily Simmons, Nathan Hughes, Scott
Kell*, Megan Malinauskas and Peter
Johnson in freesyle, Elizabeth Johnson,
David Moore, Brandon Kehl°, Sara Williams, Scott Kelhe and Peter Johnson in
the backstroke, Brandon Kell*, Nathan
Hughes, Scott Kellie, Megan Malinauskas and Caleb Johnson in individual
medley, Adam Folsom, Brandon Kahle,
Nathan Hughes, Scott Kelhe and Sarah
Snyder in the breaststroke; and Elizabeth
Johnson, Adam Folsom, Brandon Ke
Nathan Hughes, Scott KeIhe and Megan
Malinausas in butterfly. Winning relay
team members were Brett Nance, Brandon Kate, David Moore, Brian Hughes.
Robbie Fitch, Josh Frisk, Joey Woods,
Nathan Hughes. Karen Green, Denise
Moore, Sara Williams, Katie McNeary,
Bitty Gorham, James Simmons, Scott
Kellie, Adam Nance, Ryan Domescick,
Hillary Belcher, Megan Malinauskas, Sarah Snyder, Allison Cantrell; and Sam
Green, Tim Vaughan. Matt Westphal and
Caleb Johnson.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Lyle Alzado, a
former All-Pro defensive end who has
been battling inoperable brain cancer,
underwent tests after being hospitalized
for possible dehydration, his agent said
Alzado, a 14-year NFL player with Denver, Cleveland and the Los Angeles
Raiders, was admitted to an undisclosed
hospital Sunday after two days in which
he could not hold down food or liquids,
said agent Greg Campbell Alzado. 42.
has said he believes his cancer was
caused by use of steroids and growth
hormones in college and throughout his
professional career
McALLEN, Texas (API — Heisman
Trophy winner Ty Delmer of Brigham
Young will have to pay lor airfare and
hotel accommodations he received dur
ing a speaking engagement in McAllen,
Texas, an NCAA official said Delmer
and his wife, Kim, received free plane
tickets and hotel accomadations so he
could take part in a July 4 celebration
That would be a violation of NCAA rules,
NCAA legislative services official Rick
Evrard said. Detmer did not receive compensation for addressing the gathering.
According to NCAA enforcement director
Mark Jones, the punishment for accepting small paid expenses is usually only
reimbursement for the services

BASEBALL
DALLAS (AP) — Although the exact
damage of American League umpire
Steve Palermo's gunshot wound has not
been determined, a spinal cord specialist
said prospects for his recovery appear
good. Palermo, who was shot earlier this
month while aiding two robbery victims,
underwent more tests at the Dallas
Rehabilitation Institute, where he was
transferred Monday from Parkland
Memorial Hospital "Although the exact
extent of recovery cannot be predicted,
initial assessments indicated a very optimistic prognosis," Dr. John Milani, medical director of the institute's Spinal Cord
Unit, said in a prepared release Milani
said the 41 -year-old Palermo, who was
wounded in the lower section of the spinal cord region, will need several months
of rehabilitation
CHICAGO (AP) — Bo Jackson took
batting practice for the first time this season and Chicago White Sox manager
Jeff Torborg said there is a possibility the
outfielder could resume his career next
month Jackson faced approximately 75
under-handed pitches from teammate
Frank Thomas in a batting cage beneath
Comiskey Park. He then went on the held
and threw for about 10 minutes with
pitcher Melido Perez, Jackson has been
sidelined with an injured left hip sustained while playing for the Los Angeles
Raiders in an NFL playoff game last season

TENNIS
FORT WORTH, Texas (AP) — Martina
Navratilova gave a sworn statement in a
deposition in the palimony lawsuit filed by
her former companion The lawsuit, filed
in Fort Worth last month, claims Navratilova breached a non-marital cohabitation
agreement She and Judy Nelson moved
in together in 1986 and lived together
until April

CYCLING
ST HERBLAIN, France (AP) — Greg
LeMond completed the first half of the
Tour de France with the overall lead,
while a major rival officially withdrew
from the race LeMond, the three-time
winner, stayed in first for the fourth
straight day after finishing the 11th stage
in the middle of the pack, while Erik
Breukink of the Netherlands and the rest
of the PDM team withdrew with an unde•
'ermined virus. LeMond has a 51-second
lead over Djamolidine Abdoujaparov of
the Soviet Union. France's Charly Mottet
captured the 154-mile 11th stage, which
began in Ouimper. Today is the lone offday of the race, which ends July 28 in
Paris

TRACK AND FIELD

Robinson impresses in win

PAGE 311

SCOREBOARD

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Jerry West knows a great basketball player
when he sees one.
He certainly saw one Tuesday night, even though the nation's basketball fans will have to wait a while for another glimpse of Glenn Robinson.
Robinson won't be eligible, so he made the best of his four games at
the U.S. Olympic Festival.
And his best was terrific.
"He's going to be a great player for years to come," West, the Los
Angeles Lakers' general manager, said after watching the 18-year-old
Indiana prep sensation lead the North team to the festival gold medal.
Collegiate stardom will have to wait, though. Robinson will sit out his
freshman season at Purdue because his college entrance scores were too
low.
"It's going to be hard but I can't do anything but keep going," he said.
"I can't go out and do anything crazy just because I can't play next year.
I just have to stay active and keep myself in shape and do a good job in
school this fall."
Robinson's status as a Proposition 48 player who can't play as a freshman has come up in practically every interview the 6-foot-9 forward has
given in Los Angeles. Not that he has to be reminded.
"It goes through my mind a lot, every night when I go to bed," he
said. "But I'll never know how it is until I actually can't play and I see
my team playing on TV."
Robinson averaged 17 points and 9.2 rebounds per game in leading the
North to a 4-0 record. He had 18 points and 11 rebounds in his team's
84-79 victory over the East in the gold medal game Tuesday night.
But statistics don't tell the whole story. It was the way he scored the
points, and when he scored them. He had spectacular slam-dunk rebounds
and soft jump shots. He scored seven straight points midway through the
third quarter to break the game open.
"It's like watching a great thoroughbred at Hollywood Park and he's
got about an eighth of a mile to go and he's got to turn it on," East coach
Mike Jarvis of George Washington said. "That's what he did. He just said
'Let me go get it' and he went and got it."
Jarvis said Robinson is better than he expected.
"I think he's better than advertised because he shows up every day,"
Jarvis said. "A lot of the kids who have the great reps show up when they
feel like it. He shows up every day, every scrimmage, every
opportunity."
Robinson scored 12 in the second half as the North turned its game
with the East into a runaway. The North led by as many as 20 points
before the East narrowed the gap at the finish.

"See me for all your family insurance needs."

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
sm. Farm Insurance compani•s
Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Horns

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There,

Jane Rogers 753-9627
Baseball
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Tuesday's Game'
Seattle 5 Si.m Y04‘ 0
C>111,00 6 Texas 5
Boston 2 Chicago 0
tAtwaukse 4 tAnnesota 3
Kansas City 2 Toronto I 10 innings
Oakiano 7 Cleveland 6 13 innings
California 2 Baltimore 1

GB
3

6-4 • /
Toronto (Woos 10-4) a Texas (Ryan 5-4), 135
m
New Yoe Kammniedu 9-1) at Oakland Show
0-1). 905 p m
Cleveland (Swindle 6-7) at California 1A0O00 7-7)
9 35 Dr11
Only games scheCluied
NATIONAL LEAGUE
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Fhtlexirgh
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LOuts
46 41 529 9
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San Diego
San Franoscc
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47
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518 4'4
512 5
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437 11 s
402 14..

Tuesday** Games

St Louis 8 Cincinnati 7
San Dego 4 Montreal 3
Philadelphia 3 Los Angeles
pinsbuigh 6 Houston 4
Atlanta 8, Chicago 5
New York 6 San Francisco 4

Wednesday's Gamma
Texas at Detroit. 12 35 p
Cleveland at Oakland 215 pm
Boston at Chicago 705 pm
Sean* at Milwaukee 705 pm
Baltimore at Kansas City 7 35 p m
Only games scheduled

Wiadnesday's Gomm

Los Angeles at 91vedelphia, 11 35 am
San Francisco W. New Von'. 12 40 pm
St Louis at Cinonnak 635 pm

San Clog() 1.4ondeal 635 p m
Housioo at Ptilsoyegii 6 35 p m
Chcago at Atlanta. 640 pm
Thursday's Game

Thursday's Games

Seattle itianson 4 4) at Ihikwaukee (7-6). 135 pm
Minnesota (Morns 12-6) at Boston (Morton 1)
6 35 p
Baltimore (Milacki 5-3) at Kansas City (Sat:404,w

Los Angeles Becher 7-6i at New Von (Cone 9-51
640 pm

Jane Rogers Insurance
303 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The Athletics
Congress announced the reduction of
suspensions for distance runner Kathy
Franey of Topstield, Mass., and decathlete Gary Kinder of Charlottesville, Va
Both had been suspended two years for
failing to appear for drug testing the week
of March 11 as part of TAC's year-round,
out-of-competition testing program

SOCCER
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) — The Kan
sas City Comets folded after their ownership group couldn't solidify a plan to save
the 10-year-old Major Soccer League
franchise. Despite the loss of Kansas
City, the MSL expects to operate eight
teams next season, including a new
franchise in Pittsburgh. Since May, the
Dallas Sidekicks and the seven-time
champion San Diego Sockers both folded
but were revived as new teams in the
same cities

If you can do a brake job,
you can replace a
rack and pinion assembly.

Sports Writer„
Remanufactured

4

(Cont'd from page 2B)
"The eyes are certainly focusing on the ball, but any attempt
to keep the head dead still or
the left arm stiff will create
tension, lack of motion and a
weak coiling action, problems
attributed to many club golfers," he says.
Jack Nicklaus and Fred Couples are among the golfers who
point the club at or slight right
of the target as they look down
the line toward it.
"This position lends itself to
the club being delivered on an
inside swing path, as opposed
to the old out-to-in pass, especially noticeable in slices," he
says.
"What happens from the top
of the backswing to the finish
is really a pure blur to the
naked eye, as it all happens so
quickly. It is almost a physical
impossibility to control your
downswing through conscious

thought. It is purely a reaction
to the backswing.
"One thing the professional is
trying to do, however, is swing
all the way to the finish, and
simply let the ball get in the
way. They are not trying to hit
at the ball, like so many amateurs, but are swinging through
it. Seve Ballesteros is a great
example of this, as he accelerates his club into his finish."
The force of -the swinging
motion of the club then pulls
the golfer's head up so at the
finish he is looking at the
target, his full weight is on the
left side, and he is balanced up
on his right toe.
"Once again there is no
attempt to keep their heads
down," he says. "Yes, they
certainly watch the ball, but
they don't glare at it. Nick
Faldo and Payne Stewart are
ideal examples of classic
finishers."

RACK 81 PINION ASSEMBLY

Our Loan-A-Tool Program provides you with the right specialty tool and
'O-use instructions to assist you in replacing a rock & pinion assembly

FREE LOAN-A-TOOL FOR INSTALLATION

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

LIFETIME
WARLLINTY
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Crankshaft Kits

In Bearing Sets
Or most vehicles
tore stock only

Distributors
Remanutocturea
For most vehicles
Store stock only

rwgiseraiairers,4

For 350 small block
Chevy 411C499S
MI OthersS18.88 to $24.99

For MOst vehicles
Store stock only

The Kirksey Ballpark officers,
board, parents and players wish to
express their appreciation to the following 1991 sponsors:

9

For most domestic applications. Store stock
TO
Over 100 other applications available through our
Express Parts Service. Price with exchange. only.129428.91

8894
2111134

Best Price
Our
EurcivrtAy

Duralast Clutch
Discs and
Pressure Plates
Remanufactured
Store stock only
With exchange

1499
EVERYDAY

TO
59 99

Save S20 on

New Modine
Radiators
Fof most vehicles
OEM-Custom fit 8
Store stock only

SKF Clutch
EVERYDAY
Throw Out Bearings

97

For most vehicles

TO

Store stock Only

37 87

CASE SPECIAL
Ti7

Radiator Noses
Store stock only

99
TO

169 96

468
TO
996

SAVE OAS

4.16

290990
Wells Distributor

3-Month Warronty
includes electronic

Caps

Duralast Starters
Re---,a^....10Ctured
American &
All GMs come

with solenoid

Store stock only

With exchange

4

12
52 I -

Ignition

3-Month Warranty
Store stock only

2911424

One-rear warranty

ifalucraft
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Remonutoct.ied
Stone stock only
With exchange

Control Modules

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

21!
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Our Best Price
EVERv"'Mf

wow at

T-BALL
Turner Dairies
Holland Medical
Farm Bureau
Hutson Ag.
GIRLS LEAGUE
Ross Insurance
Peoples Bank
Public Ice
Artcraft Photography
Overby's Two-Wheel Sound
BRONCO
Tabers Accoustical
Dan Miller Auctioneer
COLT
Racer Oil
J.D. Eq. Center

PARK LEAGUE
Murray Cablevision
Country Store
Ryan Milk Co.
Hardin Grain

KENTUCKY LEAGUE

Dwalast
I __

PALOMINO
Motor Parts and Bearings
Fayes Monogramming

BALL PARK SPONSORS
Thornton Tile and Marble
Terry's Paint and Decorating
Murray Lumber
Treas Lumber Do-It Center
Black's Decorating
S & H Pork Farm

---

Havolme

10 49

Ills jim 40

17feettamm
Our Best BatteryDuralast Sub Zero
6 Year Warranty4

Up to 120
reserve minutes
AutoZone
5 Year Car
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Chicken
Noodle
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SPREAD
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Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever
•7,
In 1990, state health
departments reported 649
!—
cases of Rocky Mountain
,
1
Spotted Fever, a disease r
,
caused by microorganisms
carried by ticks. This was ,_N"
,
--,•—•\
a 7.6 percent increase
from 1989.
Incidence rates by
age group, 1981-90
.
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More than 200 persons attending
wbich Alderdice explained is the
the annual meeting of West Kentucky addition of extra
employees in the
Rural Electric Cooperative, held Sa- construction area, which
will cut
turday afternoon at Carlisle County down on the time between
the request
High School, received welcome news for new service
and the time that
from cooperative manager Mike Al- service is
implemented.
derdice. "The Tennessee Valley
The new warehouse the cooperaAuthority has lived up to its projec- tive built last
year has provided
tion of no power rate increase for the improved
facilities, resulting in repast three years, and they project that duced storage costs,
the manager
we can have four or perhaps five years
explained. He added that 24-hour
without further increases in electricity dispatching service
has been imWAS," Alderdice told the group. It
proved, which will lesson the time
was also noted that West Kentucky involved
in receiving outage calls.
RECC and TVA have not increased
Concerning
the co-op's Murray
members' rates since 1987.
office,
Alderdice
said that the move to
Ralph Edrington, president of the
new
facilities
at
316 North 12th
cooperative which has its headquarters in Mayfield, presided at Satur- Street, should mean better access for
members.
day's meeting.
Details of marketing programs now
Alderdice also said in his annual
report to members that several prog- in place for West Kentucky RECC
rams have been put in place to provide members were explained by Mr. Albetter and more dependable service, derdice. They include a heat pump
finance rebate program, as well as a
and to reduce power outages.
He explained that the pole inspec- water heater rebate; a 10-year heat
tion program now under way, in pump financing program; convenient
which the system's 70 to 80 thousand payment plans, and a plan whereby
poles will be inspected over the next Social Security recipients my coordi10 years, will include replacement of nate their due date for payment of
many of the poles. Approximately rural electric bills to the arrival of their
900 will be replaced this year, Alder- monthly income and Social Security
dice said, estimating that the entire checks.
Ron Sheets, president of the Kenreplacement cost will be approxitucky
Association of Electric
mately S8 million dollars.
Cooperativ
es, was a guest at the
The manager told of the right-ofway program, cautioning members to meeting, and shared the interesting
"look up" before doing any planting information that Kentucky's 26
on the right-of way, to be sure no lines electric cooperatives sell more electrare involved. He stated it is hoped that icity than any other system in the
right-of-way for two sub-stations will
be cut per year for the next five years.
The goal is approaching the half-way
mark, and the cost of the five-year
project is estimated at $3,000,000.
Another improvement in service
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Rocky Mountain spotted
fever cases up last year
By ROBERT BYRD
Associated Press Writer

ferent cycles.
The CDC advises people who
live or work in tick-prone places,
such as wooded areas, to wear protective clothing and use tick
repellent.
Lyme disease is most common in
the Northeast and Midwest, while
Rocky Mountain spotted fever is
most common in the Southeast.

ATLANTA — Potentially deadly
Rocky Mountain spotted fever,
which is carried by ticks, was up
nationwide last year. Lyme disease,
a more common tick-borned disease, was down.
The nation reported 649 spotted
fever cases in 1990, up from 603
the year before, the national Centers for Disease Control said. Nearly half the cases — 45 percent —
occurred in the South Atlantic region, with 178 cases in North Carolina alone.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — VirAt least 15 patients died.
ginia Gaines Fox has been selected
"Two of the three other states
as the new executive director for
with high incidence rates — Ten- Kentucky Educational
Television.
nessee and South Carolina — borFox, 52, a Campbellsville native,
der on North Carolina, suggesting a
will take the position now held by
possible resurgence of cases in this 0. Leonard Press, who will
retire
area," the CDC said.
next year after 28 years on the job.
Tennessee reported 58 cases,
In 1968 Press hired Fox, who
while South Carolina reported 43.
was then a teacher, and promoted
Oklahoma had the nation's second
her until she became deputy execulargest case count with 70.
tive director in 1975.
The CDC report did not specuLater he encouraged her to gain
late on the cause of the increase in
national experience, and in 1980
spotted fever cases or why reported
she accepted the job of president of
cases of Lyme disease decreased 9 the Southern Educational Commupercent last year.
nications Association, the nation's
But CDC researchers said diffe- largest public television and radio
rent ticks are responsible for the
association.
diseases, and the ticks — and the
Fox returned to KET in 1988 as
diseases — can rise and fall on dif- executive vice president of
the
KET Foundation and in a variety of
other roles.
In announcing Fox's promotion
on Monday, Press said the KET

Fox selected as executive
director of KET network

It

Authority, the network's governing
body, "could not have picked a
more qualified person in the entire
country" for the job.
Fox holds a bachelor's degree in
elementary education from Morehead State University and a master's degree in library science from
the University of Kentucky. She
has served on numerous national
committees involving public
television.
KET, which is based in Lexington, broadcasts from stations in
Paducah, Murray, Madisonville,
Owensboro-Henderson, Bowling
Green, Elizabethtown, Louisville,
Lexington, Owenton, Covington,
Somerset, Hazard, Pikeville, Ashland and Morehead.

Rare disease kills
first horse in state,
according to center

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
rare disease has killed a horse in
the state for what may be the first
time in more than a decade, the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture's Livestock Disease
Diagnostic Center reported
Tuesday.
The center identified the disease
as Eastern Equine Encephalomyelitis (EEE) and said it is sometimes
fatal in humans.
•:••:•..**
The disease was isolated in the
ii
brain of a yearling filly raised in
London, Ky., said M.B. PetritesMurphy, a veterinary pathologist at
the center.
The unvaccinated, mixed-breed
animal died June 11. "The disease
is quite rare and we believe this is
the first case in Kentucky for at
least the past 15 years," she said.
• lilt
Petrites-Murphy said she is
•t1tit
recommending vaccination of
horses to protect them from EEE
which "is caused by a virus carried
by mosquitos. The virus cycles
between mosquitos and wild birds
which do not become ill."
„:.
She said horses are affected
',eat
more than humans and that symp." "HO
toms include profound depression,
lIiIl
.•••:'41 I
fever, nervous signs and unsteady
gait.
No human case of EEE has ever
been recorded in Kentucky, she
said, adding that it is found more -.-011.1111
frequently in states on the Atlantic
,11110‘10
and Gulf coasts.
There were 194 equine and nine littk
human cases reported in the United
States during 1989, with most ofthe equine cases showing up in
I lir
Florida, the center's news release
I II
said.
11111
Jim Cilek, a UK entomologist,
said that although humans and
horses can pick up the disease,
mosquitos do not transmit it directpint
ly from them to other horses and " 14.41
humans.
"The cycle is that a mosquito
picks up the virus from a migratory
fowl and then transmits it to either
horses or humans. The mosquito is
not affected by the virus," he said.

Weekly - Monthly
One Time Cleaning

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

247-0474

SENTLa CAIMIr FOR KRIM RESOURCES
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InyekvariCACUM\MC1010131111)WtikIS,W.M

Murray
Wholesale
Tire
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RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D., P.S.C.
Announces new and extended hours
Monday thru Thursday:
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Friday
8:00 - 12:00 noon

For Patient Convenience
New Injection hours on Mon & Wed only
8:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
1:00 p.m. - 5:45 p.m.
(502) 753-7451
Route #2, Box 39
Murray, Kentucky 42071

WEST'KENTUCKY
IMPOTENCY CLINIC
Specializing In Men's Health Services
H. S. JACKSON,M.D.
IMPOTENCE TREATMENT
SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TREATMENT
PROSTHESES
INJECTION THERAPY

300 South 8th Street Suite 107
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-0604
In Kentucky 1-800-599-9240
Out of State 1-800-755-1248
Office Hours Monday - Friday 9 a rn

3

411Fashion
Sweaters

Fashion
Jeans

Fall
Dresses

12.99

15.99

Take An EXTRA

Reg.21.99

Reg.29.99

20% Off

1--Neck,Crew & Mock
styles. Stripes & solids.

Famous Nam('Jeans
In Junior itt: Misses sizes.

Fall selection ofDresses
in Skort styles,I & 2-Piece
career & casual styles.
Junior,Misses & Halfsizes.

Going, Going,Almost Gone Summer Clearance!

Saveges, Vtfr 7a. 70%!
Summer Dresses... EXTRA 30% TO 40% OFF
Junior Se•arates. .. EXTRA 30% TO 40% OFF
Misses Separates ... EXTRA 30% TO 40% OFF
Misses Coordinates . . . EXTRA 40% OFF
Cotton Sweaters .
EXTRA 40% OFF
2-Piece Dressing . . . EXTRA 40% . OFF
Swimsuits .
12.00

moving

to
825 So. 4th St.
(Old Joe Ed Boyd's Welding Shop)

We will be closed
on July 25 & 26 and
will re-open on
July 29 at our
new location.

•

• •

••••••
INfr4!...•

3.88

Hours:
Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-5 pm.

753-9411
OE

fff

••.• ‘,..•

1 Jr.17

REG

TO 3q99

'

10.00

YOUR CHOICE:
T-SHIRTS
* TENNIS SHOES

6.88
REG. TO 12.99

YOUR CHOICE:
CAMP SHIRTS
SHORTS

Central Shopping Center - Murray

REI44,1,411,

•

&

DOOR BUSTER SPECIALS:
REG. 9.99

•

f

whose name was presented by petition. Mrs. Wood and Spalding were
unopposed.
Other directors are Ralph Edrington, Jewell Conner, Gilbert Baker,
Paul Burd, Ted Lovett, and William
Murdock.
One of the highlights of the meeting was a style revue presented by 4-H
Club members from the host school.
Attendance prizes were awarded.

Allergy 6 Asthma Clinic
of
West Kentucky

ETAE,....
It

ERAE

United States.
During the business session, presided over by Tim Langford, attorney
for the Hickman County electric coop, three directors were elected by
vote of the members present.
Incumbents Carolyn Wood and
Robert Spalding, of Graves County,
were re-elected, as was Eugene Chaney, of Calloway County. Chaney
was opposed by Richard Adams,

Affordable Interior
Cleaning By

Phelps Cleaning
Services

1-'1W r-
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WKRECC expects 4-5 years without rate hike

Cases per
100,000
population,
1990
C] No cases

Fatality rates by
age group, 1981-90
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7.88

REG. TO 12.99
YOUR CHOICE:
OVEN & KNIT PANT
NOVELTY KNIT TOPS

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991

Astsokensitik
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T RIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER

THR

Pepsi Products
Prairie Farms Gallon

Folger's 13 oz. Can
2 Liter

MILK

Coffee

Milk

12 Pack Cans
WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FIL

24 Pack Cans

7

k

•

Prices Good Thru July 2:':

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

Orlene Bucy, New Concord
$100.00 Winner

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PROUD TO SE
From now

641 South-Murray
753-9616

on, your groceries will bi handled by a Mod
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualifie4 employee now ov
company through participating i our ES.O.P. (I
Ownership Plan) As owners, well gtive you the personal
desire. Our attitude is positive about the future o

Bakery
753-0265

Value Priced Groceries
Hyde Park 19 oz.

Musselman's 300 Size

Cake Mix
59c

Applesauce

Kellogg's 11 oz.

1.79
3/89°
1.19

Joan of Arc Great 15 oz

Northern Beans
Luzianne 24 oz.

\
Tea Bags

Hidden Valley 16 oz.

Dressing
Kellogg's 18 oz. (with coupon)

Corn Flakes

Hunt's 8 oz.

Tomato Sauce............._..3/1.00
Hi-C 9 Pk. In A Box

Delta

Nabisco 16 oz.

Oreo Cookies

3

Dawn 22 oz.

Purina 9 Lb.

Dairy

1.29

2.99

9
1.39
2181°
1.39

.......•••••......•••••••••••••.....Ns............
••••.......••••••••••........

Prairie Farms 12 Gal.

Orange Juice

Ice Cream
Patio 5 oz.

Burritos
Piggly Wiggly Green Beans, Corn, Peas 16 oz.

Mixed Vegetables
Baby RuthiButterfinger 4 Pk.

Ice Cream

Save 99°
onto'Lona

IIIII11W

Plum Good, Red California

Plums
BEIC
Ripe, Ready To Eat California

1.99
2/89'
89°
1.89

Nectarines
Golden Sweet In Husk

Corn
Jumbo. Snow-White Head

Cauliflower...
Dole

Pineapple

1.19

NS

w.

0

5017115 1i

8

Garden Fresh,

Broccoli
Garden Fresh

Tomatoe
Garden Fresh

Cabbage
Lil Juicy Asso

Fruit Dril

Betty Clocker Corn Sni

Bugle!

99

with coupon

r I MN

Good Wily At Piggly Wiggly, Murray thru July 23

lb.

69'
4/99C
1.69
ea 1.19
lb.

Bisquick

MMus IMMO Wit WOG SALfS.CMIPIM•
••••••• ••• •to‘•••suillame ea
mlimple.
roe%
moo* 44.411.10 COO.
00 VIIP
•
..***.e toed•wil•Cbt•
ftvfi'
' IAN. 741 •171

Crab Meat

40 oz. Biscuit Mix

on ONE 18oz
or ismer size peckage.

COWER

Imitation

Fresh Produ

Potatoes
Turner Yogurt Ute Time 1/2 Gal.

Orange Roug
Catfish Fillet

2
/5
.00

Cheese Singles

Citrus Punch.........•........•.........••••••••••••••••••••........•... 1.1
Parkay Margarine 3 Lb.
Spread

**Amp C•••••••
C,MI Luisa Carnoon.

Pizza

Piggly Wiggly Krinkle Kut 5 Lb.

Sunny Delight 64 oz

•

Fresh Deli Made

Hyde Park 12 oz

Yogurt

S )afoo

Shri

Frozen

Prairie Farms or Trim 'N Lite 8 oz.

Sweet 'N Low..

40-50 Ct. I

79'
88'
5.99

Angel Soft 4 Roll

Soap

Kitchen Bags.
50 Packets

4.99

1.19 I Bleach
2.99 Bath Tissue
1.69 Cat Chow

Shield Bath Size 3 Pk.

Ruffles 30 Ct.

Deli Special

Piggly Wiggly Gal.

Detergent

Pudding Cups

Laundry Detergent

2
/1.00
Surf Liquid 64 oz.

Del Monte 4 Pk

Bold Ultra 98 oz.

eit Paper Towels
Dish Liquid

1.89
2.49

Juice

Value Priced Groceries
/11

tato C

99

1.49
2.29
99'

Pop Tarts _

Pring les 6

Grape Jelly
sge

Nssao
'41
ei
s o 2/89c

Prego 30 oz

Spaghetti Sauce

Smucker's 32 oz.

Good Only At Piggly Wiggly, Murray thru July 23

with

Good Only At Pi gly Wiggly. Mul

writaimorlIC-

,

THE MURRAY LEDGER & T1M

ER

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER

t

ilt

sames

Miracle Whip 32 oz.

WIN CASH

Salad
• Dressing

1.29
wiggly

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

iS ARE PROUD TO SERVE YOU

e

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef
Boneless

Chuck Roast

VIDEO SPECIAL:
Mon.-Thurs.:
Rent Two Videos,
Get The Third
Limit 3 Please

FREE!

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT. & SUN.

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

ries will hi handled by a stockholder of Piggly
h qualified employe* now owns a part of the
cipating fri our ES.0,P. (Employee Stock
Eirs, we'li qh.ie you the personal service that you
positive about the future of our company.

edo

Drawing Will Be
Saturday at 3:00 p.m.
You need not be present to win.
Watch for winners name to be
posted in store!

WI H 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Good Thru July 23

Ji•

8100

1.29

ARD

ól

This Week's
Cash Amount

Peanut
Butter
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If for any reason you are not totally
pleased with your shopping experience at
Piggly Wiggly let us know!

Call Our Hot Line: 1-800-464-7166

Fresh Meats
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Chuck Steak

Pringles 6 oz.

P tato Chips

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

1.29
1.79
89'

Zugpi
s

I LOW

3.99

Sirloin Steak
Roast
Center Cut

Chuck Roast

3.99
99°
2.29
lb 2.99

Beef Kabobs

lb.

Swift Premium 1 Lb.

Franks

lb.

Arm Shoulder

Lb

Great On The Grill

lb. 1.59
3.89
lb. 1.49

Swiss Steak

Wilson Corn King
Whole/Fully Cooked

.22"%.

Beef Patties'411:4-''‘\Boneless Ham

1.39,.

-ct4 99'
lc.

Extra lue 5 Lb. Box

Boneless

Stew Beef
Chuckeye Steaks

1.49

Saafood

Jb.

1

Eckrich Polish & Original

Smoked Sausage

Shrimp

1.99lb

4

.99 lb.

Quarter Pork Loin Cut Into Chops

Pork Chops

lb

Lean & Tender

Pork Steak

lb.

Small & Lean

Spare Ribs

lb

Ohse Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

Bacon

lb

2.19
1.79
1.59
1.29

Fine To Grill Fryer

Frozen

Leg Quarters

Catfish Steaks

29°

1.69,.

lb

Limit 3

lb.
lb.

at

lb

Fresh Meats

40-50 Ct. Headless

Roughy
Fillet

79

lb.

5.99
4.49
5.99

Emge Chief Sliced

Breakfast Bacon

lb

Grogan's 1 lb.

1.39 I
1.89 I
1.89

Lo-Ann All Varieties 12 oz.

2.89
1.79
1.29

Egg Rolls

• Emge Regular 1 Lb. Sliced

Pork Sausage

lb.

Jimmy Dean All Varieties 7 oz.

Flap Sticks

Bologna
Emge Regular 12 oz.

Wieners

St. Clair 24 oz.

Pimento Cheese
Eckrich All Varieties 2' 2

Wafer Meat
Butterball All Varieties

Turkey Breast Chub

lb.

2.59
59°
2.99,

h Produce

'ornia

Ripe Ready To Eat California

Oscar Mayer

Golden 8 Ct

Peaches

1396

Hamburger Buns

996

lb.

Garden Fresh, Large Bunch

Louis Rich

79'
lb 89'
lb. 29'
5/1.00

Broccoli
Garden Fresh Slicers

Tomatoes
Garden Fresh Solid Head

Cabbage
Lil Juicy Assorted Flavor

Fruit Drinks

lb 2.99
1.99
2.99
4.99

Turkey Breast
Fields Jumbo

Bologna

lb

American or Hot Pepper

Cheese

lb

Ready When You Are 8 Pieces

Fried Chicken

1.39

Turnovers
op

1

BOY Clabber

Corn Snacks 6 oz.

I
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Good Only At Piggly Wiggly, Murray thru July 23
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Fumble-Free
Birth Control
CHICAGO (AP) — The Chicago Board of Trade has voted to create a
marketplace where utilities and speculators could buy and sell the right to
pollute.
Environmentalists and other supporters of the idea say it could give
utilities a financial incentive to reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide. a
byproduct of coal-burning that contributes to acid rain.
The Clean Air Act, as amended last year, allows utilities to accumulate
credits for keeping emissions below federal limits and to sell excess credits to other utilities whose sulfur dioxide pollution exceeds government
standards.
Under a proposal approved Tuesday, the Board of Trade would serve as
a marketplace for the pollution credits, said spokesman Mark Prout. Individuals also would be able to speculate on the rise or fall of the value of
the pollution rights, much as they now invest in stocks and bonds.
The new futures contracts were to go before the federal Commodities
,Futures Trading Commission today for approval, he said.
Here's how it might work:
Utility A emits 50,000 tons of sulfur dioxide from its coal plant. The
Clean Air Act allows it to emit up to 75.000 tons. Its pollution credit is
therefore 25,000 tons, which may be sold to Utility B, whose coal burner
doesn't meet regulations and who wants to obey the law without buying
an expertsive pollution-control device or switching to a cleaner-burning
fuel.
These new kinds of investments are largely the work of futures-market
innovator Richard L. Sandor.
Sandor, a Board of Trade director and executive managing director of
Kidder, Peabody & Co. in New York, estimated the contracts would trade
initially at WO a ton.
The upper limit for the contracts will be $2,000 per ton, the Environmental Protection Agency's fine on companies exceeding federal limits,
Sandor said.
Environmentalists have welcomed plans for the smog futures, saying

that for the first time a utility's ability to control pollution would directly
affect profits.
Futures contracts, in essence, are deals signed now to be fulfilled in the
future. They are widely used to eliminate the risk of wide price swings in
the future for commodities such as wheat and oil. During the Persian Gulf
War, oil futures prices rose on the expectation of supply cuts from the
Middle Easi
Under the Board of Trade plan, trading in pollution credits would start
in 1993; the actual credits won't be issued until 1995.
The Board of Trade also planned to seek permission to start a market
for anyone wanting to buy or sell emissions rights up to three years in
advance.
The price would hinge on stringent and consistent enforcement of
environmental laws.
If federal regulators fail to enforce the Clean Air Act — a persistent
criticism by many environmental groups — then utilities could find it
cheaper to break the law rather than buy clean-air futures.

SUMMER

HEALTH WATCH
July 15-20

If you enjoy the summer sun, learn how to protect yourself from- its
damaging rays with a free Sun Safe Skin Care Guide, available at
Medicine Shoppei pharmacies during Summer Health Watch
Week, July 15-20

rate attacks over the weekend.
Mary Elizabeth Thomas was
assaulted as she walked from her
home to a corner market.
"She told them she only had
$2," said Patricia Surnser, the victim's granddaughter. "They said,
'We'll take it anyway.' "
Robert L. Thomas, no relation to
the other victim, had his head split
open when an 18-year-old man beat
him with his own walker downtown. The man said Thomas made
an offensive remark to him.
Robert Thomas told police he
lives on Watson Lane, but could
not remember his exact address.
Police said they think he is
homeless.
Three arrests have been made in
the attacks, police said.
Two teen-agers were charged
with robbing and assaulting Mary
Elizabeth Thomas. The suspects
were not identified because they
are under age 18.
They were arrested later at their
homes, where the purse was found
without the money, police said.
In the other incident, Christopher
Weber was charged with assault.
He told police that Robert Thomas
made an offensive comment to
him, and he grabbed the man's
walker and hit him with it.

Free Sun Safe Skin Care Guide...
With tips on protecting your skin, choosing the right
SUN SAFE
sunblock, the warning signs of skin cancer, and more! Skin Care
Guide We accept PCS, Blue Cross,
State Public Aid, Medimet
and other insurance.
Locally Owned & Operated

Hours:
10 a.m.-6 p.m. M-F
10 a.m.-1 p.m. Sat.
759-9245
Marty Davenport
12th 8c Olive
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The silicone rubber
capsules contain
mg
of the synthetic
hormone used in oral
contraceptives, which
slowly and continuously
diffuses through the
rubber into the
bloodstream.
36

either Sunblock SPF 30 or
Children's Sunblock SPF.30
4 oz.
Valad Noth
Cy

•&pins: 10131)91
'Lona One

(Next to Suzie Q's)
- 1991 Medicine Shoppe International Inc

833A(491

Risk of pregnancy
Over the five-year span of the
implant, there is a chance of 3.9
pregnancies per hundred users. It
is less effective for heavier
women, especially those who
weigh more than 154 pounds.
Source: The Population Council

AP'Alan Eldseden

Inmates hold two guards
hostage at Maryland prison

BALTIMORE (AP) — Armed
two guards after an attempt to
inmates seriously injured at least, escape was foiled. Two inmates
two inmates, took two guards hos- were seriously injured by other
tage and seized control of a
prisoners during the melee that led
maximum-security cellblock at the to the hostage-taking, said prison
ancient Maryland State Penitenti- spokesman Greg Shipley.
ary, authorities said today.
Shipley said prison officials have
"It was an escape attempt, now
talked to one of the hostage guards
it's turned to demands," said cor- on the telephone and he appeared
rectional officer Lee Carter, who to be unhurt. He said officials have
responded to C Block when the no indication the other officer has
inmate uprising began Tuesday been injured.
night. "They've got the keys. They
Prison officials opened discusgot everything. They got control of sions with the inmates in Block C
C Dormitory."
early this morning. Shipley said the
The cellblock houses 259 prison- prisoners have expressed anger
ers, he said. It was unclear how over what they consider to be the
many of the prisoners were partici- poor quality of food and overpating in the uprising..
crowding at the facility, which cur_
The penitentiary was built in the rently holds 1,005 inmates. But the
early 19th century and is the oldest spokesman declined to discuss the
prison in continuous use in the specifics of the ongoing
United States.
negotiations.
Carter said inmates seized the
Shipley said the prison would
remain under a lockdown status
indefinitely and state and city
police surrounded the facility.
The incident follows last May's
riot at a medium-security prison in
Hagerstown, Md., in which dozens
of.inmates and several guards suffered minor injuries.
"This pattern has been going on
and on, but this summer seems to
Saturday, July 20 at 7:00 P.M.
be the longest, hottest I've seen,"
said Ricardo Silva, a spokesman
at Graves County High School
for a union that represents some
Highway 121 North in Mayfield
prison guards.
One of the injured prisoners,
* Election of trustees will take place during the
stabbed in the neck and side, was
business meeting.
in serious condition at University
Hospital. Another prisoner suffered
* Prizes to be awarded include a color TV first prize,
facial fractures and several punclocal telephone service free for one year, 6ture wounds and was in stable condition at the same hospital. Neither
month service certificates and cash prizes, as
was identified by prison officials.
well as other gift certificates will be given at the
Carter said other inmates were
close of the business session.
injured but were not allowed to be
shipped to the hospital by ringlead* Prizes for children will be awarded.
ers of the uprising.
The two guards were taken hos* Refreshments will be served.
tage after an unknown number of
prisoners in Block C attacked
guards, said Shipley. Several correctional officers who managed to
escape said that at least two of the
inmates were armed with
handguns.
The identities of the hostageguards were withheld until their
families could be notified.

SOLID GOLD
"PANDA"
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REPLICA

Women, blacks
face inequities
in Quayle's job
training program
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All members are urged to attend
this annual members' meeting.
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DOORBUSTERS
SAVE this month on our GIGANTIC MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR
DIAMOND INVENTORY imported direct from the Major Cutting
Centers of the World. Nobody can beat our PRICES! Nobody
can beat our SELECTION! Nobody can beat our SERVICE!

flexible si5con rubber capsules
which are implanted lust under
the skin of a woman's inner
arm, in a fan shaped
arrangement. Birth control
starts within a few hours of
implant and the woman rapidly
returns to her natural fertility
once the capsules are
removed.

Li

Elderly attacked in separate
weekend incidents in Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Police reported that a 72-year-old
disabled man was beaten in the
head with his walker, and a
69-year-old woman with a pacemaker was punched repeatedly in
the chest and robbed during sepa-

Norplant is a convenient
contraceptive that provides
constant protection for five
years. It consists of six small

CARAT

11/4
CARAT
DINNER
RING

_

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Women and blacks face serious
inequities in a $4.6 billion job
training program that was a cornerstone of Dan Quayle's vice presidential campaign, congressional
investigators concludes.
The General Accounting Office,
in a report being released today,
found that women in the program
were more likely than men to
receive training for lower-paid
jobs.
And whites were more likely to
receive classroom and on-the-job
training — while blacks had a greater chance of only obtaining job
search assistance, said the GAO, an
investigative arm of Congress.
A Labor Department official disputed some of the findings.
But Robert T. Jones, assistant
secretary of labor for employment
and training, said there is no evidence of "overt or systematic discrimination." The program's
record "on advancing the employability of disadvantaged youth and
adults, including minorities and
women, has been unprecedented,"
he added.
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YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon

THURSDAY.JULY 18, 1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:

Assuming responsibility is second
nature to you. Others are eager to
follow your lead. You want to move
ahead more rapidly now but recognize that long-term achievements
require hard work and perseverance:
The financial picture shows improvement in late fall. Your pride and
self-discipline are reflected in your
trim and stylish appearance. Loyal
and affectionate, you remain friends
with even your former flames.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE:slugger Joe Torre, actor James Brolin. singer Dion,come-

dian Red Skelton.
'ARIES (March 21 -April -19):
Letting your hair down will improve
your relationship with your mate or
partner. Discuss mutual goals.Getting
more exercise is linked to enjoying
better health. Good luck and romance
go hand-in-hand.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Changing conditions at work help
you gain greater authority. Extracash
may be available. Keep moving in a
forward direction. A member of the
opposite sex shows new interest in
your projects.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
Bright ideas blend with other beneficial trends to make this a memorable
day. The atmosphere at work makes
dealings with others pleasurable as
well as profitable. Keep a medical or
dental appointment.
CANCER(June 2I-July 22): Good
news arrives regarding your finances.
Move quickly to close a deal and beat
out your competitors. Your social life
slips into high gear. A romantic relationship begins to heat up.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Stick to
your original plan and intentions: remind the other people involved to do
likewise. Joint endeavors produce

better results than solo projects. Work
diligently to allay someone's fear or
suspicion.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
People who collaborate are delighted
to find that enthusiasm is contagious.
Good financial returns furnish the
best incentive. Soul-searching and
in-depth study are advisable if you
are confronted with a tough choice.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Get
your associates to agree to pitch in if
an emergency arises. Your intuition
is your best guide in romance. Playing detective will help you solve a
relationship mystery. Ask indirect
questions.
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21):
Develop your plans along the most
practical lines. This may include
seeking better housing or building up
your cash reserves. An unexpected
telephone call could change your
evening social plans.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Tackle top-priority projects before noon: your concentration may
not be as good later in the day. Be
prudent when driving or working
around machinery. Obey all safety
regulations.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
The successes of the past few days
should stimulate you to duplicate
them on a larger scale. A pet project
gets the green light. Keep any
promises you make to loved ones.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Faraway people and places are on
your mind. A sudden opportunity to
travel lets you see the world. Do what
you can to cheer a friend who has
been feeling down.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Catch up on your workload, then go
out and enjoy yourself. This is a
splendid time for you to meet new
people. An unexpected invitation will
bring someone special into your life.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are so warm and sympathetic that they may end
up listening to other people's problems all the time. Compassionate and
trustworthy, these Cancerians have difficulty turning down a request for a
faVor. This attitude wins them many friends but may lead these children to
neglect their own needs. Wise parents will point out that it is impossible to be
all things to all people.
i For your personalized daily kane Dixon horoscope. based on your own date
of birth. call I -900-9614778K. Your phone company will bill you 95 cern, a minute.)
i To order a revised and updated copy of leant Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday.
Today and Forever:
How Astrology Can Hen 'You FInd Your Place in God's Plaii:"-setid
SIT9.5—plus S1 po;tage and handling to
Dixon. c/ii Andrews and McMeel. P1) Box 419150. Kansas City. Mo. 64141. Make checks payable to
Andrews and Mc Merl

060

ADVERTISEMENT FOR PROPOSAL
Sealed proposals will be received by the Board of
Education of the Murray Independent School
District until 1:00 p.m., July 29, 1991 at the Board
of Education Office, 9th & Poplar, Murray,
Kentucky, for the purchase of:
Milk
Specifications and bidder qualifications may be
secured from the office of the Food Service
Director. The right to reject any and all bids,
waiver informalities and to accept the lowest
and/or best proposal is reserved by the Board of
Education.

to apply.

Our most popular
plan pays up to

Lordy, Lordy
Joyce Noel
is 40!
Guess- Who?

VCR Service

The City of Murray will receive
sealed bids for Bituminous Asphalt
Paving and Street Milling. Bids are
to be delivered to the City Clerk's
Office by 2:00 p.m. on August 8,
1991. Specifications are available at
the City Clerk's office on 5th &
Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky.

All Brand,

Murray State University is accepting bids for the establishment of a
local price contract for the installation/removal of carpet and tile;
MUR-017H-92 to be opened 07-31-91
at 2:00 p.m. in the Purchasing
Department, General Services
Building located on Chestnut
Street, Murray, Kentucky. Forms
may be obtained by calling
(502)762-4048.

020

020
Notice

AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR -TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
isonomm,
1 800 334 1203

Storage Buildings
8,9 $600. 8x12 $750, 8x16
$,30 Variety of sizes &
styles. Give us a call & our
competition will fall.
L.E. Williams
489-2663
STANLEY Products call
753-2342 for merchandise
and parties Winnie Love,
222 S 11th Street

6,687

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No ago limit

INVITATION TO BID

LCSI,TN

Your Choice 1.5L 36 MPG, 4 speed, reclining
seats, fold down rear seat, 3/36 bumper to
bumper warranty PLUS 5/60 powertrain. Colors:
Red, White.
List $7,435 With A/C $8,545

Notice

Receiving
bids
through
July 31
for house
located at
104 N. 10'
Street.
(To be removed
from property)

Call 753-3182
(8 a.m.-5 p.m.)

Custom Design Rugs
Rolls Of Carpet Dixon Fran Any
Mill Of Your Choirx Al Wholesale Pmts. We Deliver

404-695.0090

Custoth Rugs, Inc.

Ward•Elkins
753-1713
PUBLIC NOTICE
(WNIIS)
On July I. 1991,
Murray Broadcasting
Company, Inc. filed
an application with
the Federal Communications
Commission requesting authority to assign the
standard
broadcast
station WNBS, Murray, Kentucky, operating on 1340 kHz, to
Keith Stubblefield, a/
k/a Troy Cory.
A copy of the appli ,
cation and other information
concerning
the licensee's operation in the public interest is on file and
available for public
inspection during rcg
ular business hours at
118 South Fifth Court
Square. Murray, Ken
lucky.

Classifie

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

Vaal 404-195.0761

Essay leads to arrest of ex-boyfriend
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) — At
first, school officials dismissed the
girl's complaints against her boyfriend as another case of young
love gone wrong. But that was
before she turned in her English
class assignment.

THE 1991 WEST KENTUCKY BIBLE LECTURES
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100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
free information
Call:
Jerry McConnell

Insurance
753-4199

150

Help
Wonted

Articles
For Sob

TRANSCRIPTIONIST
Full time, Monday through
Friday, day time flexible
scheduling available Re
quires experience and fa
miliarity with medical terminology and medical record
procedures High school
graduate with courses in
typing business english
and office procedures re
commended Competitive
benefits No phone calls
please Complete applica
ton atior submit resume to
Marshall County Hospital
503 George McClain Dr
Benton, KY 42025 ATT
PERSONNEL

WANTED! We would like to
begin a Bible study in Mur
ray for the purpose of start
ing a Christen and Mission
ary Alliance Church An
you interested? For mot,
information phone colic •
1 685 4318 or 683-8265

"free local
claim service"
-A Local Church Congregation would like to get loan of
$60,000 for purchase of
church building property
Would pay reasonable interest rate Call 759-1602

time help, days and evenings Please apply in person daily 2 4pm 1111
Chestnut Murray

Personals
RESEARCHING relations
of James G Hunt who was
raised near Cherry Corner
His mother was Nancy
Jane Hart, father was John
C Hunt He had 2 half
sisters in this area, Hattie
Poole and Lou-Ada Witherspoon Any information
on any of these relations
would be appreciated Contact Faye Dill Knight,
Route 2. Box 279, McCrory,
AR 72101

Situation
Wanted

BUSINESS and residential
cleaning 8 years experience References supplied
435-4146
WILL do house cleaning
Call after 7pm 753-1016
WILL do ironing and house
keeping 753-1173
WILL stay with sick or el
derly any shift Good refer
ences and experience
Consider live-in 753-4590
for information
WOULD like to babysit
nights in my home
437-4546

Help
Wanted
CARPORT installers
247-7831
CASE Manager, full time
Bachelors degree required
Domestic violence prefered Please submit resume by July 19, 1991 to
P0 Box 98 Paducah. KY
42002

MTG Zr— l'irdir.21P.1-.:2
753-4000
MEN and women-sell
Christmas Around the
World Earn extra money
Free kit, free training no
delivery, no collecting
753-1087
MULTI-VISION cable TV is
looking for a self motivated,
courteous SERVICE
TECHNICIAN for West
Kentucky area. Requirements
are: stable work hieon , electronic, technical or construction experience. Previous
cable experience preferred.
Ability to do heavy lifting,
pole climbing, work at heights
in all weather conditions and a
good dnving record. We offer
an excellent benefit package
and competitive salary Qualified candidates should send
resume to Multi-Vision Cable
TV. P.O. Box 741, Benton,
KY 42025. EOE, M/F.

Horne
Furnishings
BLACK iacquer coffee ai
end tables 3 years
$1 2 5 7 5 3 5 1 46
753-7262

,/

LIVINGROOM Suite Ir,
dudes sofa rocker, chair
wooden end tables and 1
coffee table (// wood and
7, cushions) Reasonably
priced $300 Must Sell
753-9869 after 10am
STANLEY dining room
suite in truitwood Set in
dudes table two leaf's, two
captains chairs plus four
regular chairs, hutch with
glass front and lighted inter
or Table also comes with
pad Set sold new 5 years
ago for $2300 now asking
$1350 Suite in excellent
condition Also ping pong
table and accessories $80
759-9872 If no answer,
leave message
190

Business
Opportunity
LOCAL VENDING BIM
NESS. 11 snack machines on
location in Murray. You own
the machines, order your own
stock, set your own hours
753-8251. If no answer leave
name and number, your call
will be returned

Farm
Equipment
1980 FORD
492-8411

1 tor

C-FARMALL Tractor
1954, good shape Ha.
bush-hog, plow and disc
Can be seen at House of
Willow on HWY 94. 4 miles
east of Murray $1750
753-9545
COMPLETE irrigation sys
tern w/hard hose 435-447:
after 8pm
200
Sports
Equipment
HOYT Easton bow, all ac
cessories 759 4018
ONE year old men's Pre
Line golf clubs Sand
wedge through 3 iron Ca
anytime and leave mes
sage 753-5904
210
Firewood

110
JERRY'S Custom Kitchen
Want
Cabinets now accepting
To Buy
applications for workers
Prefer experience 409 2 BOOKS by Janice Hol
Sunbury Behind Bunny Giles 40 Acres and No
Mule and Miss Willie
Bread, Murray
753-1385 Call evenings

Join us and find
out why our agents
earn more $ $ $ $
For a
confidential
interview call

1611

100

COUNSELOR, 1 full-time
1 part-time position Bachelors degree required
Domestic violence preferred Please submit re
sume by July 19 1991 to
P0 Box 98, Paducah, KY
42002

Now Hiring
Licensed
Real Estate
Agents

GENERAL Electric refrigt
ator, almond trailer siz.
Uke new $70080 or tea
for freezer 436 5383

COMPLETE house full
furniture 435-4231

090

BABYSITTING my home
M F 753-9202

025

060

Appiteneot

WENDY'S is now accepting applications for part-

NOTICE All stored items in
Storage Unit *152 at Key COOK Murray State UniMini Warehouse, Route 8, versity Full-time position
RESTAURANT Deli and
Box 1260 Murray KY One year of experience in
Office
Equipment New and
commercia
l
food
prepare
42071 have been abanused Out of business
doned and will be disposed ton required with two to five
Many small items Pans
of on August 2, 1991, un- years experience preTN 901-644-1115
less picked up by the owner ferred Good math skills are
and all charges paid for essential Must be know110
said unit before August 2 ledgeable of methods of
preparation, equipment
1991
Instruction
and supply use, and sanitation and safety Salary
$5 59 per hour Apply at
Department for Employment Services, 1210 Johnson Blvd , Murray, KY
42071 EOE/MFVH

ex-boyfriend, also 17, during a
21
/
2 -year relationship.
A/C Add $700
She wrote that he had raped her,
hit her, terrorized her. Her teacher
New Hours:
at Santa Teresa High School gave
ADVANTAGE:
Mon., Thur., Fri. 'till 7
the
essay to police.
Tues. & Wed. 'till 6
On
Monday, the popular football
Sat. 'till 5
player was arrested for investigaPlus Tax, PIO Foe, Tine, License
In April, the 17-year-old girl
tion of assault for allegedly using
Ind Any nabairs
chose assault on women as the topPrim Good Ttiru 7127/91
CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH•DODGE-JEEP•EAGLE
his truck to try to run down the girl
ic for an essay. She used herself as
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray • 753-6448
in the school parking lot and batan example, describing alleged
tery for allegedly hitting her. It is
physical and mental abuse by her
now up to the district attorney to
decide whether to bring charges.
There was insufficient evidence
for a rape arrest, said police
spokeswoman Veronica Damon.
The on-again, off-again relationSaturday, July 20th & Sunday, July 21st
ship began in the teen-agers'
sophomore year. Damon said the
THEME: "What Manner Of Persons Ought Ye To Be"
students told very different tales of
how their romance soured.
ar
,
The girl claims he raped her last
Oa%
August while showing her his new
home. Despite the alleged attack
and two subsequent breakups, she
continued to see him.
'Christ TIN Perfoxt Ras mpie
'The Unity VChlets Christ Demands'
"I stayed with him because I felt
'Abstain From Fleshly Foals'
'God's
World
Is
Still
Lost
a iN.
Garland Elkins
ga.hael Hatcher
Gospel la StIll The Poorer To S... It"
Gary Workman
Me mpha, Temeasoe
it
was my fault," she told the San
Burk bumene. Texas
Mr-aqua, Taxa,
Gary Colley
30 in, Saturday
913 a ro Saturday
,r) a m Saturday
Jose Mercury News. "He told me
Tupelo. Misuatpps
10 45 a.m Saturday
that if I broke up with him or told
anyone that he'd make it impossiSaturday, July 20th
Sunday, July 21st
ble for me with any other boy.1:00-2:15 OPEN FORUM
The boy's CO-my,Dennis Lem2:00 p.m. The Glory Of The Cross
Panel-Gary Colley, Robert Taylor
pert, denied the allegations. "The
Michael Hatcher- Burkbumette, Texas
closest he came to hurting her was
Curtis Cates
2:45 p.m. The Broad And Narrow Way
when he grabbed her wrist one
Moderator: Garland Elkins
Gary Workman-Mesquite, Texas
time after she told him, 'By the
way, I think I'm pregnant,' then
laughed and walked away," he
said.
The teen-agers' parents had
ordered them not to see each other.
but they met secretly until a final
breakup in March.
The girl had complained to
-ImdMmea Dram atyd Modesty'
'Mum Irrors go Doom,
'So Val Casilwami To ma World"
'Jadmomrat thy Steam'
Owl. Lammart Cram Munampra
mad Rsoraiviogr"
school
Ms
Vans
Viatore-Maga
Cam
administrators that her cxMoophr
Tam
ic,
Tam
Gam
:.l ,n. %awl.
Rabat. Taylor Rçdny. Tamarac
7 00 p m %moan
740 vw Seterisp
100 p m Saturday
boyfriend harassed and hit her.
Principal Mike Welch said that at
first he treated the case as a typical
MAKE PLANS TO ATTENIV.!
boyfriend -girlfriend dispute.
For tanker afarnatvaa call 554-24% 554-3317
The girl is seeing a rape crr
VCR A CASSETTE TAPES OF LECTUESH1P HILL BE AIAILABLE.
6465 Old Mayfield Rd.-Paducah, hentuiky 42003
counselor and failed to graduate in
June. The boy graduated on
schedule.

Cain's
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CLASSIFIEDS

FIACTOR-IRALER TRADING CEMTE

EAGLE SUMMIT/PLYMOUTH COLT

WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1991

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7$12 each We will
remove Will also buy ax
les 527-2932
USED and antique turni
tore glass tools quilts
901 642 6290
USED or junk air condition
ers _436-2904
15O
Articles
For Sale
1984 LTD Wagon A 1
shape, auto air $1500
Cub Farmall tractor w belly
mower Excellent condi
lion $1500 489-2642
4YR old Gilson BHP 30'
lawn tractor with grass
catcher $650 753 1326
evenings
500 GALLON ground type
propane tank 10'x3 Can
be seen at Calloway
County Public Library M.F
9am 5pm Sold as is $450
753 2288
CORONADO flat wall paint
5gal can $3495 Get at
Black s Decorating Center
701 S 4th Street Murray
DINING table wrought iron
legs $150 Yamaha key
board $100 Card table 8
metal folding chairs $40
Refrigerator dolly $75 All
great condition Call for
more info 759 4085

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a job" A
GED/ Hope for the future"
You may quality if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
protect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTP A
CaN JTP A Out Of School
5 3
9 3 7 8
Sam 11 30a m

RIDING
436 5651

NOW hiring manager hat
nees Apply in person at
McDonalds of Murray

WOODBURNING stove
model
Grandma
436 2858

GOOD clover hay Wasn t
rained on after cut $15/roll
Bethel church road
753-8274
ORDER the spa destgned
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
lawnmower

DON'T wait until winter to
get wood We will cut and
or split your wood tor yor
now. AsIs for John
759-9710
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220
'tusks!
USED piano $850
753-4146 after 5 30pm
240
tAiscellanoous
3,, horse Quincy commercial air compressor 3
phase $350 753-0062
753-9714
444 CASE completely
overhauled 48" cut
753-8908
ACREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$995 20x21 rea $1795 on
sale for $1295 Call May
field 247 7831
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding' We now offer
stamps and stamp supplies
along with silver dollars
proof sets U S and foreign
coins and coin supplies
Coins and stamps are great
hobbies they also make
wonderful gifts and invest
ments Visit us today at the
Ox Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel) Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
the Mercantile (Aurora) and
the Book Shelf (Paris) We
buy coins and stamps arid
appraise estates
502-753-4161

1

CUB Farmall tractor Hy
draulic lift and belly mower
$ 1 80 0
7 5 3 0 06 2
753-9714
FABR1C•FABRIC•FA•
BRIc 50% offl Country Remnants, liwy 68 MI (Next to
Bonania), Draffenvtlle, KY
(Marshall Co)
SINGER Electronic sewing
machine Model 2210 99
decorative snches 3 yio
Used less than a dozen
times $900 new, asking
$250 753-006' 753 9714
TILLERS front One 5HP,
chain drive Briggs 8 Stratton engine $29999 Wal
ler Hardware Downtown
Paris

'4
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CLASSIFIEDS
250

460

Mobk
Homes For Rent

-

TOPSOIL pickup or we
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
Ky
TOP Soil, good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc

2BR, lI, miles from Mur
ray $150/mo plus deposit
753-0737 after 5pm
28R 753 9866
2BR trailers Appliances
water, and trash pick-up
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
3BR, 1 bath vecentral HA
$275/mo Water furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

WOODEN storage build rigs 8x16 starts at $1095,
10x16' $142450,12x24 SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
$2395 Other sizes avail
lance to college 753 5209
dbie Acree Portable Build
s 502-247-7831
Business
Services
PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center. Suite *102
Murray, 753-2641

AIR conditioner repair
Free estimate 436 2904

Mobile
Homes For Salo
1040, 1BR 753-9866
12x60 2BR Must see to
appreciate Extras $5500
753-2336 after 6pm
12x65 3BR, 1 bath Good
condition
$4500
759-1108
14x70 2BR, 2 bath.
sprayed ceilings, plywood
floors Patio door island
kitchen, appliances. AC
deck 12x40 awning
Underpinning $11,900
489-2658 or 75 2922
Leave message
1979 14x80 MELODY Monarch 3br 2 bath Unfurn-i-s-haad $8500 firm
436-5272
1988 FLEETWOOD 14x80
3br 2 bath, -central AiC
deck and underpinning in
sluded 753-0703
1989 COUNTRYSIDE mobile home 14x70 2br. 2
bath (1 tv garden tub) cen
'ral A/C Underpinning in
sluded 753-3096
1990 1470, 3BR 1 bath Must sell Price ne
gotiabie Must see to ap
preciate 753-9724 after
6pm
28R and 3 acres Lynn
Grove area Will sell separate or together $5000
489-2880

BUILDING for automotive
clean-up or repair Air corn
pressor office, hot water
gas heat 753-3018

3BR, $300/mo + deposit
Coleman RE 753-9898
NEW 3br, 2 bath Available
Aug 1st 753-7457
370
Livestock
Supplies
9 YEAR old gelding saddle
horse 16H, light palomino
Excellent trained horse 11
year old mare dark bay.
15H, excellent trail horse
489-2275

HUDSON Company Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies 759-1823 or
753-4545
380

110

Pets
SkIPPII44

Want
To Rent
WOULD like to rent smal
farmhouse in Murray area
before August 1 wrplace to
keep horses 762-6158
leave message

Apartments
For Rent
1BR furnished, basemen
apartment Private bath
and entrance. All utilities
paid Reference required
No pets 753-8294
1 or 28ORM apartment
753-4109
2BR duplex Deposit required Gas Central H/A
759-1087
NICE 1,2,3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
house W/D hook-up Day
9-5 753-6111. night
753-0606
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

DON'T YOU THINK ITS TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
Well Min do id You am as a repesenwive wing Insurance and other inanoal
serwce producs Is The Prjdert Y1 be workng Is one of the 100 best
companies m sel tor' Youl 9e( wird raining, stae-cl-tieart support a
compenersve compicsaim package and cppauvry Is unlimited earrings
growth
Fog mcge ntcrrnabon. cal me Way Flick Maser, 3553 Park Plaza Rd Paducah
Ky 42001 re254O950
-rhg,'op boo Cattporeln to SIM Fo. kl 0 Harken and Tho Ptutio LW Croup
puttltoltoO

2BR house S 12th Street
753-4109

HORSES and ponies for
sale 753-2493

270

Jcttn MN,I Sate, Inc Now York, 1019

B. a park of The Rock°
e4,e occor—,,tty errooye,

AP

ThePrudentual
Cl WO 'No Otttoorrsol notttano• Ca"r

DI Amor.*

530
Homes
For Saki

28R brick Hwy 121 in Col
dwater No pets Deposi
and references required
$275/mo 489 2440 leave
message

AKC registered Dachshund
puppies Shots up-to-date
Take home now 492-8800
AKC
Shelties
502-642-2723
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
MT Feist Pups. Excellent
tree dog stock. 436-2336
after 6pm
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
POODLE
753-2068

Puppies

400
Produce
APPLES for pies and applesauce Four varieties o
plums Large yellow swee
corn McKenzie Orchard
753-4725

BEAUTIFUL 5br bock. 3',
bath. 4 car garage On 4
acres, 5 minutes from Mur
ray Will consider trade
753-3672 after Spin
COME SEE A quality log
home by Appalachin Log
SulIctures! Model now under
construction on Hwy 280 East
(PouertoA Road). For informauon call 753-6807
COMFORT you can afford in this beautiful,
brand new 3br, 2 bath
home located on a 1 ,r acre
lot close to town Home
features a greatroom, large
deck and oversized garage $80s Call Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222
MLS.2770
EXCELLENT location near
Murray High 3br. 2 bath
house C/G heat Com
pletely redecorated and
ready to move into Mid
70's 753-5644
INSTANTLY Appealing'
Enjoy quality throughout in
this maintenance-free
home in Puryear, TN Fruit
trees and a garden complete the package for a
perfect home Priced in the
$90s Contact Joan at Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
MLS*3218
NEW 3br. 2 bath home
Double car garage, front
porch, custom oak cabinets
w/full lighted ceiling Quality throughout Near oaks
country club $82,000
Warkentin-Penner Homes
759-4422, 435-4013 or
345-2462
NICE 2br home in subdivk
sion. Very close to city limits 759-9840
PRICED for immediate
sale 3br, spacious house
Central H/A, remodeled 2
years ago Kitchen, dining
room utility room, 1 bath
No reasonable offer will be
refused Contact Kathryn
Glass at Roberts Realty
Murray

Motorcycles
Real
Estate

BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
DO you have a Real Estate
need7 Call for a competent,
knowledgable, caring
agent at Professional Real
Estate 759-1591
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

1984 HONDA Goldwing In
terstate 1200 engine, but
gundy 48xxx miles $1850
753-8563
1987 KAWASAKI KDX
200 Real good condition
Some extras Very depend
able $1100 436-5642
86 YZ250 85 HONDA
Goldwing 436-2667
180
Auto
Services
NEW and used tees Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500
456
Auto
Parts

Back-To-School Early Bird Specials
Select Group of Get Used,
Shorts. Jeans & Shirts
12 Off
Countdown Rack Including Union Bay,
Ultra Pink
Up To 75% Off
All Dresses & Jogging Suits
40-60% Off
Bathing Suits
1/2 Off
Furniture Clearance...
Oak Rockers
Starling at $69.99
VCR Repair Available
A.. Prices Good Through 7;21.91

MARSHALL COUNTY OUTLET
321 N Main Benton KY 42025

34 ACRES, beautiful building spot Mature trees
24x30 shop well and septic
tank Must see 489-2658
or 753-2922 Leave
message
WOODED lots in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision 3.3 miles west of Murray. Hard surfaced roads,
city water, natural gas, cavision, reasonably rege only.
753-584 or 753-1566
460
Homes
For Salo

BE THE FIRS'T PROUD OWNER! Of this brand
new 2 story home. Four or 5 bedrooms,3 baths and
sunken den. Located southwest of town. Unusually lovely decor, $129,900. MLS 2679

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
'Medicare pays less than 2%
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
'An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home
• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.

2BDRM home Nicely decorated, neatly landscaped, central H/A (gas),
detached garage & outbuilding Great access to
Murray or Benton $35,000
437-4883
2BR w/carport outbuilding
on 3 lots near lake
$19,500 Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR. 1 bath brick home
with carport on large lot
1605 Parklane Dr Fire
damage in utility room, light
smoke damage in remainder of_. house Needs remodeling inside. but structure still sound Selling to
settle estate 753-0697 be•
fore 5pm or 759-1928 after
6pm
3BR brick, 14 bath fire
place West of Gatesboro
$65,000 Also 3 city lots
$9.500
$10,500
753-0800

REPOSSESSED frame
machine 759-4164

30 yrs. Experience
factory stereos Repaired
222 S. 12° 753-5865

1972 MERCEDES 240
diesel Excellent condition
Rebuilt engine $3700
753-9365

1976 TOYOTA Corolla
Best offer 759-1207
1977 CAMARO LT, loaded
100,000 plus miles Needs
painting and some engine
work 489-2436 after Spin
1977 FORD LTD New
paint, new tires Engine just
re sealed 753-2346
1980 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille blue. 1 owner
86,000 actual miles
loaded 753-9240
1983 BUICK Century
Good condition 753-0997
1983 OLDS 98 Regency
Brougham Very clean
good shape 753 2654
days 753-9980 nights
1984 CELEBRITY V-6 Excellent condition $2350
753-2493

If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

ASSUMABLE VA loan'
on this great 4br, 2 bath
family home in a good loca
tion Fenced in back yard
and price reduced to upper
$60s Call Kopperud Re
alty, 753-1222 for a show
MLS13008

1987 NISSAN Pulsar, low
mileage, dean Good condition $5000 753-4422

WATERFRONT Ky lake
subdivision 4br 2 bath
w/covered dock 354-6006

1988 CAMARO, red 21xxx
miss Must sell $7800
753-6741 after 5 30pm

753-4199

1988 GRAND AM 63xxx
miles Excellent condition
New Michelin tires $6000
OBO 753-2512

1988 RUNABOUT Will sell
for pay-oft 753-3682

TREE & Bush removal Intown only Free estimates
quality work, good prices
753-0611 before 8pm

WILLIAMS Concrete Service Low prices free esti
mates 354-9397

1991 CAMARO Red, Ttop, garage kept, extra
clean 436-5888 before
4pm, 753-5651 evenings

Servicos
Offered

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
mg, wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No lob too
small 436-2052

ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in-dash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music.
15yr, Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music, Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St,
753-0113.
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I block from MSLI
dorrns.

5 Points
Auto Repair
& Used Cars
1986 Olds Della Royale
Brougham 2 dr ,
nice. 68xxx rr[les $5,995
1985 Plymouth Carvelle
4 dr., loaded,
1 owner
$2,750
1985
3 dr.
auto,
good

Mercury Linz
hatchback, 4 cyl,,
air,
condition $2,150

1980 Chevy Pickup
V-8, auto
$1,995
1979 Olds Cutlass
2 dr.. V-8
$995

ALC_Concold
2 dr., 6 cyl.. auto
air
$795
1978 Ford Fairmont
Station Wagon
302, auto., air
$795
1979 VW Rabbit
4 speed
$650
810 Coldwater Rd
or See J.B.Taylor
753-9181

495
Vans
1985 DODGE Caravan 7
passenger Approximately
200 miles on rebuilt, 2.6
engine Automatic, cruise,
a/c. Looks and runs excellent. Arizona vehicle, no
rust. $4950. 436-5811
1985 TOYOTA Van Automatic, overdrive, many extras. 66xxx miles $4200
759-1217
1985 VW Van Reduced
$3000 753-4573
1990 SUBURBAN GMC
Loaded, low mileage. Excellent condition One
owner 436-2600
65 FORD Van, 6 cylinder,
straight shift $350
753-0062, 753-9714

1959, F-100, SHORT bed
canyon red 90% restored
Rebuilt 6 cylinder, stick
White spoke & radial Seri
ous inquiries only $1995
OBO 489-2663
1985 CHEVROLET S-10, 4
cyl, 4 speed Must sell
$1800 OBO 753-3222
1985 F-150 FORD Truck
302 motor Utility bed
527-15t1
1990 CHEVROLET
C-1500 Silvered°, loaded
Low miles 753-3632

Campers

4BR,3 bath LR. DR.family
room,country kitchen, 2 car
attached + 3 car garage in
back 753-0724

Hopkineville Fed Savings Building

Services
Offered

510

'Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Services
Offered

630

HANDYMAN will do plumb
irig electric and carpentry
Al A Landscaping and Reasonable rates
grounds keeping Mowing 753-9838
trimming, tree removal,
hauling, mulching Major or HAULING, yard work, tree
minor cleanups 492-8254 removal mowing Free es
timates 759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free HUDSON Company Land
estimates 753-0906 after scaping For tree estimates
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495 call 759-1823 753-4545 or
753-6773
ALPHA Builders - Carpen
try, remodeling, porches, INSULATION Blown In By
roofing, concrete, drive- Sears TVA approved
ways, painting, mainte- Save on those high heating
nance, etc Free estimates and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
489-2303
ANY remodeling, painting
& roofing References
759-1110
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5
Mon -Fri , 753 0530
WILL do plumbing, painting
and light hauling All guar
anteed 753-7953
WILL do yard work of any
kind Also wood for sale
759-4401 Ask for John

KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Re
covery. Murray 436-5560

BLACK TOP SEALER
Protect your driveway from
the long winter months
ahead For tree estimate
call Robert Prescott at
753-9504

BUILDER, residential,
commercial, carpentry
Tripp Williams. 753-0563
BULLDOZING and backhoe 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available
CARPENTRY, specializing
in decks, fences and arbors Also additions and out
buildings Commercial or
residential work Fast, quality service .References
available 759-1424 after
5pm
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Proles
stone'service Glen Bebber
759-1247, leave message

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C. GAL
Lltv1ORE ELECTRIC. Corn
mercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY

CH1M Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*Ali Repairs Are Guaranteed

1985 OLDS Ciere
Brougham, loaded 4-door
489-2710 after 6pm
1985 TRANS AM white,
red interior
t top,
753-6705

1968 AIRSTREAM 30tt
rear bath Awnings all
around
Extra nice
753-0114
1975 18' TRAVEL Trailer
Reece Hitch and Awning
1976 Chevy Suburban
Both for $2800 753-7292
DODGE Mobile Traveler
RV Toilet, shower. A/C
refrigerator, stove Sleeps
4 28xxx miles 753-3259
620
Boats
& Motors
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425
1982 HYDROSPORT Bass
boat 17'a ft 150HP Mariner Fully equipped Excellent condition 759 9311 af
ter 12 noon
75HP EVINRUDE Outboard motor Excellent
Condition $700 Call
James at 435-4425
BASS boat 1989 19'4 ft
Kingfisher tv1989 Mercury
200HP 1989 Red River
custom trailer Boat and
motor still under warranty
$12,500 753-7307

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and ser
vice
Call Gary at
759-4754
DAVE'S
WINDOW
CLEANING Residential
and commercial Free estimates Many references
753-9873 Dave and Lisa
Godar, owners
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roots and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs Written guarantee Local references
753-5812
DIAL Builders New home
construction, remodeling
home addition, pole barns
No job too small 436-5272
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
LICENSED for electric
gas, refrigeration Installa
tion arid repair Free estimates 753-7203
EXPERIENCED Roofing
New roofs re roofs tear
offs Free estimates
474-2021
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing, roofing tree work
436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specitica
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267

Thoug
live. It i!
that grea

tues." -

••
RAC NEALE BACKE SERVICE
Sewers Septic Tanks
•
Hauling • Footing
24 Hr. Emergency Service

489-2470

WERE
(

* SUMMER SPECIAL *

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255, 437-3034

Tone Up & Feel Good
Tone For 1 Month '27.50
Good thru August

PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492 8816

Body Wraps - Lose Inches
Start Today
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL Painters,
Inc Total home improvement Interior/exterior, &
landscaping Free estimates 753-3315 anytime

GLORIA'S
tr

Phone

CATHY
1ST Cril

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates. Call
474-2307

Mathis Transmission
Set-Lace
624 N. 4th

St.. Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive. automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrisman 492-8742

TOTAL lawn service Free
estimate 436-2744
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PAINTING Interior and Ex
tenor. Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

T.0 Dinh Repair and Maintenance. Electrical - Cleaning Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

in the
In 19'

SteelemAlibritton, Inc.

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper. To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation.
Day or rate, 753-5484

In
headlin
ences
tn
stated i
land, e
In P
Prime 1
final A
In 1S
Truman
Thurmc
In lc
In 19
after it
In 19

753-5341 or 753-1270

MOWING In-town only
Good cut, trim all objects &
perimeters, power blow all
walks, etc 753 0611 be
fore 8pm

SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhili.
753-2674.

Ber,ind Bunny Bread)

'53-5940

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668-

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel,sand, dirt, driveway rock. 753-4545,
753-6763, 759-1823

WYATT Masonary Brick,
block stone and concrete
Pour small foundations, patios and sidewalks Quality
work at reasonable price
Call anytime 489 2982

All Types Of:

BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements footings
.
, garages, drives, PAINTING remodeling
walks 30yrs. experience.
deck and landscape con
13yrs. in Murray area.
struction Free estimate
753-5476 Charles Barnett.
436-2744
BLUEGRASS Lawn Ser- PAINTING
interior and exvice Mowing, mulch, landterior Quality work Over
scaping, hauling. Free esti- 20 years experience
Ralph
mates. 753-1221
Worley 759-4555
BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free estimates 436-5501 or
437-4391

WOOD'S- Heating and
Cooling We repair central
and window air conditioners 759-1979, 753-0530

Custom Woodworking

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse, MITCHELL Paving Seal
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- .coating and hauling. Over
perience Bobby Hopper, 30yrs. experience Free estimates 753-1537 or
436-5848
753-1221
A-Z services Roofing,
fencing, painting, plumb- MOBILE home parts and
ing, electrical, hauling, tree service Complete parts ca
work, landscaping. All ar- talog Best prices, quality
ound handy-man Free es- result Hwy 641 Hazel KY
192-8488
timates 436-2868
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All

Used
Cars

530

Services
Offered

WORLD OF SOUND
Your #1 Car Audio
Professionals Now
Offers Sales, Service & Installation
On All Brands

610

Boats
& Motors

470

.130

Toda
days k

12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

3:=7/ Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work
GARFIE

Public Auction
18th, 1991 at 1 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Marie
Brown. From Murray,Ky.take 121 north to Stella. Follow 299
to Kirksey take Hwy.464 toward Mayfield to Will Doores Rd.
From Mayfield take Hwy. 464 to Will Doores Rd. Watch for
auction signs.
Household Items & Farm Equipment
Thursday, July

Knee-hole desk - couch & chair - Jenny Lind type bed - 3 piece
bedroom suite - gas cook stove - ref., electric sewing machine - old
books - coat rack - microwave oven - cabinet of tapes - old library table
- small metal shelves - old glass & china - punch bowl - fruitjars -lot of
material - small fan motor - other small car heater fans - table scales cow bell - Hull pottery - weight clock - radios - window fans - light
fixtures -metal ladder - electric fence box - chicken feeders - Coleman
lantern - nice flower racks - nuts, bolts & screws - garden planter washtubs - lawn & garden tools - metal tank - AD-17 tractor III series
- 16-9.28 tires - power spread wheels - tractor type rotary cutter tillers- old bicycle ,corn elevator - hyd.jack - transmission jack -log
chains - wrenches & tools - bolt bin - 2-6' metal toolboxes- a Runabout
boat with a 1014011.p. Evinrude motor used very little & trailer Kawasaki motorcycle. Many other items notlisted. Auction held rain
or shine. Not responsible for accident.

'Lin Antler - Auctioneer
135-11111
Darrell Beane &

-Ms

Ser1

Terry Pieschall—Auctioneer.
11114...i11.1( 11,1, 11 P11.%•"
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TODAY IN HISTORY
Today is Wednesday, July 17, the 198th day of
1991. There are 167
days left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
In 1935, the entertainment industry publication Variety ran
its famous
headline: "Sticks Nix Hick Pix." (One possible translation: "Rural audiences react negatively to ruralthemed movies.")
tn 1938, aviator Douglas Corrigan took off from New York with
the
stated intention of going to California, but ended up the next day in
Ireland, earning himself the nickname "Wrong Way Corrigan."
In 1945, President Truman, Soviet Premier Josef Stalin and British
Prime Minister Winston S. Churchill began meeting at Potsdam
in the
final Allied summit of World War II.
In 1948, southern Democrats opposed to the nomination of President
Truman met in Birmingham, Ala., to endorse South Carolina Gov. Strom
Thurmond for the White House.
In 1955, Disneyland had its opening day in Anaheim,
Calif.
In 1968, a coup in Iraq returned the Baath Party to
power, five years
after it was ousted.
•
In 1975, an Apollo spaceship docked with a Soyuz spacecra
ft in orbit
in the first superpower link-up of its kind.
In 1979, Nicaraguan President Anastasio Somoza resigned
and fled into
exile in Miami.
In 1989, the controversial B-2 stealth bomber was given
its first flight
test at Edwards Air Force Base in Calif., two days after a
technica
l problem forced a postponement.
Ten years ago: A pair of walkways above the lobby of
Hyatt Regency Hotel collapsed during a tea dance, killing Kansas City's
114 people and
injuring 200 others.
Five years ago: White House chief of staff Donald Regan
drew criticism after he was identified as the official who had suggeste
d
in an interview that American women would not be prepared to
"give up all their
jewelry" if the U.S. were to impose economic sanctions
against South
Africa.
One year ago: The seven nations negotiating German unificat
ed agreement in Paris on Poland's permanent border, clearing ion reachthe way for
the merger of East and West Germany.
Today's Birthdays: TV personality Art Linkletter is
79.
Phyllis Diller is 74. Actor Donald Sutherland is 57. Comedy Comedian
writer Pat
McCormick is 57. Actress-singer Diahann Carroll is 56.
Actress Lucie
Arnaz is 40. Actor David Hasselhoff is 39. Singer
Phoebe Snow is 39.
Singer Nicolette Larson is 39.
Thought for Today: "These are times in which a Genius would
live. It is not in the still calm of life, or the repose of a pacific wish to
station,
that great characters are formed. ... Great necessities call out
great virtues. — Abigail Adams, American first lady (1744-1818).
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LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Prelimary site work has begun
on a 70,000 square foot addition to
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center on
U.S. Highway 641 North. About,
one-half of the addition will be
occupied by a JCPennev store.
Teachers and students from
Thurman's School of Dance, Murray, tied for seond place with a studio from Columbus, Ohio, at MidUnited States Tournament and
Dance Championships at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Debbie Adams Livers and Doug
Cagle were married June 12.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Bennett, July
8.
E.L. (Red) Howe Jr. won the
Medal Play Golf Tournament at
Murray Country Club.
Twenty years ago
Lyle Pridemore was winner of
color television set given away at

Murray-Calloway County Fair on
July 15. Pictured with Pridemore
are Marilyn Simons, Murray Calloway County Jaycee Fair
Queen, and Cedric Paschall, a
member of the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees.
Nancy Myers, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. A.F. (Skeet) Myers of
Hazel, won first place in West
Kentucky Horsemen's Association
Open Horse Show at Murray Calloway County Fair.
Miss Barbara Susan Rose and
Kenneth Paul Bucy were married
June 27 at Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Parker, a girl
to Larry and Sylvia Harris, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James D.
Hopkins, July 12.
Thirty years ago
Randall Patterson has been
appointed as assistant vice presi-

dent of Dees Bank of Hazel. He
will assume charge of the bank's
loan department and related
activities.
Cecilia Wallace, Kaye Wallis,
Jan Jones, Barbara Brown, Diane
Shuffett, Mary Jo Oakley, Sherry
McCuisiton, Greer Houston, Vicky
Spiceland and Debbie Dibble of
Murray High School attended Dixie
National Baton Twirling Camp at
the University of Mississippi.
Miss Elizabeth Faye Patton and
Edward C. Willie were married
June 18 at Owens Chapel Baptist
Church.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Romel Kirks, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Eldridge, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Olive,
and twin boys to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Gordon Warner Jr.
torty years ago
Charles Eldridge, Jean Ryan, Pat

husband. "George" and I have been
married for 16 years. Last summer
George was going through a mid-life
crisis and began shutting me out and
spending most of his time at work.
A young woman — 10 years his
junior, married and temporarily
separated from her husband — began
buying George lunch, complaining
that she was unhappy at home, her
husband was a poor lover, etc. She
started praising my husband and
feeding his ego.
Then one day she told him that
her car was in the shop and she
needed a ride home, so he drove her
home and she invited him in "to

BLONDIE

He did, and before he knew it, they
were in bed. In the middle ofthe act,
George said he realized that he was
in the wrong place with the wrong
woman, so he got out of bed, took a
shower and came home to me.(This
was his version.) He confessed,
begged for my forgiveness and we
prayed together. He said it was the
worst sexual experience he ever had.
George went to confession and
told the priest everything.The priest
said that technically George did not
commit adultery because he did not
complete the physical act. Is this
true? I want to believe him.
GEORGE'S WIFE

DEAR WIFE:Adultery,in traditional Catholic theology, does
not depend on the completion of
the physical act.("...anyone who
looks at a woman lustfully has
already committed adultery with
her in his heart." Matthew 5:28.)
George's "mid-life crisis" is a
cry for help, and his lapse of
faithfulness is a symptom of an
ailing marriage.Butsince he has
been a faithful husband for 16
years, you should be less concerned about the biblical definition of adultery, and more concerned about the state of your
marriage. You could both benefit from counseling.

THE FAR SIDE

SKIRT IS A 6000
BUY, BUT MY HUSBAND
--HINKS I HAYS
ENOUGH SiicitZTS

By GARY LARSON
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OUT OF THiS
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CATHY
DAV OF VACATION:
LEISURELY DRIVE.

1ST

LAST DAV OF VACATION
6OLF, SHOP, HORSE BACK RIDE,
HIKE, FISH, SAIL, SOMA, READ,
VOLLEYBALL, MOUNTAIN GUMS,
IIJATER SKI, HOT-AIR BALLOON,
SNORKEL, TENNIS, TAKE PICTURES
'TOUR MUSEUMS, TOUR GALLERIES,
TOUR SITES, UJRITE POSTCARDS,

TRAINED BY YEARS IN BUSINESS,
ANOTHER COUPLE HAS AN INVOU1NTARY RESPONSE TO A y.ADUNE.

"Hey, Bob wants in — does anyone know how to
work this thing?"

WRITE POSTCARDS, WRITE POSTCARIZ

CROSSWORD,
ACROSS
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YOU'VE GOT 'THAT
BIG1 HAND LITTLE
HAND 5TOFF DOWN
COLD DON'T YOU?

PO 4000 REALIZE

1 — Year
5 Allowance for
waste
9 Weaken
12 Indian
currency
13 Nevada city
14 Guido's high
note
15 Annually
17 Note of scale
18 Decay
19 Remainder
21 Dwells
23 Track man
27 Myself
28 Attempted
29 Type of cross
31 Bespatter
34 Faroe
Islands
whirlwind
35 Stitch
37 Mountains
abbr.
39 Sodium

symbol
40 Affirmative
vote
42 Corded cloth
44 Track man
46 Roman gods
48 Bank
transactions
50 Muddle
53 Time gone by
54 Hawaiian
wreath
55 Mother
57 Cubic meters
61 Goff mound
62 Roman date
64 Ceremony
65 Harvest
goddess
66 Pitch
67 Quarrel
DOWN
1 Song
2 Opp. of WSW
3 Collection
of facts

WO SLEPT THE
ENTIRE MORNING?
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Forgive him,unconditionally,
and he will remain in the right
place with the right woman,and
your next 16 years should be even
more wonderful than your first.
DEAR ABBY: After reading a
couple of articles in your column
about funny wedding nights and
foldout couches, I'd like to tell you
about our honeymoon — more than
45 years ago. After World War II we
were married in Connecticut and
drove to California with our best
man. Three on a honeymoon! We
decided on this because my husband,
Dick, and his best friend, Walter
(their real names), were . both still
stationed at Hamilton Air Force Base
in San Rafael, Calif.
. We never had any reservations
and rooms were hard to get,so we all
slept in the same room every night,
and they dragged in a cot for our best
man. We got a lot offunny looks, but
we knew everything was on the up
and up, so we just laughed.
Poor Walter sat through a lot of
lousy double features in an effort to
give the newlyweds some time alone
together.
To this day, we still laugh about
our off-the-wall honeymoon.
ANN SNOW,NAPERVILLE,ILL.

DR. GOTT

CALVIN and HOBBES

r

Wear, Auburn Wells, John Woodruff, Roscoe Hayes, Joe Jones,
Louis Boyd and John T. Murdock
are students from Calloway County
enrolled at the University of Kentucky, Lexington, this summer.
Pat L. Harrell, seaman, USN,
will visit Athens, Greece, when the
landing ship USS Rushmore,
anchors there July 23.
Jackie Geurin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rudolph Geurin, was winner
of Calloway County Tractor, Driving Contest on July 14 held in conjunction with Farm Bureau picnic.
Richard James placed second and
James Hugh Stewart placed third.
A feature story about the Rev.
and Mrs. Orval Austin of College
Presbyterian Church is published.
It was written by Lochie Faye Hart,
staff writer.
Miss Sue Jones and pvt. Joe
Outland were married July 14 at
Corinth, Miss.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY:I have a wonderful talk." She asked George to kiss her.

DAILY COMICS

WERE COMES NOE,
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PEANUTS
DID YOU REALLY
MISS PATRICIA
MORE TNAN YOU
MISSED ME?
-

-l.0$40 WROTE YOU
TPE LETTERS
FROM CAMP,
CHARLES? I
DID, TRAT.5 Lui4

SORE AND
\
YOUR 006
/ 0065 GET
LICKED
OFF ALL THE BLAMED FOR
EVER(NIN6!
FROSTING

DIAL-A-WORD'
Clues for todascromorci ;mule.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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4 Avoids,
evades
5 Meeting
6 Concerning
7 Goal
8 Instrument
9 Waited on
10 — vera

11 Strokes
16 Bank
customer
20 Southeast
Asia holiday
22 Negative
prefix
23 Portico
24 Commit
depredations
25 Japanese
measure
26 Male sheep
30 Most distant.
extreme
32 Dillseed
33 Prohibits
36 Marry
38 Nuns
41 Whirlpools
43 Vigorcolloq
45 Roman 51
47 Negative
prefix
49 Out of date
50 Choir voice
51 Profound
52 Send forth
56 Bother
58 Rend
59 Greek fetter
60 Deposit
63 Printer's
measure
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DEAR DR. GOTT• Do fish, crabs,
shrimp, etc become infected with
giardia and thus become part of the
life cycle? Does giardia survive meat
processing. or does one only acquire it
from fresh water when contaminated" In New Orleans we are addressing
urban runoff, and your past information seems a persuasive argument for
pet owners to place their pet's fecal
matter in sewage systems rather than
allowing it in drainage systems or
landfills.
DEAR READER. Giardia lamblia
are tiny parasites that are shed in the
feces of infected animals, most of
which are wild. The parasites infect
humans when contaminated water or
food are ingested.
Giardiasis in humans may cause diarrhea:
flatulence,
abdominal
cramps. nausea and weight loss.
symptoms are often minimal or absent in mild infections.
Giardiasis is diagnosed by stool
analysis. Flagyl imetronidazole) is
the usual treatment
Giardia parasites are not found in
fish or shellfish because the microorganisms require a warm-blooded
host. They are killed by heating, cooking or processing. Therefore, the usual method of transmission is by drinking untreated fresh water.
Giardiasis exists worldwide. In this
country, beavers are a major source
of the infection, hence the sobriquet
"beaver fever" for the disease. Domestic pets can also contract the
infection.
Pet owners in urban suburban
communities should clean up their animals'excrement This is more a matter of etiquette and consideration
than of public health. Wild animals
constitute a more serious threat to
drinking water In fact, in my rural
community, use of the reservoir has
been discontinued because giardia
(from beavers) were found in the water and could tIbt be eradicated by
chlorination.
I do not believe that strict attention
to pet animal waste is a telling argument for controlling groundwater
contamination in most cities. There
are other environmental reasons for
addressing this issue, the lowly giardia are not one.
DEAR DR GOTT My feet burn if I
am walking on them, and at night I
get Charlie horses I've had all kinds
of tests from family doctors and a
neurologist, but all I get is a prescription for pain — no optnion or help.
What's the story"
DEAR READER Your symptoms
of burning feet and nocturnal leg
cramps suggest a circulatory disturbance. When deprived of nutrients
and oxygen. nerves will often cause
burning and numbness Similarly.
muscles will often contract and
cramp in the absence of adequate
blood flow
Because your doctors are scratching their heads. I suggest you request
a referral to a vascular specialist who
will test your circulation to determine if there is a blockage (that can
be repaired or removed) or a general
narrowing of the small arteries in
your lower extremities. Such a narrowing may not, for technical reasons, be helped by surgery. Medicine,
however. may be helpful in treating
this condition In either case, the specialist can advise you
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TVA finance officer recommends no rate
hike, believes rate freeze will continue
BRISTOL, Tenn. (AP) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority's chief
financial officer has recommended
no rate hike for 1992. The chairman of the board of directors
believes the rate freeze can
continue.
TVA Board Chairman Marvin
Runyon said he thinks the utility
can hold rates steady for 1993 and
perhaps 1994.
"I personally think we can do
that," Runyon said.
William F. Malec, senior vice
president of Finance and Administration, said Tuesday that if the
board approves his recommendation it will be the fourth year the
federal utility has held, rates steady.
The most recent rate increase was
in 1987.
"The employees have indeed
done an excellent job of controlling
expenses," Malec told the threemember board during a meeting
here Tuesday.

The meeting was the first for
William Kennoy, who joined the
board in April. The board will vote
on the rates at its September meeting in Chattanooga.
'Malec said in a presentation of
the preliminary rate review that
sales will increase by about 4 percent and reliance on nuclear power
will be greater in 1992.
He pointed to last month's
restart of the Unit 2 reactor at
BrOWns Ferry nuclear plant in
Athens, Ala.
Dan Nauman, senior vice president for nuclear power, said that
TVA asked the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission on Tuesday to escalate
Browns Ferry to 80 percent power.
Malec projected 1992 revenues
LO be $5.4 billion, up from 55.1 billion projected for 1991.
Revenues were down for 1991
because of mild weather and the
recession, Malec said. Total operating expenses were down because of

lower power generation.
Energy sales for 1992 are projected to be 121 billion kilowatt
hours compared to 115.7 billion
kilowatt hours for 1991.
For 1991, operating expenses
were S3 billion, compared to $3.2
billion for 1989. For 1992, operating expenses are projected at $3.3
billion, according to Malec. In
1988, operating expenses were
nearly S3.5 billion.
TVA provides electricity, sold
mostly. through local utilities, to
about 8 million people in seven
Southeastern states.
In neighboring Bristol, Va., that
city's utility board voted last year
to inform TVA it plans to withdraw
by 1995. City officials say they
believe they can get better power
rates from another company.
Runyon said he believes the city
will not find lower rates elsewhere.
"TVA values all its distributors," he said.

Th

of girl
ree arrested in alleged purchase

LAFAYETTE, Colo. (AP) — A
Hmong man and his parents were
arrested on charges they paid
58.300 to another Hmong family
for a teen-age bride, authorities
said.
Na Yang, 21; his father, Wa T.
Yang. 50; and his mother, Geu
Yang, were arrested Monday on
charges of second-degree kidnapping and conspiracy, police said.
Na Yang also was booked 'for
investigation oritiempted rape and
third-degree sexual assault, said
Lafayette police Chief Leo
The Yangs were released on
their own recognizance from Boulder County Jail on Monday.
The 15-year-oi4_girl claimed she

McKinley climber

was forcibly placed in a car in late Boulder County Social Services
March and brought to Lafayette for and later returned to California,
a wedding, according to police officials said.
In a statement to police, Na
reports. She also said Na Yang
Yang said the girl's family lied to
tried to sexually assault her.
The Yangs said they paid the him "by selling their daughter
Fresno, Calif., family for a wed- according to Hmong culture in
ding feast, dowry and negotiators' order to get my money."
The Hmong were enlisted by the
fees. They said the payment is a
custom among members of their CIA to fight against communist
group, who lived in the hills insurgents in the early 1970s.
Cl
of northern Laos before fleeing to When Laos' pro-U.S. government
tLC United States after the. Vietnam fell,-tens-of thousands fled to avoid
War.
persecution.
Authorities began investigating
An estimated 100,000 Hmong
April 6 when the girl slipped a note live in California, and there are
to a neighbor. The note, exactly as large communities in Wisconsin
she wrote it, said: "I'm not his --and Minnesota.
wife. They force me here and I
The Yangs are among several
want to go back to Fresno."
dozen .Hmong families in
The girl was turned over to the _Lafayette_ _
-

Taras Genet, 12, of Talkeetna, Alaska, is shown packing gear during the recent ascent of Mount McKinley
in which he became the youngest person to reach the summit on North America's highest peak.
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Bus driver beat after trying to help woman
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Five
people beat a bus driver with
wooden clubs after he tried to help
a woman whose purse had been
snatched.
David Sadler, 49-year-old
employee of Southeastern Trailways, was treated for cuts on his
head and dismissed from the
hospital.
The woman who was robbed,
Linda Herman. 31, of Pearl City,

Ill., was not injured.
Hennan was standing outside the
Greyhound-Trailways Bus Lines
station when a juvenile ran off with
her purse Saturday night, police
reported.
Hennan ran after the thief, and
Sadler pursued. He said he was not
trying to get her purse back, but to
stop her because he was concerned
for her safety.
Sadler said he saw the thief get
away as a group of five males in

411
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their late teens approached.
"This one picked up a stick,"
Sadler said. "I said, if you hit me
with thal you are liable to go to
jail.' I thought it was just threats. It
wasn't."
Sadler said the assailants
demanded his money as they beat
him, but stopped when a passenger
On his bus intervened.
He said he thought the five
young men were working with the
thief to ambush any pursuers.

Woman blows up home
with insect killer
COWETA, Okla. (AP) — A
woman gathered up two children, a
pet bird and a puppy before setting
off 18 cans of bug fogger in her
mobile home. She stepped outside
— and the fumes exploded.
She could have got by with two
or three," said Coweta Fire Chief
Bill Osbum.
A pilot light likely ignited the
fumes. he said. No one was injured
in the explosion last week, which
blew out windows, the door and
one wall.
Eighteen cans of insect fogger
were found in the rubble, enough
to treat 90,000 cubic feet, Osburn
said. The mobile home was about
6,000 cubic feet.
Dorothy Clayton had just
stepped outside when the fumes
exploded, said neighbor Janice
Ramage.

DODGE RAM 150 SE
318-V8, automatic trans., air cond., SE
trim pkg., AM/FM stereo, cloth seat,
carpet, 30 gal. fuel tank, and lots more
List $16,167

New Hours:
Mon., Thur., Fri. 'till 7
Tues. & Wed. 'till 6
Sat. 'WI 5
Pius Tax P,o Fee TItle L cense
Incl $1675 Disc Pkg and Rabaul
Price Good Thru 7/27/91

Special

'115488

IT'S A WHOLE NEW MEAL EVERYDAY! From hot soups to cool salads. Fried chicken and
hot veggies to Salisbury steaks, meatballs and pastas. From tacos to seafood, chicken
stew, fresh yeast rolls, muffins, desserts and more. All-you-can-eat, all for one low
price. It's more than just a whole new meal everyday, it's a great value everyday!

ADVANTAGE:
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golden corral
Great Value!
Great Taste,GreatPrices,
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FINAL MARKD
SALE
EVERYTHIN
REDUCED
AGAIN!!
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